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Brett Favre

1996 and 1997 NFL MVP

7

All 30 NFL Teams and 1500 Players

Exclusive Quarterback Club profiles

Proprietary Motion Capture Graphics

Real moves by real NFL stars

All 29 3D-rendered NFL Stadiums

Mile High Stadium to Lambeau Field

Game and Season Stat Tracking

In-game updates to

individual league leaders

Total Team Management

Creating, trading, drafting

and managing the salary cap

Comprehensive NFL Playhook

Plays designed by Brett Favre

NFL
OUARTERBAGK

CLUB
98

The difference between winning and losing is in the details. A split-second of missed coverage.

A deflection. A committed block. Knowing your opponent's tendencies. Why should our game be

any different? NFL Quarterback Club '98 does the small things the same way it does the big

things...the right way. From bone-jarring tackling animations to Total NFL Team management,

this year's model is even faster, meaner and deeper. Play it.

sweat the details
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Enifrtammeni Inc. Crash Bandicoai 2: iotm Stnkei Back & ©1997

Uniyfriil Intttidive Sludioi. Inc. All nghis reitrved. Developed by

" -"- " *" Mi reserved www.playstation.com
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This time, Crash will have to work his way through huge, all new

3-D environments. He'll fly with a jetpack, surf on a jetboard

and saddle up a polar bear cub. He's got new moves, he'll meet

new characters and he'll face plenty of dangerous new

obstacles. It won't take long to realize: Only the strong survive.
PlayStation
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Nightmare

Don't let something as minor as a

little so\'ei'ed Umh stop \'ou. liecause

it certainly won't slop them.

il^

Use more than 28 different mutilating

moves to di\ ide and conquer the

diabolical denionst bloodthirsty beasts

and overzealous zombies.

Solve puz/Ies and battle marauding medie\al

monsters in lb i

Adam Crowley.

PlayStation

Coming

for

,„

Windows 95

\s^
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In Jtore^i now!

NIGHTMARE

i

^ bloody good time in jolly old London.

For more on this tale of terror,

call 1-800-850-1682.

www.nightmare-creatures.com or www.kalisto.com

Aclivision is a registered uademark of Activision, inc. Nightmare Creatures is a trademark ot Kalisio Technologies. 1997 Kalisto Technologies. Published and distnbuted by Acttvision. Inc.

PlayStation and the PfayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association, All rights reserved,

All other trademarks and teade names are properties of their respective owners.
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Messiah: Rising Shiny

David Perry of Shiny Entertainment,

not a company to shy away from

controversy explains why the con-

troversial Messiah could be the sec-

ond coming for video games.

SEAL Squad 2040:

A Special Force To
Be Reckoned With

These all-terrain fighters

are looking for a home.

WCW Nitro:

Of Kingpins and Pin Kings

Pro wrestlers Diamond Dallas

Page, the Giant, Curt Hennig,

Kevin Nash, and Scott Hall show

214 SWATPro Strategy Sectio
IVlarvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter a

PlavStation ProStrategv Guide ^
All the special and super moves for the

17 regular and 6 hidden characters!

Everyone is covered from Ryu and

Spider-Man to Evil Sakura and U.S.

Agent is covered! t

The Fighter's Edge

Street Fighter EX Plus (PlavStationl

I
Part 2 of this two-part strategy guide

covers special moves, super moves,

and combos for nine fighters;

M. Bison, Darun, Dhalsim, Sakura,

Akuma, Kairi, Allen, Garuda, and Blair,

Cheats for MDK, Resident Evil, Warcraft II, and more!

•^•'kKn 1 L \
^

i^intersdo 64 ProStr?!'t25rv Guide

Check out this comprehensive strategy guide to

help you complete this excellent space shooter.

200 How to Master Madden
Nintendo 64 and PlayStation

ProStrategy Guide "^^^
Hit the gridiron with the plays that will

*

make you the undisputed pigskin king

on the Nintendo 64 and the PlayStation.

{08 Final Fantasy VII

PlayStation ProStrategy

Guide, Part III

Part 3 of this three-part

Shinra headquarters to the final boss.

.1

'Cover: Courtesy ot LiicasArls



Name:
Mia

Age:

19

Height:

5'
7"

Measurements:
36-24-36

Occupation:

Rave DJ

Fighting

Technique:

Pi-Kua Kung Fu

Home Turf.

The SUeeb

I'» TaKe

Join the Brawl in November

www.thq^com
Visit your local retailer or call

1-818-225-5167 for orders only
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Arcade's Grealesl Hits: The Midway Meaion 2 ... 102

Auto Destnict 96

Azel; Panzer Dragoon RPG 78

Incoming , .81

Beast 81

Blade Runner 81

Body Harvest 81

Bomberman 64 140

Burning Rangers 78, 90

Bust-A-Move 3 180

Cardinal Syn 88

CasHevaniaSD 78

Command & Conquer: Red Alert 96

Cool Boarders 2 194

Cnme Killers 90

Dark Reign: The Future of War 114

Diddy Kong Racing 130

Dragon BallGT: Final Bout 160

Dulie Nukem 3D 174

Duke Nukem 64 134

Duke Nukem: Total Meltdown 86

Einhander 80

Enemy Zero 96

Extreme G 142

Famista64 80

FIFA: Road to the Wodd Cup '98 81

FlybyViflre 70

Formula 1 Championship Edition 80, 196

Forsaken 102

Frogger 166

Front Mission 2 78

Front Mission Alternative 80

F-Zero64 87

Jedi Knight: Dack Forces II 110

JelMolo? 162

Judge Dredd 81

LastBfOTO 178

Lode Runner 101

The Lost Wodd:
Jurassic Park (Arcade) 124

The Lost World:

Jurassic Parl( (Saturn) 178

Manrel Super Heroes 80,160

Mass Ostnjctjon 168

Matchday 81

MDK 146

Mega Man 8 80

Mega Man X* 80,180

Messiah 68

Metal Gear Solid 64,78

Monster Rancher 101

Mortal Komtiat 4 122

Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero 148

Molo Racer .152

GAS.P.

.

.78

Half-Life 116

Hexenll 112

Hybrid Heaven 78

Nagano Winter Olympics 78

NBA In the Zone '98 78

NBA Live '98 184

NBA Shoot Out '98 198

NCAAGameBreaker'98 197

NFL Quarterback Club '98 194

NHL All-Star Hockey '98 199

NHL Face Off '98 188

Need for Speed V-Rally 98

Pandemonium 2 162

Parasite Eve 80

Pitfall 3D: Beyond the Jungle 100

Powertwat Racing 99

eWoddTour 166

Rapid Racer 81

Rascal 100

Red Asphalt 164

Reel Fishing 168

Resident Evil 176

Resident Evil: Director's Cut 151

Resident Evil 2 (Bio Hazard 2) 80

Riven: The Sequal to Myst 102

Sacrifice 70

San Fransico Rush Extreme Racing 138

SEAL Squad 2040 72

Sega Touhng Car 199

Shipwreckers ......156

Skullmonkeys... 92

Sonic R 98

Spra World 81

Star Trek: Starfleet Academy 113

Star Wars: Masters of TerasKSsi 42

Street Rghter III: 2nd Impact 124

Tactics Ogre 211

Take No Prisoners 115

Tales of Destiny ....80

Tennis Arena , 198

Ten Pin Alley 180

TestDrive4 154

Total Annihilation 114

VR Soccer 2 81

Vs 164

Wayne Gretzk/s 3D Hockey '98 186

WCWNitro 74

WCWvs.NWO:WoddTour 132

Wild 9s 70

Wing Commander: Prophecy. 116

Quake ...

.

Quest 64..

Xenogears

X-Men vs. Street Rghter.

Yoshi's Story .

.

Youngt)lood. .

.

.80

Departments
Head-2-Head

Peace on Earth. . .and in video

games, too!

The Mail

;
Buyers Beware
The consumer's hotline!

ProNews
Will Microsoft team with

Sega?

NetPro

The Saturn NetLinl<! GamePro

Online gets a new look!

GamePro Labs

Peripherals for the holidays!

78 Overseas Prospects

Japan's Tokyo Game Show

and Europe's ECTS!

Sneak Previews

Duke Nukem: Total Melt-

down, F-Zero 64, Quake, and

more!

110 tiJi£Uf£i*iiil0

Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II,

Hexenll, Star Trek: Starfleet

Academy, and more!

122 Hot at the Arcades

Mortal Kombat 4!
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Duke's in town. And there's nothing he hates
:ig

^n army of alien punl(s crowding his spacey'^4 levels

fof freak-smashing 3D mayhem should seEflo it.

^ m^ntic gupsr^ruesome enemies! Total interaction!
*-T*V.. .'>Jj;r.. .-... ... _. .. .

'^fy

V»'.

PlayStation '

MjijtHimijt

kSJ i Realms riM6, 1997 3D Realms. All Rights Reserved. OuheNuk

www.3dreatms.com
T^ark of GT Iplancflv

Soni Coijipjter Eritefl

—

All Other trademarks areihe property o

a Irktfemark Md Itie'IH' logo is a registerMl

. of ftinletulo of America, Ik. PlavStat
-

i^ A
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HittlTiiiiiii --^J2 towering levels of

% interactive carnagefOn film sets, in bars, on

iiDving subways...no butt-ugly alien is safe from the

_wrath of Duke! Grenade Launchers. Shrink Rays.
^

core 3D action. And graphics to kill for!

"^
H's coming to take out the garbage!

ti?

.^>StiMiS»Jisti-. 'X'-i '^r

^--:'* *•
.^/•^^'
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NINTENDO"

GT Interactive
Software

—5j^ www.gtmt^ractive.com
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Presenting Masters of Teras Kasi, an all-out fighting frenzy featuring 9 Star Wars

characters and introducing a new villain masterfully trained in the ancient martial

art of teras kasi. Battle through 9 action-packed arenas. Engage in weapon-to-

weapon or hand-to-hand combat. Wield lightsabers, blasters, flame throwers and

battle axes to engage in the ultimate conflict. Heck, even the
lillS

Empire never struck back this hard, www.lucasarts.com "°"'°"°"
i .-

" "" " 'lmL!iJandLijcasArts£nleiUinmsnlCom(Hn/,AllfiifllilsRflsefrt(l,S(3rtosandlliuuC3!"

PUySlalion ana the Pla>Subon k]gos ait Iralemadis of Sony Computer EnUttaiivnefil Inc.
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Letter vMEPROS

TIS THE SEASON TO BE ^ames out this season.

The PlayStation is particu-

JOLLY...Not Violent larly powerful with Mad-

den NFL '98, NBA Live '98,

JHL Face Off '98, NFL GameDay '98, and Formula 1 Champi-

onship Edition. Madden 64 and Wayne Cretzky Hockey '98 will

be strong for the N64. If you bend toward the unusual, Reel

! Fishing is real...er, unique, but you can release caught fish or

make them happy pets in your own virtual aquarium!

Puzzle games are a fun way to challenge your brains and

, not your morals. Try Stackers for the PlayStation, Tetrisphere for

the N64, or Wheel of Fortune 64. Keep an eye out for Intelligent

Qube for the PlayStation, too. And for a fun, off-the-wall time,

try Parappa the Rappa for the PlayStation.

All these games are covered in this issue of CamePro. You

can find more selections in the Holiday Shopper's Guide fea-

tured in this issue.

,„ There are a lot of ways to go to enjoy gameplaying. The

choice is yours...as it should be.

Peace on Earth,

The GamePros

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com
San Mateo, CA

r*v^tf*'1..

EPRO R

uch of the hype about video games tries to fuel public

bloodlust. Certainly some video game advertisements

have gone over the top...sometimes they're more violent than

the games they promoie\ Some video game critics go over the

[top, too, when they seek to censor video game content.

Ryan Howard and Zach Bach are right on when they point

out that gamers have the right to choose the video games they

play (see their letters at right). To help you make that choice

and be knowledgeable consumers, there's a ratings system and

there's CamePro.

There's no denying that it's a kick to engage in virtual mar-

tial arts combat, battle evildoers, or save the world from blood-

thirsty monsters. It really jacks up the old the adrenaline level!

M it's a far and unsubstantiated leap from there to pin the vio-

ence in society on video games, as David Lobo points out (see

letter at right).

Came critics whose commentary helps give games contain-

ing violent content a high profile shouldn't overlook the vast

iinajority of games labeled Kids to Adults according to the ESRB

rating system.

There are some excellent games that offer fast-paced game-

play and thrills without asking you to beat up on your competi-

tion, like Diddy Kong Racing and Extreme C for the Nintendo

64, Sonic R for the Saturn, and Moto Racer for the PlayStation.

And depending on your take on violence in sports, there are

M—^_^^.__^.^ some outstanding sports

TiS THE SEASON TO BE g^'^!^ ""^ '^'^' ,^^^^°."'

.Violence
Rears Its Ugui'

IHead...Again...

I
am writing because I'm up-

set over the video-game

rating system. Like Walter

jfisher III [see "Head 2 Head,"

August], I also oppose the rat-

ing of games. I can understand

Adult Only games being banned

;for underage children, but

games like Mortal Kombat

made games come alive for

our generation.

\

Why can't we

^gamers play

; in peace?

Congress-

|men Kohl and

iiieberman are

^QUt of line. They

siame video

fgames for vio-

i lence in our so-

tciety? Violence has existed

f since the dawn of time with

man versus beast. The con-

Igressmen could go a long way

r toward curbing violence by

not wasting their time trashing

[video games but by focusing

all their energy to bring peace

;to places like the Middle East,

^Africa, Cuba, and Haiti. And if

Ithey really don't want us to

fplay so-called "violent" video

[games, they could make our

; streets and our playgrounds

^safe so that we have some-

i where else to play

David Lobo
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

i Good points, David. Violence

/n video games certainly re-

W^ct^ violence in our history,

'ir\ the news, and in human
[culture, but video games

\should not be a political scape-

qoat for not dealing with criti-

cal social problems. Read our

next letters and see ifyou agree.

...And Again...

(fully agree with Walter Fisher

Ill's letter Parents and sena-

tors have no right taking video

games off the market. Parents

are blaming video game com-

panies for their own failure to

raise their kids properly If they

don't want their kids to play

"violent" video games, they

shouldn't let them buy those

types of games!

But if they think

they can stop

me or any other

normal kid from

buying games,

then they're in

for a big sur-

prise. The truth

is that I can get

any game I

regardless of the rat-

ing—from any store in my
neighborhood.

Ryan Howard
St. Louis, MO

Ratings are good, but censor-

ship isn't. It's important that

game designers, game publish-

ers, and gamers be aware of

violence in the content of

games. But for those of us who

playgames, it's just ridiculous

to say that games create vio-

lence. Consumers who are con-

cerned about game content

should be smart shoppers.

Politicians concerned about

game content should let the

industry-sponsored ratings

system do its job.

...And Again...

Please send me the ad-

dress to those wussy

people who are known as the

ESRB. I could pull better rat-

want-

GAMEPRO ^1 lecember 1997
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ings out of my butt. I'm 13

years old and I buy games

that are rated for 17-year-olds

and over. If nobody uses the

ratings, what good are they?

Zach Bach

Sebewaing, Ml

CamePro will never touch your

ratings. The reason games
are rated is to give parents

and other consumers guide-

lines by which to determine

whether or not a game is ap-

propriate for children. We're

glad that your parents think

you're responsible enough to

buy your own games, but not

every parent feels this way So

a quick glance at the ESRB rat-

ings can help them out. You

can write to the ESRB at 845

Third Avenue, New York, NY
10022, or call (212) 759-0700.

Canadian residents can call

the ESRB at (416) 480-7313. Or

you can even log on to its Web

site at www.esrb.com.

It's De-lightful,

It's De-licious,

It's De-monic

I'm
disappointed with the

video game industry. As a

faithful Christian and a gamer,

I'm offended by what I see in

too many games these days.

I've unknowingly bought games

like Quake and Doom by id

Software that contain every-

thing from pentagrams to

blood altars to pictures of

Jesus's bloody head. I think

that religiously conscious peo-

ple like me shouldn't have to

take chances on what we buy

The ESRB or RSAC should be

able to devise a rating for oc-

cult content. And if they won't

do that, the companies should

have warnings. Tecmo did

with their ads for Deception,

which included warnings of

Satanic references. Satanic and

occult content in video games

offends me much more than

blood and gore. It offends the

beliefs of millions of people.

Isn't that enough to warrant

a rating or a warning?

Matt Williams

Payson, AZ

Well, let's get some things

straight first. Everyone takes

chances on what they buy, no

matter what their religious be-

liefs. Also, there is no severed

head ofJesus in any id game!

What you're referring to is the

severed head ofJohn Romero,

the game's creator (who, de-

spite what some gamers will

tell you, is not the messiah).

Romero's brain container is

hidden in a secret area of the

game. If you've seen this, then

you played pretty far into the

game. . . which kind of weakens

your argument that a game
can't contain occult symbol-

ism and be fun, too. But we

like your idea of putting a

warning on boxes ("Caution:

Demons at work. Proceed

slowly") so gamers are aware

of what's in a game, kind of

like the offensive lyrics label

on music CDs.

Did You Know
THE Human
Head Weighs
Seven Pounds?

I've heard rumors that some-

one is designing a controller

trol onscreen movements. Is

this true? If so, how would it

work? It sounds great! I don't

want implants in my brain just

so I can play games— I want

both hands free to slap my
brother or pick my friend's nose!

Grant "Gotta Know Every-

thing" Anderson
Winston-Salem, NC

With the kind of thought process

you've just demonstrated, you

couldn't power up a Came Boy

Actually we've heard about

this controller, too. The tech-

nology is still a long way off,

though. If you really want a

free hand during your game-

playing, try the one-handed

Crip controller by ASCII or the

Clove by Reality Quest.

Nude Raider

Modesty prevails.

One of your competi-

tors has posted "re-

vealing" images of Lara Croft of

Tomb Raider on its Web site.

Can they get into trouble for

that? Also, when the 64DD

comes out, will it be bundled

with the Nintendo 64 in the

same box for a combined

price? And finally, what kind

of music does the CamePro

staff listen to at work?

Gavin Horst

Ocala, FL

Your train of thought cer-

tainly stops at many stations,

grasshopper First of all, we

never comment about the sad

and desperate acts of other

mags, which deserve pity not

punishment. Secondly no one

but Nintendo knows the plans

for 64DD packaging, but at

some point it's sure to be bun-

dled with the N64—it only

makes sense. Thirdly the

CamePros love different types

of music: Johnny Ballgame is

down with the Wu-Tang Clan,

the Rookie loves Ben Harper

(and Ben Harper loves the

Rookie), Air Hendrix eats up

Pearl Jam, Major Mike favors

Simple Minds, Dan Elektro

goes electric for Van Halen,

and Bro' Buzz elects The Presi-

dents of the United States of

America. As for Scary Larry,

well...Scary loves to hear the

screams ofpain around him

when he turns in his articles.

Oh, yeah... Dr. Zombie loves Hall and Gates...

Yore Hyerd

I
have some thing you like I

have codes for Impact Rac-

inhg [sic]. But before I give

you the codes I was thinking

I would like to wark [sic] for

you. If that 's OK, I can play

video games and repart [sic]

how they are. And I can do

this for free, just to play newe

[sic] games. You mall [sic] me
a game (It has to be a Sega

Saturn game). Then I play it,

wrighte [sic] about the game

and them [sic] mail it back

with the game and the review.

What to [5/c] you think?

Anonymous

Thanks but your letter makes

us. ..well. ..(sic). We suspect

you already write for one of

our competitors.

for home console systems that

would use brain waves to con-
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"Wiier! Best PlayStation Gne at E3."

.unique gameplay and l(iller graphics that will rocket it straight into the PlayStation" hall of fame."

-GAMEPRO

"...positively oozes high production values... This one's going to he hig!"

-GAMEFAN

"...a rarity in today's sequel-studded market: a completely fresh idea."

-P.S.X.

"...one of the coolest games I've ever seen..."

-GAME INFORMER

.one truly entertaining title."

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ -OFFICIAL U.S. PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE

^ ^r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^. .my pick for game of the year.'

-PSX NATION

OcWwofit) Inhabltanls Abe's CkWysee TM & © 1 997 OcWwodd Inhabtiants, inc All Rights Reserved. Pubfished and

dislflbuled i3y GT Interactive Software Corp. PlayStation and the PlayStation Logo are trademarks of Sony Computer

Entertainment, Inc, All olher trademarks are property ol their respective companies.
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By The WaMi Dog

This is one of my favorite times of the year: I

get leftover turkey scraps for a week instead of

that wretched canned stuff. Speaking of wretched stuff,

it seems that some video game customers aren't as lucky

or as happy as me.

Is cheaper better?

Q I have a Nintendo

64, and I recently

paid $30 for an RF

adapter made by Nintendo. A
week later I saw an RF adapter

made by Performance that only

cost $15. Why such a difference in price? Is there a difference

between the two adapters?

Jonathan Kraska

via Internet

A A Nintendo customer service rep answers:
* "When you pay for any non-licensed product, you

are basically paying for a cheaper knockoff; in this

case, the RFU Adapter by Performance. The reason that the Per-

formance adapter is less expensive than ours is because there

is inferior wiring built into it that doesn't meet Nintendo's stan-

dards. We encourage all Nintendo customers to buy products

officially licensed by Nintendo. There is a greater likelihood that

their systems will break down if they use non-licensed prod-

ucts. Such products will also nullify the system's warranty"

A Performance customer service rep replies:

"Our RFU Adapter operates just as well as Nintendo's if not bet-

ter. The only difference is that our adapter is made with some

inexpensive components and costs less than Nintendo's adapter.

Because we recognize that our product isn't officially licensed

by Nintendo, we will pay for any and all damages that the

adapter might cause if a situation ever occurs. So far, there

haven't been reports of any of our adapters affecting a video

game console, a TV, or a VCR. Nintendo's RF switch is just too

expensive."

t CamePro, listening is what we do best. When you have a

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we
L want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

i write to:

GamePro's Buyers Beware
RO. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

[

E-mail us your comments through America Online at

Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address

buyers_beware.gamepro@gamepro.comn

Q In my copy of Mortal Kombat liiloyy lui tiie Sat-

urn, the animation sequences for Classic Sub-

* Zero's Animality and Fatality don't appear, even

if I do them correctly The screen darkens and Sub-Zero starts

his special move, but then the animation sequence doesn't fin-

ish. Is my game defective?

Jim Clifton

Follansbee, WV

A Midway customer service rep states:

'The game isn't defective. The Fatality and Animal-

ity for Classic

Sub-Zero (as well as the other

classic characters, Kung Lao

and jax) aren't programmed

into the game. You can still pull

them off, but you just won't

see anything. The reason the

animations for some Fatalities

and Animalities were omitted

was because we didn't have

enough time to draw in the se-

quences before the games were

due to be shipped."

Hey, guys, vrtiat happened to the

rest of the savage, blood-curdling,

gory animation?

The Watch Dog states:

What kind of half-hearted programming is this? Even after read-

ing the overall high recommendation from the CamePro staff

(see the Saturn ProReview, September), consumers should think

twice before purchasing this version of MK Trilogy—or any

game where game designers knowingly take shortcuts and

shortchange your gameplay experience. At the very least, a

reduced price would be nice.

Q:
How long can I

play with the Rum-

ble Pak for my Nin-

tendo 64 before I have to change

its batteries? And what kind of

batteries work best with the Pak?

Xpx Gamer
via Internet

Just nmblln' awayl

A A Nintendo customer service rep replies:

" 'The general life span of the Rumble Pak is about

50 to 60 hours of straight rumbling. Use any

non-rechargeable brand-name alkaline battery for the best

rumbling effect."
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NEW WBESIUNG MOVE

\TVi. io Or'-i'?'

"One of the Fall's

hottest games!'

» Over 40 wrestlers, including more

than 20 WCW and NVUD superstars:

Hollywood Hogan, Sting, The Giant,

Lex Luger, Ric Flair, The Outsiders,

The Steiner Brothers, Oean Malenko,

SyxK, Eddy Guerrero, Chris Benoit,

Scott Norton, Rey Mysterio, Jr.,

Steuen Regal, Ultimo Oragon,

Buff Bagwell, and many morel

• Each wrestler has 30 to 40 moves,

including his own signature moves

• lag Team and simultaneous four-player action

• Five different play modes

,/^
AXW

www.thq.com
www.VUCVUwrestling.com

Visit your local retailer or call

1-818-229-9167 for orders onlv

iiitiMiijiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiitiiitii
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Microsoft SnCl ScgSl More information continues to

reportedly in 1 28-bit
'""^'^ '''""^ ^'^''' ^"*"'' ™"'°^'

plans. The latest juicy gossip: Sega

console discussions and Microsoft will reportedly part-

ner to create a new 128-bit system that

could see Japanese release as early as

late 1998.

Key components of the system, code-

named "Dural," reportedly include Hit-

achi's as-yet-unfinished SH4 128-

bit processor, PowerVR 3D graphics

technology, at least 8 MB of RAM,

a 6x-12x variable CD-ROM drive, and

a default resolution of 640x480—twice that

of Saturn's current lowest mode. A Windows

CE operating system will make the system

very friendly to PC programmers, some-

thing which proved very helpful to the

PlayStation and remained a sore spot

regarding Saturn development.

Microsoft and Sega, meanwhile, have yet to comment, but an

official announcement about the company's plans is expected

before the end of the year.

Over the last year, Sega has had its share of failed partner-

ships, first with its fizzled Bandai merger and later with its still-

unresolved $100 million 3Dh( lawsuit. Right about now, a strong

partnership with a juggernaut like Microsoft could be the answer

to many of Sega's problems.

AA Last month Nintendo announced

^^% the delays of several key games.

This month, It's Sony's turn to put a

flagship title on hold: Blasto.

The 3D action/adventure game,

which will feature Phil Hartman voicing

the game's barrel-chested hero, won't

see release until the first quarter of

1998. Sony didn't list any specific rea-

sons for the delay, other than to say

that Blasto is "one of the most aggres-

sive projects taken on by Sony Interac-

tive Studios" and that the delay "Is

necessary to ensure that Blasto is truly

the remarkable game that we know

it will be."

Or, as an industry catch phrase goes:

A late game is only late until it ships. A

bad game is bad for the rest of your Ife.

Report: Consoles Rule! (For Now)

The ninth edition of the very boringly

named Optical Publishing Industry i

Assessment features some rather fl

exciting news: Consoles are kickin' ass. .^

According to the industry report, combined ship-

ments of 32-bit and 64-bit video game consoles will
-

exceed 25 million units worldwide by the end of the ^

year, and should achieve wider market penetration

than any previous console generation. Revenues for console

games now exceed PC CD-ROM titles In many countries, Includ-

V ing key territories such as the U.S. and Japan. As the 16-

7 bit machines yielded to PCs, now PCs are being overtaken

again by the so-called "next generation" machines.

—>v However, the report also noted that consoles have

1 traditionally enjoyed a life span of five years. With DVD,

/ Pentium II processors and blindingly fast modems on

the horizon-not to mention rumblings about PlayStation 2

and Sega Dural-it's quite possible that next Christmas could be

the last dear-cut victory for the current crop of machines.

GAMEPRO ^^ December 1997
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aming's greatest

hero unleashes h

i X-traordinary new powers

on 32-bit systems! Mega

Man X4 ' blasts light-years

ahead of its predecessors

with unrivaled graphics,

vibrant animation and

a barrage of cool new

features. For the first time

you can play either as Mega

Man X or his mighty partnp

Zero in two separate advel

tures. X-plore all-new X-Hunter

levels, where perplexing

passages, power-ups,

ealed rooms and

hidden weapons abound.

Fire-up your new Land

Oiaser Superbike and battle

tons of Maverick Reploid

Robots while mastering

new attacks like the Air

Hover and Zero's Z-Saber

Tactic. All told, it's the

most X-citing X-ploit in

the Blue Bomber's history.

~ Iy,a32-bi

|r i!iii.i;!'<(

TM

...•-fT Tsij..'p

h

M^Mm
Lik'

OCAPCOMCO,ITD 1997 S CAPCOM USA, INC 1997 Alt RIGHTS RESERVED.

MEGA MAN X AND MEGA MAN X4 alt ttadanniks ol CAPCOM CO, LTD. CAPCOM Is a rgglsKrM Iradimaik ol CAPCOM CO.. LTD.

PlaySbTion and (lis PlayStation (000 art tradonailis ot Sony Computar Enlertainmant Inc. Sega and S«ga Saturn art tradtmart($ ot Stga Enttrpnsts Ltd

^ K
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knife In hand,

Duke'j action

figure kx>ks

ready to turn

Mr. Potato

Head Into

Julienne fries.

What's a holiday without some toys under the tree? GamePro

has the scoop on a whole new breed of game-based action figures.

Forget those lame Street Fighter/6.1. Joe action figures and toss out those tiny Mortal Kombat toys—

a

new gang of game-based action figures is about to hit the market, and it looks like they'll finally do their

inspiration justice.

A small Ohio toy company named ReSaurus beat out McFarlane Toys (Spawn) and Trendmasters (Inde-

pendence Day) to grab what could be one of the coolest action-figure licenses ever: Duke Nukem. The six-inch

Duke should be available now in two flavors: an $8.99 version with a standard complement of weapons, and

a limited-edition version with an extra gun, the Freeze Thrower, plus a CD containing the game for

a few bucks more. Better find 'em fast, though—only 200,000 of the regular and 50,000 of the

limited edition figures will be made! ReSaurus plans to produce some of Duke's more infamous

enemies later next year.

Also in November, Toy Biz strikes with a 5-inch plastic rendition of Tomb Raider's hot

heroine, Lara Croft. Sometimes a killer body just isn't enough, so Lara comes packed with no less

than four different guns—an Uzi, a street sweeper, an M-16, and her trade-

mark Beretta—as well as one of the pesky bats she fights in the game.

Expect Lara to retail for $5.99.

Come January, look for toys based on Capcom's X-Men vs. Street Fighter,

also from Toy Biz. Each two-pack features one hero from each universe: Ken

vs. Sabretooth, Ryu vs. Magneto, Cyclops vs. Bison and Wolverine vs. Akuma

Each set of 5-inch figures should cost about 10 bucks. Later in the year,

look for matchups featuring Chun-Li, Charlie, Rogue, Zangief, Storm,

Cammy, Dhalsim, and Apocalypse.

Toy Biz will also see its Resident Evil toys slither into stores around

March. The first assortment will feature two-packs of a hero or a villain and

one of the game's creepy creatures. Five-inch renditions of JilL Chris, a

Hunter, and a Zombie will be joined by a towering 8-inch rendi-

tion of the game's villain. Tyrant. Toy Biz has plans to expand

the line to include characters from Resident Evil 2 as well as

the upcoming Resident Evil movie.

If that's not enough, keep your eyes peeled for action

figures based on MDK and Turok: Dinosaur Hunter late in

'98, and check import; stores for the Final Fantasy figures

currently available in Japan. One of the major toy compa-

nies told GamePro that they're eagerly scouting video

games for future toy lines, so with any luck, more of your

favorite game heroes could be immortalized in plastic soon

Reikjent Evil's heroes and

villains will become action

figures In MarchI

Lara Croft can hack her

way through any lungle-

but can her action figure

hack through Its own

packaging!

FFVIi X 21 Days = 500,000

.^' Surpilse, surprise: Rnal Fantasy VII rocked the

sales charts by selling half a million copies with-

I in three weeits of release. In under a month, it

became the best-selling game of 1997 to date. Guess those

prime-time commercials had an impact-or mayt>e it was the fact

that U.S. gamers all waited so long for a killer RPG?

Sega Music Studio Sold

I

Sega's state-of-the-art music studio in San

Francisco was recently purchased by the people

who knew it best: the ex-employees. When

SegaSoft divested itself of the studio, OffPlanet Entertainment,

including former Sega Music Group director and composer

Spencer Nilsen, quickly snapped up the facilities for an undis-

closed amount. OffPlanet creates music for film, TV, and record

companies.

L
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Where do you want to g6

V

Compete head-to-head. Surrender noth,,,,

The Microsoft SideWinder game pad brings tlie action of video game play

to the PC. Now. as many as four of you can play Windows 95-based games by

daisy-chaining these pads together without losing any functionality. Only SideWinder

game pads do this.

Map complicated, hard-to-remember multi-button moves to a single button for

execution of lethal maneuvers. And it's a perfect fit for hands of all sizes, letting you

keep a solid grip and making It easier to use any of the buttons or triggers. So. the

more SideWinder game pads you own. the more friends you can take advantage of.

Llost people

erjoj' the

inieriorit:

01 their

best iriends.

- Lord Chesteriield

o

www.microsoft.com/sidewlnder

' 1997 Microsoft Corporatioil All rights reserved Microsoft. Sidewinder. Where doyou want logo toaai ?. Windows and the WJr ed trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.



The Saturn's Net V\MNrth
— Now that some of Sega's top games work with the NetLink, can

the Saturn come out and play? GamePro has the hands-on report.

, By Dan Elektro

Imost a year after the NetLink's introduction, modem-compatible Saturn titles have finally

I arrived. Most of them are updates of existing hits: Daytona CCE, Sega Rally Championship,

Virtual On, and Saturn Bomberman are first out of the gate, and Duke Nukem 3D will also be com-

^ patible when it's released.

BVND'"
HIIAHVSUnOHIOCOHII

NetUnk

Daytona CCE via NetLink becomes a

two-person showdown on any of the

game's five tracks.

There's no slowdown in Virtual On's

fast, frantic action when playing over

theHetUnk.

—
Dial In Dpponedt ,

Be luie ic type It in wx

. l-115-555-I212«t)rlong(Jps

5S&-121? (or i local rati. Fn:

befauinJur " "
"'

laBiaaEiianaiiflHrtX:!;^^
lQ0HnaBfflllBBUytJE3

</"!"'*"* =
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since NetUnk only lets you view

one frame at a time, there are some

Oilngs on the Web you'll miss out on.

The Adventures of [l\Iet)Link
To play online, just plug the NetLink into your Saturn's cartridge slot, enter your Internet service

provider information, connect a phone cable from the wall, and throw in the browser CD or the

game of your choice. From there, you can search for opponents on the Web or dial a friend directly

using XBand, a modem-player

matchmaking system that

proved successful on the Gen-

esis. If you don't want to play

over the phone, you can use

two NetLinks to connect two

Saturns (you must use a sep-

arate TV for each) in the same

room, like Sony's PlayStation

link cable.

Thankfully, most of the

games play exactly like their

single-player counterparts,

with a few tweaks. NetLink
laggrre^

Bomberman reduces the maximum number of players NewPlsfB' I

from ten to four, but its two-on-two team games are < jrvncuryt^immitimirmimm.

no less frantic, as GamePro's editors proved recently

when we battled two of Sega's aces (Major Mike took m '

'em to school, of course). Split-screen titles like Sega mr^
©Delete

Rally, Daytona CCE, and Virtual On offer each player !©si»c«

their own full-screen view of the action. All the games

played quite fast, with next to no lag times. when the action is over, the software kicks you

One thmg that should be noted, however, is that '" « <">^' ^<''^"' "'"^^ vo" can congratulate

, , „ , , , (or taunt) your opponent.
you don t actually play the Saturn games over the Internet.

NetLink owners can find opponents through the NetLink Web site, but as with the original Genesis

XBand, all games are played through direct person-to-person modem calls, which might rack up long

distance charges. Before you play, check with your opponent to see if they're local.

Of course, you caa read the tascUiat-

ing stuff at '•'wm4jsmmifsjsmi on

your NetUnk, too...

ihuiBeUn

Players can send each other e-mail to

set up a match, then dial each other

directly for head-to-head action.

HbwPIjvo"

Thanks for being tny hood u iurrent.

EJQBQuaDDQQlllUllCJI
IBIEKiEIQaailBiilS;!!;^^'
FEinaanifZJiinfsatJEiBiiSi

When the action is over, the software kicks you

to a chat screen, where you can congratulate

(or taunt) your opponent.

GAMEPRO ^^ December 1997
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World Wide Woes
Unfortunately, PlanetWeb's browser leaves a lot to be desired. It's

impressive to see the Internet on the Saturn at all, but with very

little Saturn memory in which to store data, many of the more

exciting elements of the Web are lost. The software doesn't prop-

erly display frame-enhanced Web sites, It can't handle fancy ele-

ments like Java, and it doesn't play MIDI music or WAV sounds.

Some transparent images don't look transparent, either. For ex-

ample, Sega's own home page looks cool in black on Netscape,

but it takes on a vomitous green tint over the NetLink. Upgrad-

ed software and extended memory could fix these problems;

let's hope that happens in future revisions.

Sega's page looks great in a

PC-based Netscape window..

...but on the NetLinli, it turns a

sickly shade of green.

IXIetLink or IXIyetLink?
It's better to think of the NetLink as a gaming modem with a

Web interface than as an Internet solution. If you're thinking of

buying a NetLink as your only access to the Web, don't. Instead,

save your cash a little longer and buy a used computer. But if

what you want is fresh competition in Daytona or Bomberman,

then the NetLink is the Saturn

peripheral to own.

The NetLink

Package
The NetLink Game Pack features

the NetLink unit and a custom

Web browser, plus online-ready

copies of Sega Rally and Virtual

On for $99.99. The Sega Saturn

Solution Pack includes all of

the above plus a Sega Saturn

and a keyboard for $249.99.

Internet access is not included

in either package, but you can

use any standard Internet ser-

vice provider, like Netcom, PSINet,

or Earthlink (sorry, no AOL).

Many ISPs cost around $20 a

month for unlimited usage.

t.FGfl ENTEflPRISeS. LTD, 199SJ997
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you haven t been to

GamePro's Web site re-

cently, now's a good time to

check it out—www.gamepro.com

has been completely overhauled

with a new look, a search en-

gine, daily content updates,

and more.

In addition to the familiar

elements you've come to expect

(and hopefully love) from

GamePro Online, we've added f

a ton of new stuff. We're now

powered by iChat, a great chat

program that lets you use emo-j

tions as well as words. Pop in i

any time, day or night, and '

meet with fellow GamePros— \

or GamePro editors. You can also

chime in on our message boards

and make your voice heard.m^

our monthly polls. The ^v0r
offers the latest news as it hap-

pens, while the Exclusives sec-

tion takes you deeper than the

headlines, offering feature

stories, special reports, and

opinions from the GamePro edi-

tors themselves—fresh daily!

The Tips & Codes archil""'^

has been augmented and

revamped—now it's eas-

ier than ever to find help

when you're in a jam or

are looking for the latest

sneaky code. Best of all,

you can find what you

want when you want it

with our handy new Site

Search tool.

Contests, news, demos,

special events. ..there's too

much to mention. Log on

and check it out!

I itoO Bti^

GamePro Online's all-new chat room

features clickable emotions that can

liven up your discussion.

Every day, a different editor posts an

exclusive online-only report.

Tips and Code

Check out our extensive, regularly up-

dated collection of codes and cheap-
er add your own!

BOB0®I?@0

IK^ajeJ

IS8[DG]D0E}Q]GS.

The revamped GamePro Online at

www.gamepro.com has something

for every gamer.

E-mail us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com
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• The fastest killing machines in the world.

45 lethal missions.

Huge 3-D worlds.

• Customizable weapons and armor.

• One- or two-player combat.

•

It's enough to excite any would-be assassin.
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MlAS
OL Their Domain

saga is about to begin! Tiie star

' warriors of LiicasArts and GaniePro

J bring you an exclusive sneai< peei< at

,J Star Wars: Masters of Teras KasI with

,|4 a iiands-on preview, a basic training

guide, exclusive moves for all eight

characters, and a special insider's

treat—one of the hidden bosses!

L^, By Scary Skywalker

TOTAL; 3? /
OMH

Masters of TerSs KSsi Is almost here, and GamePro has the first

playable preview! With fluid fighting action and awesome special

moves, Masters may rule the galaxy by Chrlstmast

jiur y/ur;:

ii^h^^^'ii^t«iSi'f^'r'itll 'FV\\iM I

PlayStation

Developed and published

by LiiasArts

'>\WIMt)ll)"'JVi!nlL'-!
™

I

Teras Kicker
The moment it was an-

nounced, IMasters of Teras

Kasi sounded lil<.e it could

be a winner. From tiie

eight great characters

(Luke, Leia, Han, Chewie,

Boba Fett, a Tusl<en

Raider, a Cammorrean

guard, and newcomer

Arden Lyn) to the fa-

miliar settings (Hoth, p
Dagobah, and the

Rancor Pit to name T

a few), this game is

a Star Wars fan's

dream come true.

1 lOIAl: )

ICO ,.

origina

locations!

Tusken Vi/lage Bespin, the CloudCity Dagobati

GAMEPRO ^^ December 1997
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^ow to Use the Force
In addition to regular moves and special moves, each fighter

will be capable of busting unique Force Power moves. To access

your Force Power moves, you'll have to execute or block com-

bos to charge up your power bar. The moves are dazzling. For

example, when Luke does his awesome Ranged Jedi Saber Throw

he flings his lightsaber into an opponent for massive damage.

Tekken It to the Max ^
Teras Kasi employs l

„„, ,

fighting styles that are m a--,

reminiscent of several

different games, in-

cluding the traditional i

joystick movements of

Street Fighter (mostly

Dragon Punch and

Fireball motions) to

the rapid button tap-

ping of Tekken. The

moves in the early version we played weren't quite optimized

for speed or collision, but they looked spectacular nonetheless.

Moreover, since you get different moves

i \ depending on whether your character

^M|ii%^ is armed, there'll be plenty of long

y „^,- *
.^ J combos, air moves, and throws in

jammin' with da jedi
The attention to Star Wan detail is a given at LucasArts; so

much so that sound, for instance, will be one of Teras Kasi's

stron«|iiM[as it is in Jedi Knight for the PC; see "PC CamePro"

this isSSn'bu'll thrill to the sizzle of the lightsaber, shudder

over the pain of a Cammorrean grunt, and wince from Chewie's

Wookiee growling. Although not every character in the pre-

viewable CD sounded exactly like their movie counterpart

(guess Harrison Ford couldn't be

reached), some were right on. The

preview version also boasted ,

^

of the best Star Wars mu"
*"

'

yet on a home conso''

A Mastei-fii Game
Star Wars: Masters of Teras Kasi could just turn out to be one

of the top PlayStation games of the season for fighting gamers

I and Star Wars fans

|me«mu!R «Msoio'
alike. The Force will

;
be with you.. .soonl

LtmE surwAUiR
"""lis; I

^fesT^^^^
"SiiV". n ^mmwL^in.

n..,^,

.. .
,

w\
1

The Rancor Pit

r—i-^^siamivut/a.

Carbonite Freezing

CItamber

The Forests of Endor

mm.m^
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GotcHal
Chewbacca Han Solo

Luke Ai-deni^

Cool throws and grabs will catch your

attention. ..and squeeze the life out of

you, too!

Thol< Leia

Hoar

rnsiot

Boba Fett

,1 li'ilV mig

pii
'^i^'^^^^^MKlM^w^
ll^ p^—
r*'; ...,.>.rF^F^. -^

^ ^''' ^ '^^1

Danh Vader, Dark Lord of the Su\^^

CamePro has an exclusive look at Darth

Vader, one of the playable hidden characters

in Masters of Teras Kasi. Although Lucas-

Arts couldn't share any of his moves,

here's how to play as Vader!

n
I ' IllllBd

I

irmi & h (H

/ / \ -'v V

i W^

DARTH VAOE

.' J^»#

.i>ii.«»«*^?

To play as Lord Vader, you must fight through the game on the Hard or ]edi

setting as Luke Skywalker. Upon completion of the game, you can play as Darth Vader!

3P9

hI^
GAMEPRO ^^ Decemlier 1997



1
Command state-of-the-art Transformers!

Be a heroic Maximal like Cheetor

and change from beast...

n1^M
K^IK st .z. jf'^^^^tb

*r^
^s

..to robot fighting machine with

awesome firepowersi

Or choose to be an evil Predlcon

like the terrifying Megatron!

Battle in rugged 3D terrain with

natural hazards and enemy armies.

Defeat rival Transformers in

head-to-head combat!

^ ^Wkes'twi a wiiole new meaning wfien BEASTS can CHARQE

into ROBOTS armedi) t.'ie teet/. witn j'Uiech WeapOfirv

Maximize! Terrorize!

Fight for control of the Energon supply!

iiiiiiiiiiit

X,

www.be

A
astwars.com

Coming Soon on

Windows® 95 CD-ROM f^
AM 'k.,.

HASBRO
Interactive 4^a

\

JFJ3JKSy=IZ^AT^^^

m; iNGOUr
BEAST INYOU

^fiffHSK* II

Compuier Enierlainineni !n Win«w^ ond lh



AdAST£,^^
]iist SO you won't feel like the new ]edi on the block,

here's a partial move list to help you get started with Teras Kasi.'''

Arden Lyn j^f Boba Fett -

Gazelle Kick Double Ahkle Kick Thermal Detonator

Ultimate Unblockable
Super Move

mm
mimn ,

HIIS: 1

C^Mua

Ci

M
iV.:^J

. \ ... P P^\^-. •- X -' '- ---'

^^^^

',0 Tap^.^.O

tup Kick Cartwheel Sonic Sphere
^«£

.

1 itMJi^j 'M pMlhi; >

p
S50(.

J yr L i

HIH^ipE^p 1

1 C^ AJ^*??*

^Lr—"^^^^=^;

Tap^,<-,_

Hole This move requires one Force bar.

Rifle Shot

Motion -» ^ 4. 1^ <- z

Note: This move requires four Force bars.

Rocket Shot

Tap(x J,, Charge 4' two seconds, tap <-, _
Note: This move requires one to three

Forte bars.

Chewbacca
Double-Fisted Uppercut Gorilla Slap

Motion I ^ -» _,

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do

this move.

Han So'

Ankle Mid-Kick

Motion -» <- ^ A
Note: Weapon must be drawn to do

this move.

Thermal
Detonator Defense

t

Two-Fisted Downswing Rifle Shot
Tap X,

Ae iiiic Knee Kick

Motion 4. ^ -» A
Note: Weapon must be drawn i

this move.

Motion 4 nf *-_

GAMEPRO ^^ DeeiHkir 1997
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r/iese moves are based on an incomplete version ol the game.

l\/loves in llie final version may be different.





BX TCIFlHfS l-tMRI

0)

Hoar
One-Two Punch Punch and Flip Kick

Rapidly tap 1 1,

'

Staff Slash

Suiitxi'.

L-^ Tap(n ')

Hole: Weapon must be drawn to do
this move.

Luke
Lunging Saber Sweep

Tap->,-»,n

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do

this move.

^\ Figure 8 Swing

ID
,'''^V'"1'

—

1

V-1 EMa{
0'

'VH

i
1 y^-;^
Tap*-, (DA)
Hote: Weapon must be drawn to do

this move.

Rapidlytapli.A, X

i^riple Spifr

21li.

Motion 4' 1^ <-
.

,

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do

titismove.

Lightsaber Precision

Double Uppercut

Motion -» 4- ^

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do
litis move.

Ranged Jedi

Saber Throw

Quadruple Kick Double Roundhouse

Tap 0,0, 0,0 Tap-*,-»,u

Double Staff Swing t.^ Swing and Kick

Tap-»,-», \

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do
Ibis move.

Thok
Spin Cut

Tap 0, n, X

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do

Twirl Chop
and Uppercut

M«J:\

Overhead Chop Head-Butt

PIT""SffiS^FlPfJ
i lA tin»u«i

Tap -»,-»,

Controller Legend
Charge ;

Motion :

Motion <- !< 4. ^ -»

Note: Weapon must be drawn to do this

move and your Force bar must be full.

Hold the button Indicated for the time indicated.

Move the joystick in one smooth, continuous

motion.

Tap = Tap the buttons and directions indicated in

sequence.

( ) = Execute commands in parentheses

simuttaneousty.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that

your character is (acing to the right. If they're facing left

reverse any -» and «- directions.

GAMEPRO ^^ Decemlier 1997



Your Direct Line to GAMEPRO!

1-900-860-TIPS
Canadian callers: 1-900-451-5552

Calls cost $1.49 (Canadian) per minute

fiNC?

JOHNNY

OF
TmwesKf

New

35TTH£/NSIl?£

SCOOPONTHe
HOTTeST 6fi/t1£5

S6£PR/NT>

pii^ysmaPRO TR/i^w

fiNS\/^£R T0U6H ^f9£0 6fi/n£

QUeSTfONS fOR YOC/ff CHfiNC£

TO W/NfiN £XCUJS/^£

3fi/n£PR0 T-SH/PT!

• HOT GAME TIPS for all your favorite systems o LEAVE A TIP FOR SCARY LARRY
Nintendo 64, PlayStation, Saturn, and others! Tell Larry your hottest tips and yoi

voice and tips may be picked for

CLASSIC GAME TIPS to jumpstart older games broadcast to other callers!

Super Nintendo, Genesis, 3D0, and others!

THE a2-BJT TIP OF TH£ Wi£K
The hottest new tip for the latest gomes!

Calls average three minutes In length and cost $1.29 a minute. Be sure

to get your parents' permission to use GamePro's Hot Tips Hotline it you

are under 18 years ol age. Messages subject to change without notice.

A service ot GamePro Media Group in San Mateo, CA.

Call for your chance toWIN AWESOME PRIZES!!
Play the Scary Larry Phone Adventure to see if you can survive all the traps and

-' ' ^ . dangers. Those who survive in the shortest amount of time ore eligible to win
awesome monthly prizes and get their name printed in GamePro Magazine!

SkI^^^a

Calls cost $1 .29 a minute and average six minutes in length. Available to touchtone

and rotary phones. Be sure to get your parents' permission to call Scary Larry's

Adventures if you are under 1 8 years of age. Message subject to change without

notice. A service of GamePro Media Group, San Mateo, CA. Entries without

complete name, address, and phone number will be disqualified.

In Canada:
1-900-451-3335



DON'T SHOOT

Actual PlayStation Screen Shots.

From 3rd person view, span
the horizon for your target.

Snap into sniper mode
with the flip of a button.

Start zooming in.

With hundreds of enemy alien grunts and bosses waiting in ambush,
saving the earth is an almost impossible task. Fortunately the revo-

lutionary sniper mode evens the odds. Zoom in and target your prey

from over two miles away. What was once just a speck on the horizon

is now an enemy close enough to see the fear in its eyes. Whether or

not it deserves to keep its head is your call.

• Six new arenas designed exclusively for the Sony
PlayStation™ game console.

• An arsenal of unique and twisted weapons including

bombs, grenades, homing missiles, parachutes,

and much more.
• 60 arenas spread out over 6 massive mining cities.

• Full 3-D environment allowing 360 degree freedom
of movement.

Created by Shiny Entertainment, Inc. © 1997 Shiny Entenainment. Inc. MDK is a Irademarli ot Shiny Entertainment. Inc. All nghts re

PlayStation software developed by Neversott Entertainment. Artwork and design © 1 997 Playmates Interactive Entertainment Inc.

PIE^" IS a registered trademark of Playmates Interactive Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo

trademarks ot Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.



...UNTIL YOU SEE THE

GREENS OF THEIR EYES

Ahh. Bullets or

homing grenades?
Homing grenades.

IT THINKS. THEREFORE IT KILLS.

AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE PLAYSTATION" GAME CONSOLE.

0'l*K»

mill
vww.shiny.com

http://www.playmatestoys.com



fMPLOSIVE REAL-TIME" 3D tiRAPHICS. DEEP SEA MUm-PLAYEi

GAME MDDES.
10 TOTALLV DIFFERENT '^

HULL-CRUSHING ENVIRDNMENTS
AGNEJIC SUCKERS.

CHARISeS AND MOhE! -



This is what they really mean when they talk

about totally immersive gameplay. Take a dip in

these sub infested waters for a spot of nuclear

fishin'. 12 subaquatic psychos want to send you

ARMAGEDDON

down and they've got the torp' S>i

BOTTOM LINEfl

t.''m
.,,.-<?

''''^)#

M
i

•/K^.

is of hoisted metal

iawk:

CRmtrri

STALINGRAD

ARCHIMEDES

«^ C^i'r-

PlayStation

' GT Interactive
Software

I M,:l

. J.logt«««a<liim.irks ul SINULLIIU.

otSwiyCompirtefElrtertaiiiriciit Iih. Pi

are trademarks and I^GT Iihiu iii a re(i.w...
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>
shoppers) this holiday season, help is here!

UiUiUJ ws
wouldn njind finding under their trees...or anywhere else for that matter. It also
mcludes Hot Holiday Prospects," games that look like winners in their unfinished
versions but haven't gone through the ProReview wringer yet. And the Lab Rat
squealm^with his...err. Its picks of peripherals that would make good presents.

'^^iddvs from tfic Cdmc Pros'

Best Action /Adventure Games

1. GoldenEye 007

(Nintendo 64)

By Nintendo

2. Casllevania: Symphony
of the Night (PlayStation)

ByHonami

3. Nightmare Creatures

(PlayStation)

By Activism

4. Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee
(PlayStation)

By GT Interactive

5. Resident Evil: Director's

Cut (PlayStation)

ByCapcom

6. Morlal Kombat M]

1

gies: Sub-Zero (Ph

By f/lidvi/ay

7. Resident Evil (Satumj
—

ByCapcom

8. Duke Nukem 3D (Saturn)

By Sega

9. Doom 64 (Nintendo 64)

~Y Midway Home Entertainment

Lost World: Jurassic

( (PlayStation)

By Dreammrl(s Interactive

11. Time Crisis (PlayStation)

ByNamco

12. Hexen 64 (Nintendo 64)

By GT Interactive \

Hot Holiday Prospects

1. Tomb Raider II (PlayStation)

ByEidos

2. MDK (PlayStation)

By Playmates

3. One (PlayStation)

ByASC

4. Fighting Force (PlayStation)

ByEidos

5. Armored Core (PlayStation)

By Sony

6. Duke Nukem 3D
(Nintendo 64)

By GT Interactive

Best Vehicle
Combat Gomes

1. Colon

uclear Stri

(PlayStation)

(Saturn)

(PlayStation)

'Arts

(PlayStation)

(PlayStation)

ByPsygnosis

' Best
[Fighting Games

eet Fighter EX Plus

^-Wrtion)

: ByCapcom

\ 2. Soul BIsM
• ByNamco

,

I 3. Fighters IViegamix (s<

:
By Sega y

: 4. Mace: The Dark Age

; (Nintendo 64)

I By Midway Home Entertaim

; 5. WCWvs. NWOWorld...
(Nintendo 64)

By T'HQ

6. WCW vs. the World

(PlayStation)

By T'HQ

7. Dynasty Warriors

(PlayStation)

ByKoei
;

8. Street Fighter Collection ;

(PlayStation)
;

ByCapcom '.

Mortal Kombat Trilogy i

(Saturn) ;

By Midway Home Entertainment •

Hot Holiday Prospects :

1. star Wars: Masters of
J

Teras Kasi (PlayStation) •

ByLucasArts •

2. WCW Nitro (PlayStation) ;

By T'HQ
;

Best Sports
Gomes

den '98 (Nintendo 64,

PlayStation, Saturn)

By EA Spoils

2. NBA Live '98

(PlayStation, Saturn)

By EA Sports

3. NFL GameDay '98

(Plays-
•

4. NHL

'

By EA Si

5. NCAA Football

(PlayStation)l

By EA Sports'

6. NBA Action '98 (Saturn)

By Sega

7. PGA Tour '98 (PlayStation)

By EA Sports

I. International SuperStar

Soccer 64 (Nintendo 64)

By Konami

Uua^EIm'iiiiaBTMi

By EA Sports

IIPIO ^^ Decemlier 1997

av Prasnscts

hoof Out '98

c-TT^-.-nr-eBreaker '98 S ^

(PlayStation)
f.

By Sony P
3. Wayne Gretzky's 3D

Hockey '98 ^
(Nintendo 64, PlayStation) '

By Midway Home EntertainmS

4. NCAA March Madness '98

(PlayStation)

By EA Sports

5. NBA In The Zone '98

6. Nagano Winter Oly

(Nintendo 64, PlayStation)

By Konami



: Best AcHon/
'. Adventure
I j

Games
1

;
(Rated Kids

;
1. DJddyKong Racing

;
(Nintendo 64)

; By Nintendo
'

2. Star Fox 64 (Nintei

By Nintendo

: 3. Mega Man X"

(PlayStation. Saturn)

By Capcom -

4. Here's Adventures

(PlayStation, Saturn)

ByLucasArts p

5. Blast Corps (Nintendo 64)

By Nintendo

6. Mega Man 8

(PlayStation. Saturn)

By Capcom

Hot HoHdav Prcsnects

1. Crash Bandicoot 2: Neo

Cortex Strikes Back

(PlayStation)

By Sony
]

2. Croc: Legend of the

Gobbos (PlayStation)

By Fox Interactive

3. Sonic R (Saturn)

By Sega

16-Bit Hot
,

Holiday Hits

SNES Stocking Stun

Arkanoid

Space Invaders

ilenesis Classic Ra

Desert Demolition J
Ecco: The Tides of Time ,

Mega Bomberman

Sonic the Hedgehog 3

Super Monaco GP

Taz: Escape from Mars

Vectorman

Best
PC Games

1. Diablo

By Blizzard

2.Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II

By LucasArts

3.MDK

By Playmates

A. Interstate 76
ByAetIt

6. Dungeon Kee

ByBulllrog

T^UItima Online

Ongm

.adow; Warrior

CT interactive

ii^ay Prospects

1. Quake 11

By id/Activision

2. Riven

By Red Orb

S.Myth: The Fallen Lords

By Bungle

4. Half-Lite

By Sierra

5.Starcraft

J Blizzard

B.Unreal

By GT Interactive

7. Blade Runner

By Westmod '

8. Dark Earth

ByMicroProse
,

I
Best R I

e

-

• Playing Games

I
1. Final Fantasy VII

• (PlayStation)

: By Sony

I 2. Ogre Battle Limite

: lion: The March of

: Black Queen (Play^

: By Alius

* 3. Shining: The Holy

: (Saturn)

Best Racing
Games

1. DiddyKongR

(Nintendo 64)

By Nintendo

2. NASCAR '98

: By EA Sports

I
3. MotO Racer (PlayStation)

• ByEleclronicArts

I
4. Formula 1 Championship

: Edition (PlayStation)

: ByPsygnoOf

(Nintendo 64)

' is. Multi Racing Champi-

- Onship (Nintendo 64)

By Ocean

7. San Francisco Rush

(Nintendo 64)

I

By Midway Home Entertainment

8. Top Gear Rally

[

(Nintendo 64)

By Midway Home Entertainment

JB. Felony 11-79 (PlayStation)

- By ASCII Entertainment

_l Hot Holiday Prospects

I 1. CART World Series

_ i* (PlayStation)

• By Sony

''
\ 2. Sonic R (Saturn)

: By Sega

tAIUEPRB ^^ December 1897

Best Puzzle
Games

1. Bomberman 64

(Nintendo 64)

! By Nintendo

2. Puzzle Fighter II

(PlayStation. Saturn)

By Capcom

3. Tecmo Stackers

(PlayStation)

By Tecmo

4. Saturn Bomberman

(Saturn)

By Sega

5. Poy Poy (PlayStation)

By Konami

6. Tetrisphere (Nintendo 64)

By Nintendo

7. Parappa the Rappa

(PlayStation)

By Sony

8. Wheel of Fortune 64

(Nintendo 64)

By T'HO

Hot HqlJiJav Prospects

l.lntelligent Cube (PlayStation)

By Sony

CiayFlghter 63^/^

Crow: City of Angels

Dragon Ball GT

Fantastic Four

Monster Rancher

NFL Full Contact

Rush Hour

Sentient

Swagman

VMX Racing

War Gods



Ie)cst Par
PlayStation

I

Pals

The future can be in your
'; hands this holiday sea- |

-n. Sony's Play-

Station Analog

Controller is a sure-

fire gift hit. This is

a larger version of

the standard Play-

Station controller

that houses two

analog^timbsticlo.

r introdiMPBen-
>,- tirely new dimension to

PlayStation game con-

trols. Crash Bandicoot 2: Cor-

tex Strikes Back, Ace Combat
2, NASCAR '98. and many
other great games support the

analog. Excellent!

Now if you really want to
.^ get into complex PSX

,
controls, check out the

Barracuda by Interact.

You can program the

Barracuda's analog

control sticks to work
with any PSX game,

analog-compatible or

not. You can also pro-
;

gram moves into its 16 ;

buttMtand you get auto-

fire anMNno. It's a real bo- I

ntrol freaks.
'•

ote Wizard by Nuby •

is a couch potato's dream. •

You;(3in play your PSX :

oup
against another

player using a r

ular wired i

troller or a Ij

Great
PSX Guns

N64
Controllers

Ru '
'

All the Way

Peacemaker power!

piness is a warm gun. Nuby's

Peacemakeraites peace on
virtual E^|UBl)uttons for

reload ancnl^'
Naki, ori

shoots for the moon..
Lunar Gun. It makes a
gift, though the laser-gi,

attachment will help you m...
with your grip than your aim.

weapons.

: You need four N64 con-

: toilers! Rumble Paks, too!

: Every N64 gamer needs an-

: other Nintendo 64 controller...

: or three, Nintendo's are the

\ best. Whooooaaa... hey, they
• come in all sorts of colors

: (which match individual multi-
•

•^'^yer channels in some games,

ithe way). You can really

I
pump up the pulsating plea-

• sure by tossing in a Rumble

: Pak, too.

GameSharks

Shoot without the sight with

the Lunar Gun.

L

• i
""

I The Sharks are in the water!

\J Your favorite gamer will luvya
• if you show him how to do

I

;: amazing game-busting stuff by

j
: using the preprogrammed -

J
you have the knack, you i

• learn to hack your own cc

: too. Interact has Sharks

: PlayStation,„3atum, and'
: tendo 64.

I ^^ Oecembep 1997 /



tiik 'Twos the issue before Christmos ond

oil through the lob not o creoture wos stir-

ring. ..except do Lob Rot! As Sonto's rotty

little helper, I've dug into my pile of gome

gear for con't-miss stocking stuffers.

By The Lob Rot

It's the
Wheel Deal !

The game.com

V3 by Interact /
wlieels and deals. i I

Wheel controllers used to be .

lame, but the V3 Racing Wheel's
J

solid design makes it worthy as •

a different sort of gift for hard

drivin' racing game fans. The

separate analog foot pedals ar

cool, and you get 300-degre(

rotation. Interact has 'em for

the N64 and PlayStation.

Game Boy
Pocket

A classic

holiday

gift! ne
Game Boy

PoclieV.

The game.com looks lilte a heavy-duty handheU system, with
Internet connectivity, too.

Tiger Electronics is ready to roar

onto the video gome scene. The

gome.com handheld video gome

system is a sleek and slender

Wheel of fortune. Quiz Wiz,

Nome That Tune, and Casino.

Also promised for the holidays

is Internet connectivity! That's

monochrome gome system. Tiger's right, with a browser cartridge

moving up after o fashion from

its popular (if somewhat cheesy)

kiddie hondhelds to a full-fledged

8-bit gome system geared to bump

buttons with the Gome Boy.

At press time Tiger promised

and special external modem.

Tiger claims fhot you con connect

to the Internet to send and re-

ceive e-mail.

The gome.com is certainly gome.

Tiger's going to earn its stripes

formidable array of games that going up against Nintendo, but

sounds almost too amazing to be the game.com's a nifty little de-

Here's a great gift. Nintendo's •

game-system-in-your-pocket is
•

an all-time classic, right up there

:

with Swiss Army knives. The :

Game Boy Pocket comes in mul-

1

tiple colors, but clear is really •

slick. Don't forget to get some •

games from the library of 200.f:

if your pal already has his Boy, :

you might shed «nmp lintit tm :

the subject with^

by Nuby. Yeah,

well for darkened g^

true. How about Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter, Duke Nukem, Madden

Football '98, The Lost World:

Jurassic Park, Mortal Kombot

Trilogy, and Fighters Megomix:

Want more? Try Sonic Jam, Bot-

mon & Robin, Williams Arcade

Classics (Joust, Defender, De-

fender II, Robotron, Sinistar),

NBA Hongtime, Henry, Jeopardy,

vice and a great gift for the

gamer who has everything.

rifivtr is preparing to rodi on
the game.com.

PRO ^^ December 19S7

•t ^
IVIortai Kombat looks like the

real monochrome deal.

71 TEAM SELECT \

L

Madden Football Is a big-Ume

game for a little machine.

• ""5. ;«.r' ii

Tiger has 2D K/legamix.

I
•''''

.
-r

III! mil
>.<.ll IIIHIII II

Batman & Robin Aetrts 'em up
forthegame.com.

i



Tou^rd tfic IPcrfca't IPC
iA^ hile the Rumble Pak shakes up Nintendo gamers,

Microsoft is ready to absolutely blow away PC .

fans with the Sidewinder Force feedback Pro. The

Sidewinder simulates the recoil of a machine <

gun or the rough terrain of an off-road car chase, all

in the palm of your hand. Imagine feeling the jolt

of an incoming laser blast in the Windows 95

version of Shodows of the Empire or J^
wrestling against the pull of a flat

tire in Interstate 76, and you hove
,

a good idea of how this stunning stick

can truly change the way you'll play

some PC (OMM.

If you think this holiday's crop of
*^

PC games looks good, you'll ^_
think they look even

better with a 3Dfx- ^
compatible PC occeler- ^
ator card installed in

W-^*

your computer. Using the same technology found in

^ arcade games like San Francisco Rush and Mace:

The Dark Age, a 3Dfx boord works in conjunction

P^ with your existing video

cord, taking a lot of the heavy

-
^ graphics work away from

your PC's processor

and adding a whole lot

more visual punch. The list

of supported games is grow-

.r^APLY^ARS ing daily (about

--.IKillfil..
other 100 or so

in development)

and the nwo best cards on

the market: Diamond's

Monster 3D and Orchid's

Righteous 3D. "

l^:\

\'^

y \

#v

8yJohnny Ballgame and The (lHI
gm^'^
^1^^ ^g^'iflU,*/'

\fC6^
o"(^m

:

l^/,:

fl^fl,

"^H f

(Sung to -Jingle Bells")

Doshing through the store
To grab a game like Mace
Tripping on a 64
Wanna see lara Croft in lace

f<^
'•y».

v\.

Kk^-p
•Ws:i,^

%V'n y // /,

li!^

(Li>KA^'

>\^
.\e^.

S^,

Sonic grabs gold rings

Madden socks your ass
Only buy Cloyfighter

" you wont some lauqhs

HalHolHaJ
"

GomePro RulesI GamePro Rules'
Get your best tips here!
Scary lorry's livin' large
And MnnyBallgame shows no /ear!

GomePro Rules! GomePro Rules"
" s gaming at its best

Moior Mike goes gung ho
And^fhe RookieVStone Cold" fresh!

SAMEPIO ^^ Decemlier 1997
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one psycho cyclist.

250 extreme errand

Jhole city of tiurt.
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OLBQAWPERS^

r#»

WJJ.H
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^n
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-f
... '•%r,

18 Burton snowboards, Holfpipe. Big air

contest. Snowboard pork. Freestyle. Two-

player racing. And any trick «"»ju««ii

imaginable. Cool Boarders' 2.

The next best thing to fresbpow.

itQ

PlayStation
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As Metal Gear Solid gets set to rotk the PlayStation in 1998, GamePro
gets thesmp from its treator, Hideo Kojima. By K.nosas...raand Major Mike

"Ule wanted

Metal Gear

Solid to tiaue

the fast

responslue

ness of a 2D

game while

gluing the

plager the

impression of

realitg in a

3D world."

nES vets will recall the great Metal Gear and its cool sequel,
Snake's Revenge, two commando carts that made their reps

by dishing out equal parts of stealthy sneaking around and red-hot
combat. Metal Gear Solid updates that action formula for the '90s
and the PlayStation with striking visuals, spectacular effects, and
intriguing gameplay.

For a title that isn't due out until 1998, Metal Gear Solid's gen-
erating some serious buzz—and it has been since last summer. At
the Electronic Entertainment Expo in June, a three-minute videotape
of the game revealed enough to make it one of the most talked-about
titles at the show. And at the recent Tokyo Toy Show in Japan (see
"Overseas Prospects," this issue), preview versions dispelled any
remaining doubt that this game will rock!

GamePro recently met with the game's creator, Hideo Kojima,
to find out what the game—and the buzz—is all about.

Just Call me "Snake"

MG Solid takes place in the year

2005 with the world's safety at

risk by nuclear terrorists. Snake
returns as an army of one to bring

down the enemy. In addition to

tossing mean knockout punches
and kicks, this time he'll be able to

sneak up behind adversaries, put

them in a headlock, and drag them
around to use as human shields.

Of course, you'll collect potent armaments, too. These include
pistols with silencers, machine guns, grenades, C4 plastic explosives,
and remote-controlled missiles. It's a weapon lover's dream!

Gear Up for Action

The visuals in the preview version kick with tough 3D graphics,
multiple gameplay views, and slick effects. A ninja with a cloaking
device who appears as a faintly outlined blur produces some of the
most impressive effects. When he runs around or jumps over
things, he causes a disturbance: If he steps on a couch, his foot
leaves an indentation; if he runs by a desk, papers rustle.

Even at this early stage of development,

_ ^p-^ a| Metal Gear Solid already

ft/Sr^»rilw^ A J^ £v looks more than...

if^^}S^^J*SM^j^jM„^L Jh well, solid. Metal

Gear fans and

action gamers

can begin the

countdown to

adventure.

As MG Solid's protagonist, Snake,

your main weapon Is stealth.

man Behind
The metal

r>
Hideo Kojima, director ofWe
Metal Gear Solid team

In the days following the Tokyo

Toy Show, Konami of Japan

hosted a rare tour of its develop-

ment facilities in Tokyo and Os-

aka, including an interview with

the creators of Metal Gear Solid.

Hideo Kojima is the direc-

tor of the Metal Gear Solid team.

He made two adventure games
before starting Metal Gear Solid—

Snatcher and Policenaufs. Kojima

originally wanted to be in the

movie business, so he's making

sure Metal Gear isn't just a high

action game, but also has a com-
pelling story. "As you play Metal

Gear Solid," he says, "you should

feel the same intensity as in a

movie." Kojima's office is filled

with toys, figures, and a pile of

Lego building blocks that he uses

to construct 3D areas to see what

the actual camera views may
look like.

Metal Gear's gameplay isn't all

sneaking around—there are also

hitense action sequences.



Kojima Tells All

Hideo Kojima, Metal Gear Solid's

creator, chatted with GamePro
about his project.

GamePro: What are Metal Gear

Solid's strong points?

Hideo Kojima: In Metal Gear

Solid, you advance by not be-

ing spotted by the enemy. This

covert aspect is the game's ma-

jor theme. To give the theme

maximum impact, we created

a world of full 3D polygons

—

a world that gamers can to-

tally immerse themselves in.

The emrimmeiits were designed

to give the responsiveness ofa 2D
game wltltln a 3D wortd.

Several 3D games, espe-

i daily corridor shooters, use the

I

Doom engine. Those games,

however, have controls that are

difficult to master. You may even

feel slightly nauseous from the

I

movement. To get around this,

we wanted the controls and the

gameplay views to give Metal

Gear a 2D feel.

For example, 80

percent of Metal Gear

is played from a top-

down quarter-view

angle; however, you

can change to a first-

person view on the fly.

When your character

slides along a wall, then

peers around a corner,

the camera angle shifts

from above him to an

angle that's level with

him. This view enables

you to see what's in

front of and behind him.

We wanted Metal

Gear to have the fast re-

sponsiveness of a 2D
game while giving the

player the impression of reality

in a 3D world.

You can switch to a tbst-person

view on the fly,

GP: How is the PlayStation as

a development platform?

HK: I don't worry about con-

sole hardware. The first Metal

Gear title was made 10 years

ago. At the time, there were

many things I wanted to do,

but couldn't because of hard-

ware limitations. I was able to

produce about 20 percent of

what I really wanted.

GP: How satisfied are you this

time around?

HK: About 60 percent [laughs].

I always wanted to make the

covert entry scarier and more
intense. When I heard about

the PlayStation's capabilities, I

thought maybe I could make
the game I always envisioned.

It was like 10 years ago, I had

only a pencil and paper to cre-

ate with; this time around, it's

like creating with a box of 16

crayons. I always want to cre-

ate the best game with the

available technology.

GP: What's the story line?

HK: The game's set around

2005, deep in a nuclear weap-

ons facility in Alaska. Fox Hunt,

a special-forces team of geneti-

cally engineered soldiers, takes

over the facility. If their demands
aren't met within 24 hours, they'll

start launching nuclear warheads.

This is a key element in the story,

but that's all I can say about it.

The hero. Solid Snake, is

sent in to defuse the situation.

Snake's spotted on a catwaUi by
a guard...

...and promptly blows him away
with a rocket launcher!

GP: Will players have only 24
real-time hours to get Solid

Snake through the mission?

HK: No, not real-time hours.

GP: Does the story change

based on howyou play? Are

there multiple endings?

HK: No, the main story doesn't

change, but there are two dif-

ferent endings.

GP: Metal Gear Solid co-stars

Merryl Silverburgh from Poli-

cenauts, and Snatcher has

references to Metal Gear. Do
all your games take place in

the same world or is it just a

coincidence?

HK: All those games are set in

different worlds. Merryl is from

Policenauts, but I created the

Metal Gear and Policenauts

scenarios at the same time.

While making Policenauts, I

really enjoyed Merryl so I made
her Solid Snake's partner.

Meiryl SIh/erburgh from Police-

nauts Is Snake's partner.

GP: Metal Gear Solid has simi-

larities to the NES game Snake's

Revenge—especially the excla-

mation points that appear over

enemies' heads when they dis-

cover Snake.

HK: Yes. As in Snake's Revenge,

Snake in Metal Gear begins

unarmed. In a normal covert

operation, this would never

happen. In Metal Gear, he'll

have cigarettes and a pair of

binoculars. However, the more

you get into the game, the

more weapons, armor, and

items you collect.

Metal Gear Solid has Its roots In

Snake's Revenge for the NES.

GP: Are there more weapons

than in the previous games?

HK: Yes. In Snake's Revenge,

there were things you couldn't

do because of the Nintendo's

hardware limitations. Since

everything is 3D in Metal Gear

Solid, you can zoom in with a

scope, and you can see from

several angles. We used these

angles to create new tricks. For

instance, you can use a missile

cam to control a missile from

the missile's viewpoint. You

EAMEPIB ^^ Beceattr 1IS7



can then send in a missile to

check out rooms without phys-

ically moving the player.

Snake collects several weapons,
including a rocket launclter.

GP: Didyou do anything spe-

cial to ttie enemy A. I.?

HK: The enemies will use their

eyes and ears. When some-
thing is within their field of

view, like a foot sticking out

from behind a wall or a large

box in the middle of a hallway,

they'll become suspicious and
investigate it. Enemies also make
decisions based on sound. They
can determine how close or how
far away the sound is, and they

can tell the difference between

with Metal Gear Solid's advanced
enemy A.I., enemies investigate

strange occurrences with caution

rather than blindly charging in.

a knocking sound and gunfire.

The enemy A.I. also responds

differently to attacks. They'll

call for backup before charging

in. If an obstacle prevents them
from targeting you with a gun,

they'll pull out a grenade and
toss it over the obstacle to try

to nail you.

GP: We've tieard ttiat the MGS
team went to America to study
SWAT teams.

HK: Yes, we learned various

things about their uniforms and
armaments as well as their tac-

tical movement and tactical

thinking. The most important

thing we learned was the in-

tense stress the SWAT mem-
bers experience. Before, I had
only seen SWAT teams on TV
or in movies. By seeing the

real thing in action, I discov-

ered a huge gap between the

fantasy and reality. Bringing

Metal Gear's devektpers observed
real SWAT teams in action to help
them design the game.

the real thing into a game situ-

ation, however, is very difficult.

In terms of gameplay, I've tried

to walk the fine line between

reality and the unreality of a

video game.

GP: How many people were
involved in the development of

the game?

HK: Approximately 20. 1 can't

keep track of a hundred people.

I like to know who is working

on what and how they're feel-

ing. The scenario creation has

been in development for a long

time, but actual programming
and design have been going on
for about a year.

GP: The video at E3 featured

excellent computer-generated

cinemas. Will there be real-time

FMV in the game?

HK: The first few seconds in

the video we showed at E3 was
a CG rendered movie. All the

rest was actual gameplay.

GP: How many CDs will the

game be?

HK: Currently, just one. For all

the demos and movies, we try

to use real-time processing.

Depending on what the player

has done up to certain points

in the game, the camera an-

gles can be changed to give

different dramatic effects.

GP: The ninja's cloaking effect

lool<s similar to what was in

the movie Predator. Are there

any other special effects in

the game that are influenced

by movies?

HK: Actually, the ninja's cloak-

ing effect is the result of a bug.

Of course, it wasn't totally co-

incidence since we wanted that

effect anyway, but we did get a

somewhat unexpected result.

Utetal Gear features impresshie

computer-generated sequences.

One of Snake's enemies is a ninja

with a cloaking device.

Our philosophy is to not worry

about hardware limitations, but

to focus on what we want in

the game first, then go back

and fit it within the limitations.

If that produces something un-

expectedly great, then we put

it in.

GP: Will Metal Gear Solid ap-

pear on the Nintendo 64?

HK: It's certainly possible, but

the colors and textures would
change drastically.

GP: Will the game be compati-

ble with the PlayStation's ana-

log controller?

HK: We want to make it com-
patible. Currently, development

is geared toward that direction.

Most of the game Is played from
an angled top-down view.

GP: When will Metal Gear Solid

make its American debut?

HK: When I went to E3, Metal

Gear was very well received

and it raised my expectations

for the American market. I'd

like to bring it out at the same
time as in Japan or with as lit-

tle lag time as possible. We
have a script of dialogue this

big [holds his hands about a

foot wide] to go into the game.
The translation into English

takes a long time, but if the

American version is released

later, it may be a better prod-

uct. As it stands, the game
may come out in America

sometime next summer.

1^;^
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GamePro recently

took o little trip down to Loguno

Beach, California, to check in with

our friend David Perry and his brain-

child. Shiny Entertainment. We came
bock with da buzz on Messiah, Fly By

Wire, Sacrifice, and Wild 9s.

By Scary Larry ^

Welcome to a new fea-

ture in GamePro called

"Spotlight OnP'-show-

casing exciting new

games and companies.

GamePro brings fo-

cused behind-the-

scenes video game

news straight into

your home, again!

Nestled snugly in the Cali-

fornia coastside about an

hour south of Los Angeles,

Shiny Entertainment reflects its

philosophy—Cool Rules—even
in its geographical placement,

ilts offices are located in the

Laguna Beach Art Center, and

the laid-back layout also mir-

rors Shiny's low-key approach

to making great games. If you

pay the talent, they will come.

If you give the talent a comfort-

able setting, they will produce.

We met with David Perry,

the industry wunderkind who
was responsible for such inno-

vvative titles as Aladdin for the

''Genesis and Earthworm Jim.

As he was wrapping up work on

MDK (see the review this issue).

Perry answered a few questions

about the newest buzz—Mes-
siah, an apocalyptic action/ad-

venture game that not only uses

new, soon-to-be-patented tech-

nology, but is also creating a

swirl of controversy due to its

combination of religious and

sexual imagery. It will be a si-

multaneous PlayStation and PC
release in the spring of 1998, with

nominal differences in graphics

between the two.

"What we want to do tech-

nically with Messiah is blow the

doors open on the PlayStation,"

declares Perry. "We are con-

stantly finding new ways to

circumvent the limits of the

hardware, and in the course,

we're finding better ways to

integrate the software and

hardware for a completely

different bag of tricks.

"Basically, what we've done

is create regenerating poly-

gons based on mathematical

algorithms. Simply put, the

polygons create themselves in

real time, so that effective and

realistic total body skin tex-

tures are stretched, reformed,

then stretched again. Imagine

a polygonal character whose
muscles flex when throwing a

punch or whose muscle striations

are so crystal-clear when they're

climbing or running, you'd think

you were in the gym with them."

Once you've seen the game
footage of Messiah, it's almost

impossible to imagine games
being done any other way. One
of the main characters has such

amazing detail in her movements,

it's hard to take your eyes off her.

Her skin and clothing tighten

when she walks, and her joints

never reveal so much as a seam
during gameplay. This is a far

cry from polygon-rich games
like Tekken 2 and Toshinden,

where the squarish, blocky

shapes of arms and legs seem
to be held together at odd an-

gles. But where else is Shiny

using this technology?

"We've gone back to the

drawing board, literally, with

Wild 9s," says Perry. "As much
as we can, we're trying to incor-

porate this new technology into

every title we're producing for a

more realistic look."

This technology should

open up a whole new vein of ex-

citement among programmers,

who are always looking for cre-

ative ways to expand their hori-

zons. Perry says, "Programmers

who are doing great work illus-

trating characters at 700 poly-

gons per are being wooed by

us with this simple carrot—we
tell them that we are creating poly-

based characters at 12,000 polys

per. They jump ship just to work

on something more exciting."

As far as patenting this

groundbreaking technology, Perry

also states, "We're going into a

patent meeting this afternoon,

but I'm not really worried about

it. Big companies, like id, are say-

ing that this technology doesn't

exist except in Shiny's mind. As

this tape shows, the technology

exists, and it is being used."

We have seen the future

of video games, and the savior

looks like Messiah.

Messiah: New Game Screens!
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The Lost World -Jurassic Pork,

the summer's hottest movie, is

now available for Sega Saturn,

Genesis, PlayStation and Game
Boy. You'll find it at Target.



Shiny New
Prospects

Wild About
Wex
Shiny isn't go-

ing to sit on its

IVIessianic lau-

rels for long. It's

already developing

other games that in-

corporate the Messiah

technology... or at

least that's the hope it

has for its lineup. One

of the first games out

of Shiny's gates (af-

ter MDK for the Play-

Station) will be Wild 9s, a futur-

istic action game featuring Wex,

a teen cyborg.

"Wild 9s was one of those

) nuggets of an idea that blew up

into a full-force game," says

Perry. "We wanted to tai<e the

concept of someone who has

this huge metal arm that could

)burn or electrocute enemies and

find new ways to use it." One of

those ways includes a unique

method of destroying space-

craft. "You literally attach your

arm to the spacecraft, and

as it takes off, you're

still attached to it—

but you're draining

its power, so it

will eventually

crash." Wild

9s has

been in

develop-

ment for

over a year now, but Perry

is optimistic that it will

make an April 1998 re-

lease. "I haven't been as

involved in Wild 9s as

was with iVIDK," says

Perry, "but I'm back on the pro-

ject, and we are trying to incor-

porate the Messiah technology

into the game."

f-^fiOy^r-

chopper Stopper
Perry's interests these days lean

toward the Zen-like simplicity of

model helicopter flying, and the

joy from that hobby has spawned
his real-life video-game baby Fly

by Wire, described by Perry as

Shiny's Parappa the Rappa. "Fly

by Wire will be the first game
designed specifically for the

Sony analog controller,

which is built much like a

radio controller for

model choppers,"

says Perty, "and it

will feature the

most complex

physics ever

for a Play-

Station

game." So will the con-

trols be hard to handle?

Perry states, "Giving

someone complete

control over a vehicle

isn't always a good

thing. There should be

some leeway, some
unknown factor that

hinders control-

real life doesn't al-

ways give you full

control over

events. In Fly by

Wire, the pitch and yaw of real

helicopter flying will dictate that

no two players will be able to fly

the same way." His other claim

for Fly by Wire is a bold one:

"We guarantee that after master-

ing Fly by Wire, you'll be able to

fly a real-life model helicopter."

Fly by Wire is scheduled for a

summer/fall '98 release.

When Worlds Collide
Sacrifice is another Shiny ven-

ture that's sure to raise the ante

in design and technology for

video games. Little has been re-

vealed about this game, except

for what Perry tells us will be a

revolution in "background tech-

nology. Imagine a video game
where you can see nine miles

into the distance. Your character

will be able to run into the back-

ground, and from a distance you

will see background elements

getting closer incrementally.

There will be no draw-in and no

fog effects to mask clipping is-

sues. Sacrifice will also use the

Messiah technology in its game-

play." What little we could gather

is that Sacrifice is a game where

whole worlds battle each other,

no small feat for Shiny's crew.

Sacrifice is scheduled for a

Christmas '98 release, u;
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For lefties ^ rigKties, nose pickers,

sKatk attack survivors,

folks with poison oak,

avid porn fans,

pissed off New York taxi cab drivers,

a certain mid-80's Kard rock drummer,

that clumsy kid in shop class,

people who gave their right arm for something,

and Sahrina Whitehead,

who wrote down absolutely everything

Mrs. Dinklemeyer said in History 101.

TM

The ultimate controller for RPG's
and other PlayStation game
console software.
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Customer Service
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It^ Wave Race 64 with guns,
coming to the PlayStation! C
SEAL Squad 2040 from a litt

known as Head Games* -^Sc

Hard ridln' and fast shoodn
SEAL Squad a hit

Tn SEAL Squad 2040, an interna-

tional league of terrorists known
as the DREAD is trying to dam up
every waterway in the world by using

a network of barricades, hydro dams,
radar systems, and genetic mutants.

You're a one-person demolition team,

part of an elite Sea, Air, and Land
(SEAL) unit. You'll be sent into the

hottest, wettest, most enemy-infested

swamps, rivers, ice streams, and
more as you blast and burn DREAD
installations with high-tech weaponry.

Wet and Wild
You'll start each mission fully armed and dangerous in a huge
weapon-heavy hovercraft. But as you progress through the lev-
els, you'll jettison parts of your craft and end up with a sleek
superfast jet ski. You can also pick up additional help in the

'

form of cluster bombs, mines, and holographic projectors
What will separate this game from Jet Moto 2 and Wave

Race 64? For starters. Head Games is striving for stunning
graphical detail with fully animated polygonal characters that
look like rendered cinemas—we saw an AVI clip of gameplay
that would knock your wet suit off! The game's watery graph-
ics will closely resemble those of Wave Race, sporting realistic

ocean movements—something PlayStation owners have yet to
see. Even better, SEAL will showcase combat and weaponry that
is sure to jack up your adrenaline levels.

SEAL oF Approval
SEAL Squad is a rough work in progress, and the early call is

that It might not land until December 1998. But with a solid

effort by Head Games over the

next year, SEAL Squad could

be the next wave in action/

adventure for the PlayStation. Q

Ihpck out

Mcompany
camUrry

The SEAL team is

primed and ready

For action!

CAMEPRO



VITV's GameBrain," the first official PlayStation"
strategy guide on home video, is your newest ^
ammunition in mastering PlayStation's m '

'

*^

games. Don't tal<e your inands off theigs^MM^ get "

gaming tips-- just toggle between yo^^^^&t^ game '

console! Armed with GameBrain's walk-throughs, maps,
and secret codes, you're on your way to virtual victory.
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GamePro: Do wrestlers bring

video game systems witli them
on ttie road and play games in

their down time?

Diamond Dallas Page: Yeah,

there are a lot of Game Boys

out there. I think Booker T's the

biggest video-game junkie. I

don't get as much time to play

as I want to. But I'll definitely

play WCW Nitro for the Play-

Station.

Giant: I'm a video game player.

I've always liked the Mortal

Kombat games and lately I'm

into Panzer Dragoon. I'm look-

ing forward to Nitro because it'll

be easier to sit in my hotel room
and beat the crap out of every-

body than to actually go into

the ring and do it.

GP: As a kid didyou play video

games?

Diamond Dallas Page: Up
until a few years ago I was
a video-game junkie. I loved

Karate Champ, where you'd

do spin kicks and foot sweeps.

My buddies and I used to play

for money, but now you have

to read magazines like Game-
Pro and remember every

frickin' combination in the

planet to really be good. But

I'll learn WCW Nitro because

the wrestlers will all play each

other as themselves, so it

should be fun. Especially with

Booker T, because he really

gets into it.

Giant: Arnold Palmer Golf

was my favorite, but my first

video game... Star Wars ar-

cade game from Atari. And
then Pac-Man and Mario

Brothers—that was the first

home video game that I ever

got addicted to. Now the original

Mario Brothers seems so plain.

You see the Tekken and Virtua

Fighter series and it's unbeliev-

able how far games have come.

Scott Hall: I had the old school

Pong, man. I remember when
Space Invaders was revolution-

ary and how happy I was the

first time I cleared the first level.

Kevin Nash: I remember when
Centipede was the bomb for a

while, too, and Defender. You
know what I used to love? Re-

member that game a long time

ago called Berserk? It had those

little guys and you shot them
around the corner, and the white

ones were real fast.

GP: Do you think that the simu-

lated violence in video games
or wrestling corresponds to

violence in real life?

Giant: No, I don't think so. Vio-

lence in real life has to do with

the economic and social pres-

sures people go through. I don't

think video games trigger that. I

know when I was younger and

frustrated, I could vent by play-

ing hours of Arnold Palmer Golf

or Street Fighter II.

Diamond Dallas Page: Violence

is everywhere, and I think that if

you're going to be a violent per-

son, a video game is not going

to encourage it. As for wrestling,

there are a lot of people doing

If It happened In the ring..

Mike Clhak, president of Inland Productions (the makers
of WCW Nitro), answers a few questions about Inland's
new wrestling game.

GamePro: What new technology does your game bring to the table?

Mike Cihak: We are the first to develop a seamless, closed mesh, fully

texture-mapped animation system. W/hat this means is that there are

no separations between a character's arms and legs. The entire body
Is covered with a seamless skin that Is texture-mapped with digitized

images of the entire wrestler. This Is why the characters In our game
look so incredible. The guys at Shiny Entertainment say they just In-

vented this a few months ago, but we've had this technology for over

a year and now have the game to prove It.

GP: What sets your game apart from other wrestling games?
MC: Wrestling is a personality sport. Our game Is the first 3D wrestling

title that took the time to accurately re-create the Images and personali-

ties of the WCW. The graphical approach we took makes Nitro look bet-

ter than any game to date.

GP: Where do you see the future of video games headed?
MC: John Romero has been running around saying technology has reached

critical mass, and that story Is the key to making great games. This Is a

load of crap! New technology that allows more film-style special effects

in real time, and the continued support for the analog controller, will

provide a solid platform for more real experiences.

J\

|1

...Uwn Ifs In Hie game!

the Diamond Cutter [DDP's sig-

nature move]. They just arrested

somebody in Pennsylvania be-

cause he jumped up on a chair

and into the air and gave a secu-

rity guard a Diamond Cutter.

Curt Hennig: I don't believe

wrestling encourages violent be-

havior. Wrestling is the oldest

sport in the world. It's very nat-

ural and it gives kids something

to do that is very positive.

Dkmwnil Dallas Page beats up

a scrub while being motion-

captured In the studio.

GP: Who's the toughest wrestler

in the WCW?

Curt Hennig: Me.

Kevin Nash: Me.

Scott Hall: Me.

Diamond Dallas Page: Me.

Giant: Me. Q
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ADMIT IT. jBa«««sft!«iBs»a*^
swtaBrisaaosiSi^

^;fi>:>fsmmy

Sometimes you'd feel

better if you could just shoot

. every damn thing in sight.

^|l

fff'"A|

(BUT THEN THERE S THAT DEATH PENALTY THING.)

Time to lock and load, pal. Straight from artades

everywhere, here comes Maximum Force. It's you against elusive

terrorists and you con'^l the body count You'll board helicopters, ATVs,

underwater vehicles and shoot literally everything in sight. Gun down slimeballs on

three completely different missions. Blast your way into more than 3«-secret rooms

(three times as many as Area 51) and blow everything away with extreme

prejudice. With Maximum Force, there's no such thing as too

much firepower. Go ahead; pull the trigger.

T

i
PULL THE TRIGGER <0^MIDWAY
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video game powerhouses liHe Capcom,
Square, Sega, KonamI, and Namco
reveal theirgame lineups for 1998!

By Ken Ogasawara

rhe Tokyo Came Show, sponsored by the Consumer Elec-

tronics Software Association and held in September, opened

with a lot of hype and anticipation. All the major game compa-

nies featured booths except Nintendo, which continued to hold

out in favor of the Shoshinkai Show later in the year. All that

meant was more floor space for Sega, Square, Capcom,

Namco, Konami, and Sony Computer Entertainment to show^
case their own impressive games, demos, and surprises.

Saturn Still Strong buddy gave you directions,

cheered you on, and coached

you through rough spots.

The team that brought you Sonic

and NigMs Is about to unveil a su-

per fireman In Burning Rangers.

The Saturn's still a strong player

in Japan's gaming market, and

Sega wants to keep it that way.

The latest title by the Sonic

team (led by game designer

Yuji Naka) is an intense, futur-

istic firefighting game called

Burning Rangers. In Rangers,

you are a member of a crack

squad of mech-suited firemen

and rescue specialists that bat-

tles intense blazes and high-tech

arsonists in wild 3D environ-

ments. The navigation system

BR employed was very innova-

tive: A standard map charted

your progress while a virtual

Burning Rangers Is Sega's latest

title by the Sonic team.

As for fighting games for

the Saturn, Sega unveiled a

fun-looking 3D wrestling title

(which has yet to be named)

that featured Jeffry and Wolf

from Virtua Fighter.

Two Characters from Virtua l^hter

will star In a 3D wrestling game
for the Saturn.

Sega also has several RPGs

brewing. One that is sure to

reach the U.S. is Azel: Panzer

Dragoon RPC. Azel is both a

3D shooter and an RPC, and it

sports an even more vibrant

view of the awesome Panzer

world. But don't worry. Panzer

purists—Azel will retain the

same shoot-em-up elements

of previous Panzer titles.

Konami Shows
Castlevania

Castlevania 3D—the first Castle-

vania game for the N64.

Konami had several Nintendo

64 games on display, includ-

ing Nagano Winter Olympics,

Castlevania 3D, NBA In the

Zone '98, C.A.S.P., and Hybrid

Heaven. G.A.S.P. (a fighting

in Internatianal

View on Video Games

game) and Nagano were the

only playable N64 games, and

each sported solid gameplay.

Castlevania 3D was limited

to a demo, but it looks like a

worthy heir to the Castlevania

name. For 2D Castlevania fans,

the latest entry (Symphony of

the Night) is in the works for

the Saturn, but there was no

fcWord on a U.S. release.

r^i^e

Konami's N64 fighter, GJiS.P.

As for the PlayStation, Metal

Gear Solid was a real show-

stopper. Even though the game

wasn't playable, Konami wowed

audiences with a three-minute

videotape of the game (see

special feature "Metal Gear

Solid," in this issue).

Squares RPGs

Front Mission 2 showed that

Square's not kicking back after

Final Fantasy VII.

As usual. Square loaded up

on strong RPGs for the Came

Show, scheduling Front Mis-

sion 2 as its next title to hit

store shelves. The original

Front Mission checked in on

the 16-bit Super Famicom

(SNES), but since Square bid

sayonara to Nintendo hard-

ware, the sequel will now
grace the PlayStation. The

graphics and battle animations
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Guess Who's Coming
to Target?

He put the death in destruction. He put the guts in glory.

Now, he's coming to get some on PlayStation and N64.

jy

Realms
www.Sdtealnts.com
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PlayStation
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were speaacular, but the show
version was hampered by long

yawn-inducing load times.

era) fighting games for the

PlayStation and Saturn. The

highlights for both systems in-

cluded Street Fighter Collection

'^^'t

Square's Parasite Em looks promis-

ing, but It's still very early In the

develapment cycle.

Square also unveiled Front

Mission Alternative, a real-time

simulation; Xenogears, a stan-

dard RPC with characters that

can fight hand-to-hand or use

mechs; and a video demo of

Parasite Eve, which combined

turn-based fighting with pre-

rendered 3D environments

(like those in Resident Evil).

Eve's still early in development,

and the demo looked more

like a movie than footage from

actual gameplay.

A space shooter horn Square?

TMs Is EInhander.

Came Show attendees were

also treated to a look at Square's

first space shooter, Einhander,

which showed excellent po-

tential. Your space fighter in

Einhander is huge, but re-

sponds to the controls with

impressive smoothness. It has

a standard forward-shooting

weapon as well as the ability

to use weapons that break

loose from enemy ships when

you obliterate them.

Capcom Comes
Out Fighting
There were no surprises from

Capcom, which featured sev-

X-Men vs. Street Fighter Is look-

ing good—especially on the Sat-

urn with additional RAM.

and Marvel Super Heroes. X-

Men vs. Street Fighter, how-

ever, is slated to be a Saturn

exclusive. Another Saturn-only

product is the 4-meg expan-

sion RAM cartridge that will

work with all three fighting

games. The extra RAM helps

games load faster and creates

smoother graphics. In X-Men

vs. SF, for example, it elimi-

nates the load time during

character changes. Unfortu-

nately, it doesn't appear that

there'll be an American issue

of the RAM cart.

Bk) Hazard 2 was Capcom's most
arreting game.

In addition to its fighting

games lineup, Capcom had

Mega Man X'' and Mega Man 8

on hand, but its most impres-

sive game at the show was a

demo of Bio Hazard 2 (Resident

Evil 2 in the U.S.; see "Sneak

Previews," November). The

impact of the demo was greatly

enhanced by a special theater-

like booth with surround sound

designed to show off the new

game. Bio Hazard 2 will be a

two-CD set—one for each of the

two playable characters in the

game. Playing the game with

one CD and saving the data

to a memory card will affect

some events when you play

the other CD.

Finally, Capcom broke its

silence about its plans for the

Nintendo 64, but only to an-

nounce that one title is cur-

rently in development. No

other details were provided.

Still No TeHHen 3

A playaUe version of TeMcen 3 for

the PlayStation was nowhere to

be seen.

Namco offered more hype about

Tekken 3 for the PlayStation

(which it was still promising

for this year), but T3's pres-

ence was limited to a tourna-

ment with the arcade version-

there was no playable home

version. Namco's other big

title was Tales of Destiny for

the PlayStation, which is the

sequel to Namco's acclaimed

first RPC for the Super Fami-

com, Tales of Phantasia. Gamers

can look forward to graphics

that are much improved over

the original.

Namco's first Nintendo 64

title, Famista 64, also came to

bat. This popular Japanese

E51
m
111
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Namco's ffirsf Nintendo 64 title Is

Famista 64, a baseball game.

baseball game has spanned

three systems starting with

the 8-bit Famicom (NES), but

Famista 64's unlikely to break

into the U.S. big leagues.

Sonys Slim
Showings

Sony's strongest offering was
Formula 1 Champkmship Edition.

Strangely enough, Sony had

very little on display, even

though the PlayStation is cur-

rently Japan's market leader.

The main game at the Sony

booth was Formula 1 Champi-

onship Edition (developed in

the United Kingdom by Psyg-

nosis), the follow-up to last

year's wildly successful title.

Formula I . Crash Bandicoot 2

and Parappa the Rappa were

also out in force, with people

in Parappa and Crash costumes

wandering the show floor.

Wrap-Up
In all, the Tokyo Came Show

packed in over 100,000 people

in three days, making it one of

the biggest gaming events of

the year. In such a spectacle,

the point is sometimes lost

among all the hype and pro-

motional wars between com-

panies. Once all the smoke

has cleared, though, some ex-

citing games should emerge

in the coming months. Q
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Europe lOiims Kjut
Here's a look at gomes from across the Atlantic, with highlights from the ECTS show in London.

By Blade

The European Computer Trade Show (ECTS)

is Europe's answer to the Electronic Enter-

tainment Expo (E3) in America. Held at Kens-

ington Olympia Hall in London, this year's ECTS

boasted a significantly larger show floor than

in any previous year.

Where E3 had the three major players—Sony,

Nintendo, and Sega—competing for floor space,

ECTS had one clear winner: Sony. It wouldn't be

fair to call Sony's area just a "booth": It was a

complete environment; a low-yield rave that

took over the entire back section of the show
floor to demo smash-hit titles like Final Fantasy

VII, whose stunning trailers popped more than

a few eyeballs. Rapid Racer, a Wave Race-style

speedboat game, was also a dazzler.

And what about Nintendo? Well, it has a much
lower profile in Europe than it does in the U.S.

Nintendo's modest

booth highlighted

the currently lim-

ited impact of the

N64 in Europe.

That said, Colden-

Eye 007, devel-

oped by England's

Rare, managed to

turn a few heads.rPoor old Sega

really seems to be suffering. It didn't even man-

age a booth on the show floor, choosing instead

to demo a fairly strong lineup of Saturn titles

ported to the PC at a much smaller hotel suite

• that was located nearby.

The European Computer Trade

Show is Europe's "back-at-ya"

to America's E3.

High-tech warfare for the Nin-

tendo 64 is Incoming.

I Video games rocked Kensington

mfmpia Hall In London, England.

Gremlin's Judge Dredd Is ready to

do the comic bookjustice on the

PlayStation.

Great games were in evidence throughout the

show. Gremlin's Judge Dredd for the PlayStation

was outstanding, and it looks like it will actually

do justice to the comic book. Dredd fans will chase Tech Judge

Bean across 15 action/adventure levels. Rage Software's PC

powerhouse. Incoming, could be coming to the Nintendo 64,

bringing with it explosive gunslinging action. DMA Designs was
still promising Body Harvest for the N64.

1 ifian tofam CSJsBIS! mpi tt/'D

I
Rapid Racer will bring wet and
wild speedboat racing home to

the PlayStation.

Virgin took the prize for the weirdest display

with a hive-like creation manned by alien-pod-

type people. Inside, Virgin's new PlayStation

beat-em-up. Beast, and Blade Runner, an action

game for the PC, attracted m^ny sweaty bodies.

LucasArts'Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II had a steady

stream of passers-by picking up lightsabers for

a quick duel, while Lara Croft mania showed no

sign of abating as Eidos paraded Tomb Raider II

in front of an eager crowd.

For European sports fans, soccer is by far the

greatest draw, so soccer sims were everywhere.

Probe's working on a yet unnamed game for

the Nintendo 64, while Matchday,

developed by Cranberry

Source for Ocean, is to

appear on the Play-

Station and PCs

later this year.

Gremlin showed

early versions

ofVR Soccer 2,

which will put a 3D

spin on the game. Elec-

tronic Arts was natu-

rally ready to play

as it warmed up

FIFA: Road to the

World Cup '98.

And just to prove

that the game industry

hasn't lost its sense of

humor, Sony's going

to bring the Spice

Girls to the Play-

Station in Spice

World, a compila-

tion of videos,

music, and...wait for

it.. .a create-your-own-dance-routines package.

While nowhere near the size of E3, ECTS pulsed with plenty

of hot video game action. It just goes to show that European

games are alive and kicking hard on all platforms.

SAMEPRI® Diteabip 1117



NHL '98 44.99 Donkey Kong Country 3 57.99 Kirby's Dream land 3 44.99

^"^

JtmrnmSImm
Super Metroid 29.99 Telris & Dr. Mario 29.99 Space Invaders 29.99

it'son. ..

Super NES
With one controller and

Yoshi's Island cartridge. 99.99

Diddy Kong Racing 59.99

,r-^^'l
'' .Eye 007 59.99

fiiiii

star Fox 64 59.99

Cruis 'n USA 59.99 Blast Corps 59.99 Star Wars 67.99 Mario Karl 64 59.99 Wave Race 64 59.99

spqi

Madden 64 59.99

MK Mythologies 69.99 San Francisco Rj/i 69.99

Duke Nukem 69.99

iJ-J^
Nintendo 64 Game System

The hottest gome platform.

Includes controller with 360°

built-in joystick. 149.99

Turok 59.99

— ORLBI

Extreme G 59.99 WCW vs. NWO 69.99



PlayStation

Control Set

Lets you experience

360° movement
and 3D perspective

I for realistic gome
I play. By Sony. $149

Hercules 27.99 Telris Plus 19.99 Game & Walch
Gallery 19.99

Kirby's Star Slacker
19.99

Gome Boy rocket
Fits perfectly in fiolidoy stockings.

Portable fun, ploys all Game Boy
cartridges. Six great colors. 49.99

®TARGET
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download the demo
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It s the sequel

to the 1996

St rat egJ Game

of the Year.

more iirepovver

than ever.

Use vour head.

Don t leave anj'-

thing standing.

And don t take

an:/ one alive.



m^y Graphics and Sound

Duke Nukem:
Total Meltdown
By Major Mike

:p^
.^-^i-i.^-SS^-

^^''\.

Ouke's finally making his long-awaited debut on tlie PlayStation with

brand-new levels and no censorship. However, he needs some work

before he's released into the big wide world.

Gameplay and Fun Factor

This version of Duke has smooth

graphics, but the game tends to slow

down—especially when several ene-

mies are onscreen. From a distance,

objects are clean and detailed, but up

close and personal, they distort into

a mass of big pixels. Soundwise,

Duke's voice is perfectly audible

and the innocuous music stays in

the background.

No Censorship!

Meltdown is compatible with the analog controller, and includes

a Deathmatch mode using the link cable. The controls in the pre-

view version were dead-on for the most part, but maintaining

the weapon and item inventories was a royal pain. Hopefully

the controls can be simplified before the game's release.

Developed by Aaidvaik

Published by GT Interactive

Available November

Duke will retain his colorful one-liners, and the famous dancers

will stay in Total Meltdown—unlike in the sanitized Nintendo 64

version. Meltdown has all the levels from the PC version and a

brand-new, six-level episode called "Plug and Pray" that paro-

dies popular movies (like Pulp Fiction) and other video games

(like Tomb Raider, Resident Evil, and Wipeout).

OfljWfVf-

^twim.11
iPt
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F-Zero 64

One of the seminal SNES racing games is being buffed and pol-
ished for what should hopefully be 64-bit stardom. Developed
under the supervision of Mario creator Shigem Miyamoto F-Zero
64 s antigravity racing is on track to deliver high-speed action to
the I\I64. Nintendo's promising to deliver a minimum game speed
of 60 frames per second, v/hich is wicked fast.

Before the green flag drops. F-Zero gives racers their choice
ot ZQ tracks packed with gut-wrenching turns, loops, corkscrews,

and a huge field of com-
petitors. In the garage,

gamers v/ill find new
and improved versions

of the original four craft,

as well as eight brand-

j
new ships. Finally, the

\\,, ^ ,^
multiplayer feature pro-

^

"'^'
vides four-player split-

"
eo-» screen action.

.—I —AirHenclrix

aa?

0^5
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'JJBH.l

Youngblood

>:;.>^{:;f"

• « * --•'

Developed by Extreme Studios
and Awesome Entertainment

Publistied by GT Interactive

Available November

>:i The characters of Youngblood come alive in this strategy/RPG
,9 title with an original story line approved by Image Comics
;. These popular superheroes fight through 11 multilevel missions^ with real-time combat action. Youngblood also features unique

vocal comments and numerous RPG elements, including experi-
ence, plundenng, and character stats. The gameplay was slow in
this early version, but if GT —
tunes it up a bit. this game
should offer Youngblood
fans the same intense action

found in the comic book.

—Four-Eyed Dragon

(jj2(yjfl|ljg^EfE~) y^^
6AMEPR0 ^^ Decemlier



^Sneak Pieview|

~ QuakeW
-w-^

In the vicious war among 3D [

corridor shooters to capture the '

^

hearts and minds of PC gamers -. ^ .

over the past year, Quake was ' ' .. -

clearly the hands-down winner.

Now all the hell-spawned highlights of the PC version of Quake

have made it to the Saturn, including the weapons (double-

barreled shotgun, grenade launcher, and perforator), enemies

(Scrags, Ogres, and Rottweilers), and power-ups (the biosuit.

Ring of Shadows, and Pentagram of Protection), Quake for the

Saturn offers 29 levels in all, most of which are similar in archi-

tecture and design to the PC version.

The graphics in the preview version were a touch on the

grainy side and the frame rate was choppy at times. Enemies

were also difficult to locate and target at long distances—espe-

cially against the dark-colored stone that makes up most of the

surface texture in Quake. Let's hope these shortcomings are

- smoothed out in the final version.

- —Special K

Devekiped by Lobotamy^
Software

Published by Sega

Available now

Tiir

«

f Bno/nr.nMPipF

Cardinal Syn
jm(4fi&

<<T

Sony's trying its hand in the crowded fight-

ing-game arena with Cardinal Syn. a medieval-

themed fighter that smacks faintly of Mace: The

Dark Age, The game's 1 8 characters are armed for / .

weapons-based combat with swords, maces, battle i t

axes, projectile weapons and more, , ,or can settle '

their differences in hand-to-hand combat. The gore V

factor should be huge as Synjielivers blood by the f ^

bucketful and dismembermertf-basel finishing moves.
(

On the gameplay side, fighters will find multi-hit com-

bos, power-ups, and special moves, while the fully 3D arenas will

allow you to corner opponents. Cardinal Syn will also support the

analog controller,—A'r Wencff/x

GAMEPRO ^^ December 1997



Tiifi Murfi Is fltfluf

Vti

Journey to the far future to save the distant past.

Battle.hand-tOrhand. Solve intriguing puzzles.

Wield powerfiil magic. Explore a huge 3D world.

Yoiir missions retrieve the legendary sword

fexcalibur. \ /

Featuring overxOO locations, 60 different /J
characters, full Speech, and incredible realisttc

light-sourcing, Exbjalibur 2555 is an absoldte epic.

" ...could well do for 3D action adventures what

lomb RaiderM for 3D platformers"
([

-Edge \ A
" Excalibur 2555 is one\pf the most unique ^
3D games ever... a re^ly, really cool game i

— Diehard Gamefan; ( \

^

|^^*^^^_a,

PlayStation

^\
ROM

Tel.: (315) 393-6633 Fax: (31B) 393-1525

To order, visit your retailer or call/l -800-447-1 230

www.sir-tecticom *

PlayStatiOQiincI the PlayStation logos are trademarRs of Sony Computei)Ente|iOinment Inc
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Sneak Previews

Burning Rangers
Saturn

—
Saturn gamers had better

hang on to their hoses this

spring because Yuji IMaka

(creator of Sonic and

Nights) and his team are

getting ready to burn down

the house with a promising

new game. Burning Rangers

pits your character against
|

man's oldest enemy—fire—
and lets you and your team

i

of cyber-suited Rangers

loose in a number of man- ,

made firestorms. Fire isn't j

your only obstacle—you'll ^
also find yourself fighting huge

bosses and high-tech arsonists.

Gameplay will be totally 3D and

there will be search-and-rescue

missions where you'll get ndvice

from a helpful fireman. Burning

Rangers should light up the fading

Saturn this spring.-— Sca/y Larry

m "^V^

Developed and published

by Sega

Available Spring '98

Crime Killers L"±^ILi\
•/»

bxsomrm

This season, Interplay's hot '

on the heels of destructive

racing games like Felony 11-

79 and its own Red Asphalt

with Crime Killers. In CK, you

control a customized cybercy-

cle, a fully loaded police car,

or a jet plane, all of which are armed with rockets, mis-

siles, machine guns, and more as you chase down sus-

pected felons of the fu- '
'

ture. One of the few

games where you play

J as the cops, Crime

Killers looks dark and

gloomy, a la Blade Runner But could

that darkness be hiding potential pop-

up problems? Interplay j-

informed us that it'll be "

adding some daytime levels along with more enemies

and more tracks. So far, CK looks pretty promising, —
Bad boys, bad boys,

watcha gonna do

when they gun for

you?—Sca/y iar/y

4 Laps Left

fe?-?

^>

Developed by Pixelogic

Published by Interplay

Available RntQuartarJ

,10% COMPLETE

GAMEPRO ^^ December 1997
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If youVe playing games on aTV, you haven't played them

Connect your game console to Scuba™ instead of a I'V. And take your games

to a whole new level of intensity Incredible visuals. Dynamic stereo sound. Zero

distractions. Now you don't just play the game, you're in the game. Scuba lets

you play whenever and wherever you want. It's compatible with Sega Saturn,™

Nintendo 64,™ Sony PlayStation™ and all other NTSC consoles. To get totally

immersed call 1-888-SCUBA-FX or visit us at www.scubafx.com

PHILIPS MAGNAV(»(

©1997 Philips Electronics North America Corporation. Scuba is a trademark of Philips Electronics. All trademarks /trade names are
properties of their respective owners.



In addition to the name change

from Yoshi's Island to Yoshi's

Story, Nintendo has released a

few more details about the 64-

bit adventures of Mario's egg-

laying dinosaur. Yoshi's Story

will revolve around Yoshi's at-

tempt to return to the real world

after his world is transformed into

a living picture book. That plot

nicely explains the game's 2D look, which explodes with vibrant

colors and wild backgrounds. Since this is a Yoshi game,

Yoshi must rely on his egg-throwing abilities to help him dur-

ing his quest. Nintendo also indicated that the analog stick will

factor heavily into the game's controls.—Air Hendrix

I

lVV

ist^B^T^

Skullmonkeys
PlayStation

S\^^.

Developed by The Neveitiood

Published by Electronic Arts

Available November s^.

T—

" r

Skullmonkeys is your basic

hop-n-bop game—you con-

trol Klaymen. the hero from

the PC title The Neverhood,

and you progress through

the platform-heavy levels,

eliriMKing enemies and

avoiding obstacles like

flying nasties and fire pits.

All the backgrounds, sprites, foregrounds, and enemies are

sculpted in clay, giving the game a very cool overall look. But

Skullmonkeys needs an extra push, like tracking in and out of the

backgrounds (a la Abe's Oddysee) or different types of action

(like racing levels). As

it is, it's a throwback to

the platform prima don-

•» «'
1 ,

,

nas of the past. Is Skull-

lij^ monkeys just a clay
'

" > - -sMW Earthworm Jim? It runs

that risk if it stays the

wdL)/\t\s.—Scaiy Larry
*--'_.^-*'
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Okay, so you're Flying through the city of San Francisco

hitting a heart-pounding speed of 160 mph. But up

ahead is Lombard Street ~ famous for its many curves.

1^ . Hi

f Should you slow down? Or push the pedal? We suggest

you nail it. Because you're in San Francisco Rush, the

most awesome racing game to ever come home. There

are shortcuts. Hidden keys to help you find cool cars

and even more shortcuts. And, of course, speed, air and

totally awesome crashes. So bring home San Francisco

Rush today. It won't hurt as much as you think.

f*

»
pHrn'PH'E 'nwoME

What makes San Francisco Rush a great game is it's pure,

raw, unadulterated fun."

Ultra Gamep\ayen>

San Francisco Rush is a game that's all about air. Not hot

air...but real air."

Game InFormer Magazine
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Pit yourself against 12 napalm-wielding speedfreaks across 12 loopingrcoilifig, corkscrewing

rollercoaster racetracks. If you've never seen a cyber-cycle take a stinger missile

up the tailpipe during a blistering halfpipe, you're about to OD on adrenaline.

Racing to the Nth degree through gravitational extremes.

Freestyling off the Shockwave of enemy shrapnel.

Surfing the knife-edge between G-force and burning wreckage!

If gravity's a law, then this is a felony.

4-PLAYER RACING AND
BATTLE MOOES!

MOLTIPLE PATHS, JOMPS,
BRIOGE-OUTS ANO LAVA.

YOO'RE CORKSCREWEO! STATIC POLSE WAVE, TRACTOR

BEAMS AND MORE!



The Graphics and speed of

Extreme-G are out of this world"
-Q64-

of the most interesting
" e trade layouts ever

Ice a racing game."
Javers 'tM

'
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UMP
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ONLY FOR

12 INSANE GRINDING, TWISTING,

SPIRALUNG RACETRACKS.

Exireme-G'" & © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights

reserved. All characters herein and the distincl likenesses
ireof are trademarks of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Nintendo

I and Ihe 3-D "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo ot America
Inc 1.91996 Nintendo o( America Inc. Acclaim is a division and
registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ® & © 1 997
Acclaim Entertainment, Inc, All Rights Reserved.

www.extremeg.com
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Red Aler InayStaUonl

The second C&C title to hit the PlayStation, Red Alert

features important new options like mouse compatibility

and a two-player head-to-head combat mode using the

link cable. These options could help make Red Alert the

best real-time strategy game for the PlayStation yet.

Apart from the new options, there are also differ-

ences in the gameplay— instead of playing as the GDI

and the Brotherhood of NOD, you now command Allied

or Soviet forces. New weapons and features include ;

spies, attack dogs (to sniff out spies), combat inside

buildings, and sea and air units

(including submarines and de-

stroyers). High-quality rendered

cinemas will also be intertwined

- - between missions. C&C fans—
I should definitely be on full Red

- - ...'O-CD set (one disc for each army) hits the

shelves this fall.—Mayor Mike \ zmzzz

JTt

i,
•

Auto Destruct
k<n»ki

Muscling in on Twisted Metal

and Felony 11-79's blood-

stained turf, EA's Auto De-

struct features driving combat
I

in a variety of settings. How- I

ever. Auto has more variety '

and more of a story: Playing

as a former champion race f
driver, you're out to avenge ^

the death of your wife and daughter at the hands of a cult called

Disciples of Lazarus. Auto features several cities to burn rub-

ber through, a va-

riety of collectible

weapons, and car ,

upgrades. In addi- ^
-'

tion to trashing

the bad guys, mis-

sion objectives in-

clude escorting

_ " and protecting other

'^ vehicles and transport-

I
ing passengers to dif-

I ferent locations. This Auto
Becbonic Arts

AvaMabte December
starts its destruction this

winter.— Ma/or /W/te

GAMEPRO ^^ Decemlier 1
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Nlore'Game

ore Game
News

and Code

UamePro Online has

a cool, new design,

making it easier and

faster for you to

get to the nitty,

gritty interactive

gaming information

you're looking for to

help you stay ahead

of the pack.

updated daily by

the editorial experts

of BamePro maga-

zine. GamePro Online

gives you everything

you want and need

to know about inter-

active gaming-all

of the hottest PC,

console, online and

arcade games:

secret weapons and

tacticSi hundreds of

Web links to game-

related sites: and

downloads of some
of the coolest

games around.

www.gamepro.com
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.Sneak Preview^

Sonic R
Saturn

A racing game sans wheels and

revving engines? It may seem ^^,
- '

senseless, but when you're a

streak of blue lightning like Sonic

the Hedgehog, you can get away

with such things. Sonic and his
.,,i

pals Knuckles, Tails, Amy, and Dr. Robotnik en- i^ -

gage in a 3D footrace over three tracks (Island,
^^

'

'

City, and Factory) that have more twists, turns,

and loops than a bucket of corkscrew pasta. The f^iig "'

trademarks of the Sonic series are all firmly in

place, including rings, power-ups, bright graph-

ics, and music so happy it'll make you vomit. If

Sega fixes the serious draw-in that plagued this unfinished version, Soni

fans might find a fun sprint.— Spec/a/ K

Devdopedl

Published by Sega

Available November

LETE

m inemy zero
Satum

a
In Enemy Zero, a new graphic

adventure from the creators of

D, your mission is to seek out

and destroy the invisible alien

that has boarded your space >

probe. The gameplay features a

combination of first-person cor-

ridor-walking and a Dragon's i

Lair-ish character guidance sys-
'

tem (press left on the directional pad and your character moves

left and performs an action... you just sit and watch what she

does). This makes for some slow-moving action, so Enemy Zero

may not appeal to the itchy trigger-finger crowd, but the long, in-

volved gameplay and haunting sci-fi atmosphere will surely spark

interest among those willing to invest the time.

—

Special K

t

Devetoped by Waip

Published by Sega

Available November

i,„jiflo/imypiiTF

Need for Speed
if-Rally P«ysm«Hii

Another racing game is headed for the PlayStation as Need for

Speed V-Rally aims to steer driving fans into world rally compe-

tition. Features include challenging terrain, weather changes,

time-trial races, and a two-player split-screen mode. V-Rally

also uses Dolby Surround sound to enhance the motors and

other sounds of the WRC cars in the game. Will V-Rally blow

ahead of all the other racing games or will it just blow a flat?

It's still too early to tell, but as these screen shots show, it might

just turn a few heads.—fowr-fyecf Dragon
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Developed by bifogrames

Multimedia

Published by EA
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Powerboat Racing
rPiayStation I

¥#"¥«'
The need for speed hits the |

water in Powerboat Racing,

a sharp-looking racer for the
i

PlayStation. Choose from 16

monohulls and catamarans

with different engine sizes

and handling. Race solo on

nine tracks set in various in-

ternational locales, from a

Russian harbor to the Amazon, or bump hulls with up to four play-

ers in split-screen action. Gameplay promises real-time physics, a

true 3D environment, and subtle graphical touches such as reflec-

tions, waves, and ambient lighting.

Various obstacles and jumps will

also keep your pulse pounding.

Powerboat Racing looks promising

enough to fulfill your racing crav-

ings.—Dr. Zombie r"

Developed by "S
Promettiean Designs

Published by VR Sports

Available January '98
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WATCH YOUR BACK, THE GREATEST
COLLECTION OF SPECIAL MOVES...
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Pitfall 3D: Beyond
the Jungle [Haystajjoiti

Pitfall Harry, one of the granddaddies of adventure gaming, re-

turns in sharp form on the PSX in Pitfall 3D: Beyond the Jun-

gle. Aided by his trademark multipurpose pickaxe, Harry swings

into 21 levels full of nasty creatures and villains, plus treacher-

ous traps and obstacles. The goal: Rescue a rebel leader, pick up

power-ups, and save a dying civilization while you're at it.

The early gameplay is smooth as Harry runs, leaps, and

climbs across the screen. Harry's free to move about the 3D
environments, and you'll easily master controlling the direc-

tion of his swinging vine. The sharp graphics feature richly

rendered backgrounds and crisp character animation. I

Harry, you've come a long way since the Atari 2600. Wel-

come back! —Dr. Zombie

ir *

Developed and published

by Activision

Available February '98

( BflO/n nnMPI FTP

1^,

Rascal n-

cm
^ -^'

From the creators of Sonic 3D
Blast comes Rascal, a new 3D
platform game for the Play-

Station. Rascal, a character de-

signed by Jim Henson's Crea-

ture Shop, travels through time

in an attempt to rescue his sci-

entist father from the Evil Time

Overlord. Each of the game's seven zones, including Aztec, West-

em, Prehistoric, Galleon, The Castle, The Lab, and Atlantis, fea-

tures its own unique obstacles and also changes depending on

the era you're currently visiting. For instance, a mighty galleon

might be afloat in the past but just a shipwreck in the future. In

addition, the developers promise animation of 60 frames per sec-

ond and snazzy lighting effects.—fecf Ware

-'?P
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Lode Runner Monster Rancher
/ PlayStation \

Longtime gamers will fondly re- -]

member Lode Runner as that

tiny man scurrying across their

PC screens. Now he scrambles 3

onto the PlayStation in an in-

triguing game with over 300 lev-

els, one- and two-player modes,

and an in-depth Construction mode that lets you create your own

puzzles. The action is silky-smooth with solid graphics and ambi-

ent sound effects to facilitate puzzle-solving concentration. Al-

though he's still tiny, Lode Runner on the PlayStation looks like

huge puzzle fun for all gamers.—Dr. Zombie

,'\
,

Jcele

The virtual pet craze hits the

PlayStation with Monster

Rancher, a unique port from

Japan that combines RPG ele- r^i r-WMti; -.r ji*r. :

ments with. . .raising monsters?
'*'-^-

You can generate over 200

types of monsters to nurture

and train to become champions in battle tournaments with ot
__

monster-breeder's creations. The action fails on the standard RPG
side with a lot of interaction between

you and your monster pet. Sharp

graphics, a smooth interface, and a

unique concept make this game "

worth watching for.—Dr. Zombie

Developed by Presage Software

Published by Nastume

Available Fourth Quarter '97

Bneloped and published

by Tecmo

Available now

DUST ENTERED THE ARENA.

COUECTION
Remember these guys? They remember you. This

game packs punch. 27 Street Fighters in 3 different

games. Super Street Fighter II, Super Street

Fighter II Turbo, and Street Fighter Alpha 2 Gold,

all in their true arcade form. Own the Street Fighter

legacy. At around $1 .50 a fighter, that's a fair

fight, dontcha think?

W7 All r^ili rmrved Strn, f^W II, Sups' Slr^ hgh
\Mwmm

W
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Sneak' Previewl
^>

,« « "i

Arcade's Greatest Hits: The
Midway Collection 2

2^

Continuing to bring classic gaming to the PlayStation, Midway
unveils anottier episode of Arcade's Greatest Hits where each

game has been faithfully translated from its original form. The

legendary Burger Time. Spy Hunter, Moon Patrol, and Joust 2

headline this second installment of nostalgic fun. Root Beer Tap-

per, Splat!, and Blaster are the less notables entries in this sure

hit for any old-school gamer.—Four-Eyed Dragon

Riven: The Seauel
\-*

I
i.'f.i

r" f n n " 1

...^1

—-iJi

CBESISa

One of the more anticipated sequels this year. Riven: The Sequel

to Myst will offer the same graphically intense adventure found in

the first Myst. Besides more complex puzzles and a deeper story

line, Riven will also boast an explorable environment five times

the size of Myst's. Other key features are

the three hours of animation, 70 live ac-

tion sequences, and 4000 photorealistic

images to play through. Fans of Myst

should definitely keep an eye out for this

.

-' one.—Four-Eyed Dragon

Developed by Cyan

Published by Acclaim

Available November

f gno/nnhMPiFrF )

[Wl
Forsaken
Nintendo 64

Much like Descent, Forsaken is a vehicle-

based first-person action shooter set in the

future. As a ruthless mercenary, your objec-

tive is to make a fortune and a name for

yourself by exploring a devastated planet

Earth inhabited only by mutants. A variety

of weapons, split-screen four-player action,

and an intelligent A.I. i

make this shooter an

adventure that De-

scent fans might not

want to miss.

—Four-Eyed Dragon

.T=
I
Iweloped by Iguana J

Published by Acclaim

Available Hnt I
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STREET FIGHTER'S M

]

Been missin' Street Fighter game-

play? The world's premiere fighter

goes kickin' and screamin' into

3-D. This beast pits the original 8

Street Fighter vets— Guile, Zangief,

Ryu, Ken, Bison, Chun-Li, Dholsim

and Sakura in an amazing

arcade hit. What else is the

same? Signature Street Fighter

gameplay. New? Lots! Crack your

knuckles and welcome 1 2 all-new

fighters in the biggest Street

Fighter ever! Playable bosses, 7

different play modes, a total of 23

characters, this is the 3-D game
worth fighting for...

i .

* ^ Ifl@
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Ryu got your number? New Training Mode
odds moves, reduces bruises.

^j^^fc^y^^i

r

tia

New MulH-Hit combos

bring 'em to their knees.

/a

^r^-i
,̂jrY)k2

slow Mo Replay

makes victory even sweeter.

L.^^PS \ 'i^i^

© ARIKA CO , ITD 1 997 © CAPCOM CO , LTD 1 997 «

CO., LTD CAPtOMisor
CAPCOM USA., INC 1997 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED STREET FIGHTER is a irodemori o( CAPCOM

www.capcom.com
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PlayStation

Officially licensed by PlayStation!

Complete steering wheel, accelerator, brake and

stick shift system! 4-way D-pad plus 8 programmable

digital action buttons. Incredible 270° wheel rotation.

available for Nintendo

wtlllllOlMmaHItHrm^^tPi.'



Sometimes, to achieve perfect control, you've got to get a little out of control.

We at Team Mad Catz take pride in going the distance for you and your game.

You want perfect replication of the high-speed driving experience. We got it.

The real wheel - for PlayStation and Nintendo 64. By any means necessary



(HEY, IT'S CHRISTMAS
'Tekken 2 is the best...no contest."

-Game Players August '96

"Tekken 2 is THE can't-miss PlayStation game

of the year!"- Game Players September '96

.A

'This game is a must buy for anyone

who owns a PlayStation (novices and

fanatics alike)." - PS Extj^fteptember '96

M i\

Tekken 2™ © 1994 iggrragB'Namco Lid, SOULBLADE™ & © 1995 1996 Namco Lid All Righls Reserved, PlaySlalion and Ihe PlaySlalion logos are trademarks ol Sony Computer Enlerlainment 1



PICK TWO.)
"Soul Blade heads the early list for best

fighting game of the year." - GameFan February '97

"...no gamer should be without this: the most

spectacular fighting game ever to grace a

console." - GameFan March '97
^ '

...Its simply the best 3D fighter on

'layStation." - Video Game Advisor February '97

v>

^t

T^
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The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. www.namco.coi
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-^CJIamfiRrPfc- I ^ y°"'''^ ^ ^^"^ °^ corridor shooters, then

> 1 you know all about Dark Forces—and
H you've probably been waiting for this se-

Win 95 fiuel for what seems like forever. While

By Scary Skywalker "J^^' Knight: Dark Forces II doesn't add

much more to the corridor-shooter mix, it

does once again infuse the genre with familiar Star Wars charac-

ters and lots of laser-blastin' excitement. The bottom line is that

Jedi Knight is probably the most fun you'll have with a corridor

shooter this season.

a graphics joy and a speed demon to boot. When not running in

the 3D mode, the game pixelates moderately, though the speed

remains. But playing Jedi Knight without graphical ^

enhancement is like watching Star Wars on a nine- JJ!^
inch black-and-white TV. i! ^^'

A Sound Decision J "^^t^
The sound is the game's brightest star.

(
;-

Full symphonic music (even in the low-res V
'^

audio mode), crystal-clear effects like the \ 4

Ya Uve by the Sword, jTAiLWARr,
Jedi by the Sword
As Kyle Katarn, the mercenary

from Dark Forces, you embark on

a mission of vengeance against j.

Jerec, a Dark Jedi who murdered

your father. Jerec wants to unleash '"-' v-^

the spirits of all the dead Jedi in the universe, harnessing them

to build up his own dark powers. You are not left without free

will, however: at some point in the game, you will choose to

follow either the Dark side of the force, as Anakin Skywalker

once did, or the Light side, as his mentor. Obi-Wan Kenobi. chose.

Different sets of Force powers are available to the two sides,

like Speed, Jump, and Vision (Light powers), or Choke, Light-

ning, and Destruct (Dark powers). Unfortunately, the powers

that are the most fun to use and spectacular to see are on the

Dark side.

Also a plus this time around is your selection of weapons.

In addition to the standard Stormtrooper rifle and Blaster, you

can also acquire a Tusken Raider rifle. Thermal Detonators (like

the one used in Return of the JediXo bargain for the bounty on

Chewbacca's head), and most importantly, the Jedi Lightsaber.

The Lightsaber is a joy to have (you don't have to find it, you get

it automatically in the third episode), and its purpose is twofold-

use it to slash enemies or to deflect shots.

When running on a Pentium 233 with a 3Dfx board, Jedi is

MMfKsiHnr
DARK FORCES W

sizzle of your Lightsaber, and en

blasts will make everyone lin the roBm'C

to your PC to see what's going on. The music

swells during battle and pulls back when the

action is less intense.

Control is just as simple as it is in other

corridor shooters—everything

can be assigned a button on the

keyboard. You'll find, however, ""''"" '"""

that using the mouse is much

easier than using the keyboard

for gameplay. *—^ —
Will Jedi Knight topple

Quake? It's certainly more fun

and has more familiar charac-

ters, albeit a lot less gore. If

you're a Star Wars fan (and who

isn't?), then you'll find no better

corridor killer than Jedi Knight

this year.

Jedi Knight Dai1( Rirces II

By LucasArts

Graphici Sound Control Fun Factor I

Price nol available 9 missions

Available now Challenge; Adjustable
|

Corridor shooter Replay value: High

8 players ESRB rating: Teen

Minimum System Specilications

•Win 95 •DirectX 5 (included)

• Pentium 90 • 16-1)11 sound card

•16 MB RAM •Double-speed

• 53 MB on hard CD-RDM drive

drive

PROTIP: Use the external camera wlien

you're stuck. It may sliow you a new
way of exiting a tight spot, like when
you're trapped in this aqueduct, where

you must use your Lightsaber to bum
through the grate.

PROTIP: Every weapon has two firing con-

figurations. Learn to master both. For in-

stance, the Thermal Detonators can be

used as timed bombs with the alternate

firing key.

PROTIP: The alternate finng of the Tusken

rifle turns the shot into a reflective laser,

bouncing off walls and hitting enemies

around comers. It can also be used to tar-

get enemies who are out of range of your

other weapons.

GAMEPRO ^Q) Decemlier 1997



PROTIP: When swimming in

deep pools of water, use the

PgUp or PgDn keys to glance

around without actually sub-

merging yourself (you'll drown

If you're under too long).

PROTIP: The Ughtsaber can re-

flect shots and turn them on

your enemy. However, this won't

work when you're running to-

ward an enemy.

PROTIP: You can use the Ught-

saber to light up darkened hall-

ways, and conserve your Field

Light batteries in the process.

PROTIP: The Stormtrooper rifle

is much more effective on groups

of enemies than the Tusken ri-

fle, but you have to be fairly

close. Never use the Storm-

trooper rifle from across a room.

Some Star Wars Secrets!

^*«^

Episode 1:

Oouble-Cross on
Nar Shaddaa

When riding the shaft car to

the top of the Imperial fortress,

look to the right tor a small

shadowy alcove. Jump from

the car to the shadow, and

you'll fall Into a secret area.

Just before the end of the level

(in the hangar with the brightly

colored boxes), go around the

last stack of boxes on the right

side of the room, travel up the

catwalk, and find another se-

cret area!

tpisode 2:

The Lost Disk

<£

Blast all three bomb-throwing

Gran, then jump to this brightly

colored crate. Now jump to the

ledge beyond and turn left for

a secret area.

Episode 3:

The Return
Home to Sulon

After clearing all the Grave

Tuskens from the open area

at the beginning of the level,

walk to the main door of the

complex and turn around.

See that discolored patch of

wall? Bomb it and reveal a

secret area.

After killing the two Grave Tus-

kens in the courtyard, go to the

right and you'll a see a partially

blocked hall. Lob a Thermal

Detonator into this area (give

yourself plenty of room) and

grab the loot in the secret area.

Shortly after the courtyard,

you'll enter this hallway. Shoot

at the darkened panel on the

wall to reveal yet another se-

cret area.

You'll see a lake in the next

area. To the far right is an

opening that will take you up

this hall. If you have your Field

Light on, you'll see an alcove

to the right. It's another secret

area (watch for the Grave Tus-

ken hidden there).

After damming up the pools

on Sulon, you'll see a toxic

brown lake with electrical

charges running across it.

Jump in, and near where you

enter will be an underground

cave. Grab the Stormtrooper

pack and other power-ups

from this secret area.

L -w^'.
As you exit the toxic pool of

Sulon, you'll enter a winding

hallway with winged scorpi-

ons. Shoot them all, but be

wary of the turns in the hall.

The last turn harbors a secret

area (keep your Field Light on).

Episode 4:

The Jedi's

Lightsaber

In the first aqueduct, follow the

flow of the water, and burn the

grate with your 'saber to reveal

a hidden area.

GAMEPRO ^2^ December 1997



REVIEW
"on St. John

:pes Editor

You've played Heretic and Hexen, You've played

Quake. You figured you knew what Hexen II, based

on the Quake engine, would look and play like, right?

;

Guess what? You're wrong. It looks and plays better

than you ever dreamed.

In Hexen II, you're after the last of the original

Hexen's Serpent Riders—a huge, bad, red dude

named Eidolon. First, you have to vaporize minions

ranging from annoying spiders and scorpions to the

far stronger fallen angels and medusas. Of course, if

you prefer, you'll be able to toss the story altogether

and hook up through a network or the Internet for

extraordinarily fast 16-player fragfests. With scores

of spells and abilities to master, you'll need to assign

most of your keyboard to the various functions.

PROnP: The Bone
.

c:harti Kfjell should.

.^nist this

jnuminy fora while.

Be warned, though;

you have to totally

dismember mum-
mies, or they'll keep

coming after you.

PROW: The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-

lypse are the toughest opponents you

face until Eidolon. Ending this war is no

easy matter.,.but your crossbow is pow-
ered up enough at this experience level

to fire directly at them.

ilftershocks
Hexen II builds on the Quake engine in some wonderful ways.

For starters, you choose from four character classes—necro-

mancer, paladin, assassin, or crusader—and your weapons and

spells change from one class to the next. Some of those weapons

1

come in pieces, so you may have

i
• one chunk of an artifact but have

. " to spend a lot of time looking for

the other part.

Once you have acquired

a weapon and work through
"^^ the game, you gain experience.

» ' The higher your experience

PROTIP: That skull wizarH ii level, the stronger your spells

one second from poppmg you and weapons become. Heretic/

wrtft Hiat skull you see. This is Hexen players will recognize

a good time to use the Disc of such old friends as the Tome
Repulsion if you

'

of Power and the Disc of Repul-
nm !f you don't

gion, but there are plenty of

new weapons and spells (like the already notorious "Bo Peep"

sheep spell), as well as four "hub" environ- _
ments that transport you to such places as

Egyptian ruins and medieval castles. Besides

action, you'll encounter puzzles galore

—

some of them quite hard.

Extra; Texture
Hexen II looks decent in regular mode, but it

cries out for a 3D accelerator card that'll let
| ,

you play the astonishing GLHexen II, where

textures gain the finest detail, water translu-

cence shimmers, and your weapons effects ponnp n h n
crackle. Better have a lot of horsepower for fPlfJ'f^!; p
this, though-you'll need 24 MB of memory Zo^nl^an
and the fastest Pentium you can afford. The ^g g„iy way you'
sounds, meanwhile, are realistic and vivid

—

enouah to take hi

PROTIP: Don't underestimate

how much damage you can do

with the handheld weapons like

the sickle or the warhammer—
or how much you'll have to rely

on them In the beginning.
you'll particularly love the „„ them In the beginning.
squeal you hear when you

plug a spider.

For replay value and sheer fun, Hexen II is going to be hard

to beat; you could spend days playing through all four characters

in single-player mode without even entering multiplayer battles.

It's one of the season's must-haves.

^''"' m ""Vr4
PROTIP: Use the transpai^.,i

water to your advantage; you're

better off firing down into it

from above, rather than getting

in the water to do battle.

jrrjjiii r 'i
—

mt~ was"

^^^Bttr ^~^\jj|^

^^^^^^^^^^B^^Vml^

• „wTIP: Yourii^y, o,.,.,, o..«w,w

freeze up this knight-archer

nicely. ..if you picked Up enough

mana. (Nevtt^ess up'mana.)

HexenllbyActMsion

Conlrol Fun Factor I

Multiple views

Challenge: Medium

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Teen

Minimum System SpecHicalions

PROTIP: Say hello to Eidolon, the last of

the evil Serpent Riders. You meet him in

an open plaza area, so circle stating is

the only way you're going to survive long

enough to take him down.

GAMEPRO €^ December 1997

• Pentium 90

• Windows 95

•16 MB RAM (24 MB
lof GLHexen 11)

• 120 MB space on

hard drive

* Double-speed

CD-ROM drive

* SoundBlaster or

compatible sound

card



p(; ihTPPv,^ Star Trek: Star
REVIEW fleet Academy

DOS, Win 95 School. . .the final frontier. Star Trek:

By Dan Elektro Startleet Academy teaches would-be star-

ship captains to command the Federa-

tion's finest, complete with gorgeous graphics and a healthy

dose of action.

The Next Genetati
As an eager Startleet cadet, ^"

you'll find yourself following in
'

Captain Kirk's legendary foot- /

steps—not to mention meet- I

ing him face-to-face in cinema '
/

sequences—as you chart a /' '

|

course through 25 training mis-
'

v

sions. At the helm of four star- 'f^'a Conmon
ships, you II need to master ^ f,^ uert to start shoottn'.

navigation, communications,

energy allocation, and weaponry (with a little help from your

rookie crew).

The missions (including a few famous scenarios such as the

"impossible" Kobayashi Maru) offer a variety of goals and chal-

1

lenges. You'll need to balance

^ bravado and diplomacy—it might

^' be fun blasting Klingons in the

Delta Quadrant, but it won't nec-

essarily help you graduate.

Highly detailed texture maps

give all the game's elements a

tactile, authentic look (especially

r-HuriP: The Constitution class with a 3Dfx card). The sound
stiip is the easiest to com- effects come straight from the

mand—and tite nmst familiar, shows, while the lush score

rHUTiP: The Constitution class

ship is the easiest to com-
mand—and the most familiar.

complements the heroic action.

For piloting and combat, you'll want a decent joystick. Mo-
dem and network play are supported, but the Internet is one

"strange, new world" this Trek sim won't be exploring.

tnroil Totiay

If you're notaTrekker, X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter might hold more

appeal, but fans of the Trek films and shows will find Startleet

Academy enjoyable, easy to learn, and quite... engaging.

star TMc Startleet Acadamy
Bylntetplay

PROTIP: Enemies mil usually try

to disable your shields, engines,

and life support first.

A A /. /.
45 4.5 40 40

$59.95 Challenge: Advanced

Available now Replay value: Medium

Aclion/llighl simulator ESRB rating: Kids to

8 players Adults

I

First-penon view

Minimum System Specilications

• DOS 5.0 or higlier • Sound Blasler-

• Pentium 75 compatible sound

•16M8RAM "">

' 20m on bard drive
* Double-speed

GAMEPRO i^ December 1997
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Mmim?j3^ Dark Reign: The
REVIEW Future of war

fi""'. i"r,!f"
'''"^"y' ^"""^ competition for C&C: Red

Alert. Great looks, multiple options, and
^ challenging A.I. headline Dark Reign, a

real-time strategy/action blast set in a distant, troubled future.

Tkvo Sides to Every Dispute
The Imperium Army and the rebellious Freedom Army are at odds

on distant worlds. Their war is hindering your search for Togra, a

long-lost leader, and it needs to be stopped. It's time to step into

the general's jackboots for 30-plus missions on either side to en-

sure a clear victor and an end to the bloodshed.

You'll see 35 units on the battlefield, including spider bikes,

aerial sky bikes, suicide zombies, mechanics, and medics. A sim-

ple array of well-detailed build-

ings needs to be constructed.

It's all presented with simple

points and clicks and excellent

training missions to take you

through the basics.
'—

^

Daili Reign: The Future of War
ByActivisian

If Looics Could Kill

Solid computer A.I. makes it crit-

ical for you to plan your strategy

in detail. Each unit is capable of

performing multiple functions.

Challenge: Inlermeiliate
|

Replay value; High

ESRB rating: Teen

I $49.95

I Available now

I Real-time strategy

I
8 players

Minimum Splem SpecHications

• Windows 95 • Double-speed

• Pentium 90 CD-RDM drive

•16 MB RAM "14.4 modem lor

• 30 MB on hard drive
multiplayer

• 1 MB SVGA graphics

including guarding, scouting,

and harassing the enemy.

Multilevel terrain makes it

tough to spot the enemy, as

does the cover offered by

trees and bushes. There's ex-

cellent presentation in both the PIfOTIP: Use waypoints to ma-

game interface and the daz- "«'"'«' )««" »"« '""> Position

zling cut sequences, and you *" ^^"'^ '"* P'^^"" '""*'* ^''**

can take on your friends in a
"utpomr generators first, tlwn

complex multiplayer game. rr.SC" ^'""'^^

With a mission editor included

and so many solid new features. Dark Reign will be with you for

quite some time. Q

PROTIP: Look after medics and
mecfianics. Keep Uiem witli ttte

troops and tanks and retreat

wlien damaged, then re-engage.

Grenadiers sitould use the trees

for cover to avoid enemies.

PROTIP: Usten to all the instruc-

tions during basic and advanced

training. Failure to adhere to

every word causes you to fail.

Do as you're told and get a pat

on the back.

mintw "^^^^^ Annihilation
III"VIE WW While manv real-time strat-Plfc w lb WW While many real-time strat-

Win ^t egy clones offer more of

By 'Ffie Banao the same, Total Annihila-

Commando tion stands out by provid-

ing a deep challenge and excellent replay value.

1
Total stimulation
Fighting in various off-world locations, you'll face

a wide diversity of enemy troops from land, air, u»urn,a n^t „«.«# _
and sea. The game boasts over 150 3D-rendered TonZZnafr^^byTsstn- PROTIP-

^

units, multiple types of terrain, and well-executed
,g t,je„ to patrol your resource and meta

line-of-sight features, while the remarkable or- ^rggg_ They'll repair your dam- outerper

chestral soundtrack will keep your ears busy as aged structures automatically. yourreso

you blow away your opposition.—
I

The game's one downside is in the area of control. While

;:

I

your troops can be grouped and mapped to hot keys for quick

. / command, they may have trouble executing your orders. Units

exhibit a mind of their own at times and require closer supervi-

sion than some gamers may be willing to devote.

foiai Innovation
[_ .. Players can upgrade their copy of TA regularly, with new units

0jMmih c
^^^ multiplayer maps available weekly from developer Cavedog's

PROmsenammuiici^n^;^, Web site. Let's hope more developers use this idea in the future.

'^Z^S^' ,
'"' ™*« ".»"

^X

real-,ime strategy games, makin,

buying decisions is difficult at best. Total Annihilation, however,

nn^ihnn hu rahm
'

is One name to remember. U

PROTIP: After building your core of 6nergy

and metal collectors, quickly establish an

outer perimeter of laser towers to protect

your resources.

PROTIP: Sena contiutiuiton ; !:

out with wandering patrols to

pwform repairs on the spot-

you won't have tc s^rrf^c

posiiian by return

GAMEPRO ^jft Decembep 1997

Total Aimihilation liy GT kitetacttve 1

Graphics Sound

Am
4.5 35

Control Fun Factor

A A
45 45

$49.99

Available now

Real-lime strategy

10 players

Overhead view

Challenge: Adiuslable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

Minimum System Specilications

' Windows 95 • Duad-speed

•Pentium 100 CD-ROM drive

•16 MB RAM -Sound Blaster 16 or

•33 MB on hard drive
compatibles

•256-colorSVGA



^wMiiGim
po ^j;f;t'>pr'«fcs Take No

REVIEW Prisoners
Win 95 With a few ex- ^ _

By Special K ceptions, the ,'

overhead shooter genre has never

really taken off—and games like Take I

No Prisoners are probably why.

Future Shock
First, let's give credit where it's due.

Kudos should be heaped upon the

developers—Raven, the gang respon-

sible for Hexen—for creating a bloody ^es, Oufs a leg.

sci-fi action game with a deep story line and tons of keyboard

commands, tasks to accomplish, and areas to explore. In Take

No Prisoners, you play Slade. a mercenary fighting for survival

' aiiu i^a:3n in a |jusriiui./icdi luiuic

society. It's a promising setup,

but somewhere along the pro-

duction line, they forgot to add

the fun.

^ You'll spend hours getting

lost in TNP's complex, multilay-

ered world, experimenting with

p/fQ^^^
, more than 20 weapons and

subwavJ^s-sUmv'reagmti scratching your head in search

way ftrwir '

' of passcodes that open certain

doorways. You just won't be enjoy-

ing yourself all that much becase

it becomes frustrating and tedious.

1 Top Dov\,n,T

^ The rest of the elements

won't exactly make you

giddy, either. Yes. there

are six multiplayer vari-

ants, but you're still play-

ing with bland graphics

^,
and chintzy sound. More

than anything, the dizzy-

ing top-down perspective

(actually, two of them

—

one straight down and one at an

angle) proves once and for all that

overhead anales for action names

simply don't work, Q

Take No Prisoners

By Red Orti Entertainment

$49.95 Overhead view

Available now Challenge: Adjuslable

Ai:llon shooter Replay value: Medium

I

1 player (with mulli- ESRB rating: Mature

player options)

Minimum System Specilicalions

• Windows 95 • 35 MB on hard drive

• Pentium 90 • Direct X-compatible

• 16 MB RAM video and sound

cards

^^^-Jirrn

PROTIP:Asyo^ :,

guess from the ted

ross sign, this

room will replen-

sh your health.

i^

The upside:
"W^ENCHES.
The downside:
THE IJLANK.T
J[^hc salt spray hits your lips as you look

into the deep blue. The frigate creaks and

the plank bobs. Will this be the end?

Welcome to Shipwreckcrs! Life on the high

seas at its swashbuckling best. Wield flame

throwers and hurl lightning bolts as you man

cannons and command great vessels under the

Jolly Roger. Battle one to five other players.

The rewards are great, the puzzles daunting

and the excitement high— just watch your step.

The plank is a cruel mistress.

Shipwreckers! and Ihe Psygnosis logo are trademarks ot Psygnosis Ltd, ©1997 Psygnosis Ltd. All rigtits reserved Ttie PlayStation logo and
"PlayStation" are trademarks ot Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark ol the interactive Digital Soltwate Association
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Half-Life
Win 95

Half-Life gives a creative and

intriguing new twist to the

standard first-person humans

vs. aliens scenario. You have

to escape from the top-secret

underground lab where you

work, dodging and destroying

aliens on your way to the sur-

face where the government is

battling the otherworldly men-

ace full-on. Problem is, once

you get there, the Feds want to

splatter you as well to protect

the experiment's secrets.

Sierra promises revolu-

tionary A.I. for Half-Life—like

monsters that not only know
better than to go on suicide

runs, but actually talk amongst

themselves, band together, and

attack as a unit. Throw in a high

polygon count and fancy effects

(like colored lighting and trans-

lucency without 3D accelera-

tion), and Half-Life has the

potential to deliver a very full

experience.—Oan Elektro

Developed by Valve

Published by Siena On-Une

Available November

Wing Commcmder:
Pft'ophecy

Don't call it Wing Commander
5! Wing Commander: Prophecy

features a completely new

space-combat engine, 3D ac-

celerator support, a fresh player

character, and a new enemy

alien race designed by re-

knowned futuristic artist, Syd

Mead. Additionally, Prophecy

marks the first time the Wing

franchise will venture into mul-

tiplayer space via local-area

network, modem, or serial ca-

ble—a feature Terran jockeys

have craved for years. Although

the latest chapter in the Wing

saga focuses more on action

and gameplay than on cinematic

cut scenes, Mark Hamill, Tom
Wilson, and Ginger Allen will

return as Blair. Maniac, and

Rachel to usher in what Origin

is calling the first part of a new

Wing Commander trilogy.

—Dan Elektro

Developed and published

by Origin

Available November

GAMEPRO ^jft Decemlier 19S7
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for Game Boy

Join the force. Pick up new Star Wars games.

Now available at Target.
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for PlayStation for Nintendo 64



The only NFL game good enough
to put my name on it."

-Jinimy Jolinson, Miami Dolphins

Ask Jimmy.

Motivation, game tips, personnel

assessment and post-game analysis

from Jimmy Johnson.

Coach's Clivhoard!

Create your own custom
plays and save them

on memory card.

Choosing your play is as simple

as pressing a button.

An innovative interface

provides precise control

of passes and kicks.

Fully Licensed.

Real NFL teams, logos and
players with authentic play

books and formations.

Plus Customize Plavcrs and

Teams, General Manager Mode,

and Adjustable Real-Time Camera

Movement Before the Snap.

"There is so much more in my
game. ..so get a move-on and

check it out jor yourselj!"

-Jimmy Johnson

K-m

y
\t ifc '-iigif^Mjf jjr

^.9
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PLAYERS

Playstation Sf'Oi^rs

© 1 997 Interplay Produclioos. All rights reserved. VR Sports, VR Football and The Difference Is Real aie tiadematte of Interplay Productions. All tiglits reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions.

Developed by Padded Cell Studios, a subdivision of Game Tek Inc Jimmy Johnson is a tiadeniarls of Golden Cone Enterprises. The NFL shield design is a resistered trademark ol the Nabonal Football league. TM/iB 1997 NFIP.



Back-to-Back Super Bowl Championships

Four-Time NFL "Coach of the Year"

36 Consecutive NCAA Victories

JtMMYJi ON'S

UnitedW&y

Start Taking Notes.

Help support the United Way!

VR Sports will donate* $1 for every VR Football '98 purchased.

Team names, nicknames, logos ani) other indicia are tradcmarie of me teams indicated. Officially Licensed Product of fte NFL Players. © 1997 PLAYERS lf*C. Hie PIAVERS INC. lojo is an official trademark of ttie National

Football League Players. PlayStatkin and the PlayStatioii togo are trademarks of Sony (^puter Entertainment Inc All rights reserved. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respecthre owners.

'up to a maximum of $25,000





Because POST-MILLENNIUM mayhem has struck.

And it's gonna take more than a semi-automatic

SCUM-FILLED c,.Vp,„,3,

Where fighting THE CROWDS MAS A ^
SLIGHTLY DIFFERtNT MEANING.

\

Ju^^"i^^iF75USlYES PEElitjIII
|BECAUSE ONE GOOD THROW and'



H rocks the

iDuse once again!

Hortal maniacs mill

find that IIIH4 mas mortli

he mait, but Fatality tanatics

mill have to mait a little longer to get

heir kicks.

By The UnKredited Kombatant (U.K.K.)

Note: This review of Mortal Kombat 4 is based on version 1. 0: some moves

and features may diange in subsequent versions.

V- M^
MK4 features 12 fierce figlifers—6 old ones and 6 new ones. TIte

Select Your Fighter screen also leaves room for 3 hidden charac-

ters, plus Random, Group Battle, and Hidden Select modes.

What would MK be without &
sic line "Get Over Here"?

ushed by the wave of com-

'petition from Vidua Fighter

and Tekken, IVlortal has finally

Jiitthe arcades in 3D. though

at its heart, MK4 is essentially

the same 2D game. MK4 re-

vamps traditional Kombat with

sharp polygon graphics, vi-

cious new characters, and a

smashing new weapons sys-

tem. MK4 has been in the ar-

cades for a while now. but at

press time, it was still very in-

complete (see sidebar "Incom-

plete Kombat").

The More
Things Change...
The newest feature in MK4 is

the addition of weapons. Each

character has a unique weapon

that provides a new set of at-

tacks to replace most of the

standard punches. The weapon

strikes are simple and intuitive;

there are no fancy weapon

breaks or deflects as in Soul

Blade or WeaponLord

can, however, pick i

ponent's dropped w
use it against them. .

_

Combo heroes wilTTiotice

that the button-tap system

MM starts with an impressive

rendered intra featuring a Raiden

monologue explaining the l(urrent

konfllct: Raiden's old nemesis,

the evil Shinnok, versus the en-

tire Mortal realm.

from MK3 has/

down to a ma*

hits. Furtherm,

the traditional jL

no longer work.

Have Kharacter
At 12 characters. MK4's line-

up seems thin, but there's a

great balance between ol(|and

new. Longtime favorites

Zero, Scorpion, Raiden,

Kang, Sonya, and Reptil

turn and are joined by £....

awesome new warriors. There

also appear to be three hid-

den characters, one of whom
is probably Noob Saibot.

Just Four Fun
ing it gets cleanedi
"' make it worth drt

w quarters... and

few pints of blood. F

PROTIP:Tap-^, i,LKtodo
Quan Chi's Teleport Stomp. It's

a fast move that can easily de-

feat most opponents.

GAMEPRO ^g> Decembep 1117

PROTIP: To do the new limb-

break attack, get close to an

opponent, hold -* and tap IK.



PROW: Tap <-, ^^, *-, HK for

Jarek's Earthquake. This move's

even easier and more effective

than Jax's old Ground Pound.

iseet^w^^

pasftsTifnfT

itsamac:

Oneofthefew Fatalities in version 1.0 of MK4 is the Fan Stage

Fatality where an opponent is sliced and diced into a bloody

hvth of body parts!

m
As Sub-Zero demonstrates,

the new weapons satisfy any

fighter's thirst for blood!

nOriP: Shinnok can Imperson-

ate all the other warriors and

use their moves. Tap 4-, «-, iP

to mimic Sub-Zero.

PROTIP: To put Kai into his

handstand mode, tap and hold

BhKk and tap LK. Be careful-

even though Kai is fast in this

""^"g
style, he can't block.

ncomplete Kamliat

Version 1.0 of MK4 is packed with bugs,

sucli as tfie graphic breakup and Player

Two's Block, which often fails to work.

Also, according to reliable reports,

many key features (and most of the

Fatalities) have yet to be implemented. /

'^]

\

PROTIP: To do Fujin's Air Uft

(which sets up an opponent for

n uppercut or rour
'"'

ickhtap^,^,-^

OTIP:Tapi',^,LKtoexe-

'te Sonya's devastating new
iMheei Kick.

Do a roundhouse kick to

show off MK4's cutting-

edge 3D camera rotation.

^"^-^ ^->

f% Graphics

- - "^i^i ftTllJ The 3D graphics really

PL&a come into play during

camera rotation caused by a 1

throw, a roundhouse kick, or a

similar move. Overall, MK4's not

quite as impressive-looking as

Tekken 3, but the visuals are

killer nonetheless. 1

Is Noob Saibot a

secret Kombatant?

L Chances are—yes!

f\

1
^mu f> Sound 1

r
i

A

ltF_lt The dark, foreboding

pD^B music of the MK series

has always been excellent—and

MK4's is no exception. The voices,

however, are the star of the

show-wait until you hear the

silly, incoherent babbling!

^:
Fun Factor

If you like consistent

Kombat, then MK4's for

you. The weapons system and

new characters add enough va-

riety to keep the fighting fresh.

Control

MK4 version 1.0 feels a

bit less fluid and respon-

sive than past MKs. Whether this

is due to early version bugs, the

new graphics system affecting

gameplay, or something else is

hard to tell.

Decembep II'
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The Lost World: Jurassic Park is ready to stomp arcades with
some of the fiercest blasting action you've ever seen!

'he Lost World: Jurassic

. Park is a 3D gun game
loaded with intense levels and

vicious creatures who'd like

nothing more than to tear you

limb from limb. This one- or

two-player shooter features 5

levels of violent action,14 types

of dinosaurs to blast into ex-

tinction, and some of the crazi-

est gameplay seen in arcades

today. People get eaten, pounced

on, and torn apart as you try to

By Johnny Ballganw

save the human race from the

awesome assortment of dinos.

Better than the Movie
The graphics of The Lost

World are a giant leap for-

ward for gun games in terms

of sight and speed. The game

zooms by at 60 frames per

second using Sega's Model 3

arcade board (which was first

made famous by Virtua Fighter

3 and Sega Super GT). The

Model 3 produces 100,000

polygons per second with full

texture mapping and no slow-

down (you don't even have the

chance to wipe the sweat from

your forehead).

Also adding to the danger

and excitement of Lost World

IS the interactive cabinet that

you sit in to play. To fully en-

gage you in the action, it

features a surround-sound

speaker system and a seat

^^- that vibrates when you
*'

( take a hit.

I

If you have a pocket

full of quarters and your

homeboy does. too. then

pull the trigger and pre-

pare for a lost weekend

of fun shooting action.

Published by Sega CameWorks

Available now

THE LOSTWORLD
JURASSKMRK

^"^mm
Fans of Capcom fighting games—
and especially Street Fighter—

shouldn't be surprised that a new

version of Street Fighter III is

popping up in arcades. Titled

Street Fighter III: 2nd Impact,

the game features three new
characters, new stages, and im-

proved gameplay—Dudley's
infinite combo has been re-

moved and taunts have been

added. New
characters

IPHflT :;»(an
U nil I other huge

wrestler-

type) and Urien (who's some-

how related to Gill?), while

Yun and Yang now have their

own set of different moves.

Maybe this update will finally

have the Impact fighting fans

originally expected from SFIII.

—Johnny Ballgame

Published by Capcom
Available now

M W-^J
;• y*>^ >-
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X niEET Lord DEimos.

He's GOT LOOKS THAT KIL

J HaHDS OF STEEL I

f

(AHD HES ABOUT TO GET ITlEDiEVAL UPSIDE YOUR HEADj

Lx»rd Deimos is just one of the viciouf

WArriors you'll go agAinst in Mice "^

The Dirk Age. Eich fighter comest

with his or her own deidlg weApon And|^

so mAng different moves And comboi

thAt inflicting pAin will be eAsier thai

ever before. And thAnks to the ArcAd(

development of the "Voodoo GrAphics

chipset, you'll get 3-D fightj-^
—

^

; before. S

up MAce - The DArk Age todAij. BuF

wAtdi out for Lord Deimos - he's looking

for his next victim.

^*-r-.
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EVERYTHinc'S A WEAPOn.
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READY TO WEAR
"o" THE PlayStation ' game console

" Reality Quest's The Clove...

will change the wayyou
playgames.

"

The Glove does

give the dedicated

gamer a competitive

- GamePro control advantage."

July 1 997
- Ultra

GamePlayers
July 1997

" The coveted Glove

is a truly revolutionary

controller.

"

-PSM
October 1997

+h

^es

VIDEO GAME OONTROL

Licensed by Sony Computer Enlerloinment America for use with the PlayStation game console.

PlaifStalion and the PlayStation logo ore tfodemorks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.



...ON HAND NOW

m
PlayStation

License Pending

AT STORES EVERYWHERE

KEv^LIXY

100% Compatible

with the Standard

Controller for the

PlayStation™

Game Console

Digital, Analog, and

Simulated Analog

Modes

Proprietary Wrist

Motion Sensing

Technology

Optional Y-Axis

Layout

Three Pre-defined

Button Layouts

Plug 'n Play

Fast Button Layout

Three Sensitivity

Options

For more information and availability, check out

WWW.THEGLOVE.COM



JetJlhtoZ

C li s e ij u r

With ten treacherous new tracks, Jet Moto 2 isn't just a more intense, all-terrain racing game, it's a virtual graveyard. This time you'll
race through molten lava, splash down a waterfall and even maneuveryour way over a broken-down roller coaster. You'll feel every bump,

The Sony Computer Entertainment logo is a trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and the PlayStat.on logos are trademarks o. Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.



PlayStation

burial plot

^-m^^^

^10. .

you'll catch more air, you'll even nail 360-degree corkscrews. Plus, you can challenge a friend on the two-player split screen.

All you need is a PlayStation and a death wish. Because if you're lucky, you'll reach the checkered flag. Or you'll die trying.

Jel Moto is a trademark of Sony Computer Enlertarnment America Inc. © 1997 Sony Computer Entertainn www.playstatJon.com esrb



PROTIP: Ifyou have at least 16

balloons, go Into tlw water, and
underneath the rainbow you'll

find new courses to race on.

Diddy Kong ghres you the choice

of eight racers, each with their

own strengths and weaknesses.

What separates Diddy Kong Racing from

other games is its unique style of game-

play. You race in three vehicles

(carts, hovercraft, and planes),

depending on the course. This

variety leads to awesome multi-

player games as certain tracks

allow each player to select a dif-

ferent vehicle while racing. If

you're in a hovercraft on the

ground, you actually see the

other player trying to pass you

overhead in a plane, making for

insane action and fun times.

Diddy also includes an adven-

ture mode where you select one

of eight cutsey Nintendo char-

acters (Diddy, Banjo, Krunch,

Bumper, Conker, Tip Tup, Pipsy,

and Timber) to race with and

explore a 3D world set up simi-

lar to Mario 64. This overworld

houses humongous racetracks locked behind gigantic doors. Every time

you finish first in a race, you're awarded a gold balloon. By collecting these

balloons, you're able to open up new tracks and worlds to compete in (like

Mario 64 and its gold coins).

PROTIP: Get an early lead with a jump

start. Hit the gas right as the word "Go"

starts to appear onscreen, and you'll jerk

forward ahead of the pack.

'

I
The childish music and

splashing water effects

give you the feeling you're at

Disneyland. The boss and genie

voices could have been done

better, though.

Control

Each vehicle features

] unique yet flawless

control. Power-ups allow you to

blast opponents with missiles

and drop oil slicks in the road,

adding to race strategy.

GAMEPRO (^130) December 1! 87



PROTIP: When flying, don't for-

get to swoop down and grab
lananas on the ground to gain

maximum speed.

PROTIP: In the first Key game,

don't just drop your eggs onto

your nest from the sky. You'll

need to use the brake and vir-

tually stop on your nest to land

the egg safely.

PROTIP: Find the hidden key In

the snow world In Snowball

Valley. At the start of the race,

turn Immediately to the left,

and you'll find the key In a

little out-of-the-way cove.

PROUP: In the Greenwood Vil-

lage, drive Into the well to find

a shortcut

Graphics

I The colorful and imagi-

native tracks sport in-

triguing landscapes, creatures,

and backgrounds while showing

very little pop-up. The waves in

the water courses look just as

good as those in Wave Race.

mjiiMQj
DKR features 25 tracks, 6 worlds, and a number

of special challenges. These Include boss stages,

hidden keys that open up new play modes, and silver

coin races where you not only need to finish first, but

you have to collect all the coins spread around the

track. The incredibly detailed courses include

different paths, shortcuts, power-ups, speed

bursts, and a number of obstacles

on the track, such as dinosaurs

on land and spinning logs in

the river.

Vehicle control makes

Diddy a dandy as you can not

only powerslide but can use

the brake and slide buttons

together to perform a 180-

degree turn around what

seems like impossible corners.

The hovercraft and cart also

drive in reverse in case you're

caught behind a barrier.

Rare's new Real Time Dy-

namic Animation (see sidebar

"Diddy's Dynamic Graphics"

)

provides gorgeous gorilla

graphics and light sourcing

and enables the tracks to

speed along with little draw-

in and virtually no breakup.

Finally, a racing game that

both plays and looks fantastic!

Diddy's sound also sizzles

with squishing noises when you

run over frogs and squealing

tires as you skid around cor-

ners. The stereotypical voice of

the genie might offend some,

though.

;-v^

Uultlplaya' games allow different players to

race in various vehKles on the same course.

PROTIP: Use a homing missile on the squid

boss to slow him down—It's the best way
to beat him.

Diddy Kong cruises past its holiday

competition, offering extended

value with fun gameplay variations,

great multiplayer games, and cool

courses. It's time to grab some

friends and see who has the ba-

nanas big enough to speed into the

spotlight of the most rewed-up

racer this season. Q

Fun Factor

I
Take Diddy for a test

drive and you'll be

hooked. It's the smoothest ride

you can buy this holiday season.

Cutting
Edge

mmBmm
There's a reason that

Diddy Kong Racing

scored 5.0 for Graphics.

It's called Real Time

Dynamic Animation. This

graphics software tool

was created by Rare

specifically to achieve

major visual goals for

DKR. RTDA is unique to

N64 games. II creates

3D polygon graphics on

the fly; that is. the soft-

ware instantly paints

the onscreen visuals

in response to your

button presses. RTDA

also enables the N64

CPU to Juggle individual

character animation to

enable you to see eight

characters racing on-

screen at the same

lime, no matter which

vehicle you're driving

or what gameplay per-

spective you're using.

Expect to see RTDA in

other Nintendo 64

games. It's the 200-

pound gorilla in the

graphics house.

mi
mi

fy

m m

PROTIP: Two-wheel turns are per-

formed by simultaneously tapping

i the Right trigger and the brake.

GAIHEPRO (l3?) December 1887
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WCVVvs-NWOWoridTour
(By T.HQ)

By Johnny "Buff" Ballgame

Price not

available

64 megs

Available

November

Wrestling

4 players

Multiple

views

PROTIP: When your opponent's on the

ground, stand by his head or feet and
tap A to slap on a submission hold.

*vr;x%-i

PROTIP: When running toward

the comer turnbuclde, tap A to

leap onto the ropes andjump
at your opponent with a flying

body-press.

innt^i

PROTIP: During tag-team

matches, l(eep your oppo-

make frequent tags to

l(eep the pressure on.

side the ring and you're still in-

side, stand up against the ropes

facing him. Press the direc-

PROTIP: The longer you hold

down A during a lock-up, the

more powerful the move you

perform will be.

f^lhebest- .- i

1 'playing •'
, .. *

^^>» wrestling

^Mlll^ K\J UULC, VVV.VV

VS. NWO World Tour brings the

big boys of Monday night to your

N64 with all the moves and may-

tmnal pad toward your oppo- hem that devoted fans of the "sport"

Knt and tap A to perform a have come to love.
ilgh-nsk attack.

Gamers step into the squared

circle with more options than DDP has Diamond Cutters. World

Tour sports Singles, Tag Team, Handicap, and Battle Royal

matches, along with Tournament, League, and WCW vs. NWO
challenges. The game also features over 45 muscle-bound

maniacs of the mat, including "Hollywood" Hulk Hogan, f

Diamond Dallas Page, and the Outsiders.
[

Setting World Tour apart from its rivals are its incredible

control and unmatched repertoire of authentic wrestling i-

moves. From simple pile-drivers to complex reversals, you

won't have more wrestling ability at your fingertips unless i

you go to wrestling school.

This is a must-buy not just for wrestling fanatics,

, but for all fans of fun beat-you-bloody action games. I

So grab a copy and clothesline a friend; it's just L
toooo sweeeet!

PROTIP: If your opponent

Is on the other side of

the ropes on the ring

apron, stand near him

and press A to suplex

him back into the ring.

-U-J.'X

A bloodied Syxx hies to rip off Eddy

Guerrero's arm.

Although the wrestlers

aren't size-proportioned

(Rey Mysterio Jr. and the Giant

are the same size?), their moves

are well detailed, and they grab

their injured limbs and bleed af-

ter getting whupped on.

You can hear the pain as

,
wrestlers get smacked

around the ring, but someone

should put a choke-hold on the

awful music.

I

Reversals, tests of

strength, and a momen-

tum meter combine to give wres-

tling fans unmatched control in

the ring. The only problem is

that in four-player matches,

you can't strike opponents who

are locked up until after their

move is done.

I

If you're looking for

Giant-sized fun, step

into the ring with WCW vs. NWO

World Tour. Matches this fierce

are usually only seen on Pay-

Per-View.

GAMEPRD i^ December 1997
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Don't just Sit there.

T
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JLLA.

Windows' 95

SEGA SATURN ,M

Mass Destruction " Is a trademark ot BMG Interactive International, a unit of BMG Entertainment. ©1997 NMS Software, Ltd. ASC Games ' Is a trademark of American Softworks
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intendo 64

Duke Nukem 64
^'^^.' (By GT Interactive)

$69.95 Corridor

j Available
^^'"'^'"

November 4 players

I
The graphics in Duke

are a mixed box of

ammo-mutant enemy sprites

(and the occasional stag film)

you find throughout the level

are blocky and jagged. Nice ex-

plosions help out, though.

Although Duke's excla-

mations ("Let's rock"

and "Come get some" to name a

few) are embarrassingly timid

when compared to the PC ver-

sion, the grunts, death screams,

and explosions will all rock your

TV speakers.

mm ^
PROTIP: In this bathroom, de-

stroy the toilet, then click on
the wall to reveal a hidden area

with pipe bombs, Holodukes,

and more.

PROTIP: Jump over tfte counM
.- u.. »./»«< theater and open

this door to grab the shotgun..

' uke Nukem 3D for the PC was one bad-

ass corridor shooter, but it had certain

' things that separated it from the pack-
raunchy humor, some pretty funny wise-

cracks, and a slightly seamy undertone. Duke

I
Nukem 64 loses some of the edge by toning

down key elements, thereby lumping it in with

the rest of the corridor crew.

It's not just the lack of new—Duke 64 does

have some exclusive levels and weapons. But

I

after a couple of minutes with Duke, you real-

ize that you played this one before when it

was called Doom 64. Or Hexen 64. Or Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter. You get the gist.

Duke's a pretty game and a pretty enjoyable

I

one at that, but it doesn't reach any new
heights, nor will it thrill you with new features.

If it were as adult as its PC roots were, then

you would've had a more controversial and

slightly more interesting game. If you've tra-

versed every corridor on the N64 so far, Duke

I

will satisfy. Otherwise, newbies should check

out Turok. Q

Although enjoyable, Duke

could have used more

fine-tuning in gameplay and perks.

It seems so ordinary without the

PC raunchiness-so much like

Doom that there's little to sepa-

rate it from other corridor

shooters.

The analog stick should

be reconfigured right

I

away or it'll be Duke Pukem for

you. The gun also seems a little

off-your aim has to be dead-on

to hit the mark. Beyond that,

the controls handle smoothly.

weapons you musT,

the grenade launcher. LemilB
migle the shot so the grenades bounce off

the wall and detonate around a corner.

PROTIP: Any crack in the wall

Is a potential hidden area. Use

pipe bombs or the grenade

launcher to open them up.

PROrW: Lots ofpower-ups arejustafump

knows that you

: ledge In Hollywood i

turn to Uie right to grab the grenade

ncher right off the bat. But if you stay

on the ledge in front of the crate, then fol-

away, like this Atomic Health you'll find on low it to me burning dumpster, you'll get

top of the projector.

GAMEPRO €^ Btcenbar 1987
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L^SO L-L\'L.

IRISTOL., ENGLAND — AS CONAL WlLMOT

EXPLAINS IT, "I SEE HER EVERYWHERE..

IN THE PUB, THE SHOPS AND ONCE, RIGHT THERE

f

i

NEXT TO ME IN THE LOO. BUT THEN, I TURN MY HEAD

AND SHE'S GONE." CONAL'S MOM THINKS HE'S "PLAIN BARKING

MAD." His best buddy MICK just wishes it WOULD HAPPEN TO HIM.



eiDOS
You've been warned.



PROTIP: nts one's for experts only. On
Track 2, drive through the second line

of cones (on the raised heeway). You'll

come to an unfinished stretch of three-

tier highway. Jump hvm right to left,

landing on the second tier. Follow the

road to the end and you'll get to drive

around on a halfpipe—with full loops

at the ends!

PROTIP: The van and
sedan can talce the most
abuse before exploding.

PROTIP: As you cross Ok start/finish

line on Track 1, veer left into this tun-

nel for a killer shortcut

PROTIP: Grassy areas slow you down,

so driving over them isn't ahvays a
shortcut—especially the larger ones
on Tracks 1 and 5. If you can't fly over

the grass and land on pavement, don't

bother—just drive around It

T\

PROTIP: You can mow down
small trees without a problem,

but watch out for big ones and
clusters—they'll stop you cold.^

PROTIP: Most people take the obvi-

ous ramp here on Track 4—but look

to the right and you'll see a smaller

_

tunnel leading to a more excltlttg

rooftop shmtcut

^^.

hrilling, high-speed racing

finally hits the Nintendo 64—
but not without a price. San

Francisco Rush Extreme Racing fea-

tures everything you'd want in an

arcade racer...except responsive

controls.

Fans of the arcade version will be

happy to hear that most everything's

been preserved, if not enhanced:

eight cars, six urban tracks, four

views, aggressive A.I., and dozens of hidden shortcuts (plus a

Practice mode to let you explore them at your leisure). And
never mind your heart—the death-def/ing leaps will make you
leave your stomach in San Francisco.

You can pop in your Rumble Pak for a jolting joyride or save

your best times to a memory card. The game's only major

shortcoming is the steering—basically, you can't. But if you can

learn to compensate. Rush will leave you breathless on the

streets of San Francisco. Q ^

PROTIP: While you cant
exactly power slide in S.F.

Rush, you can fishtail the

car around comers if you
slam Into reverse (bottom

C button) as you turn.

ll
Fun Factor

It's about time a game

showed what the Nin-

tendo 64 has under the hood for

the racing faithful. What a Rush!

Graphics
' Recognizable landmalks,

] adjustable fog levels, no

pop-up, and a brisk frame rate

make Rush ajoy, even in split-

screen mode.

The engine noises and

tire squeals sound

great-but the tunes are a bit

compressed, and that annoying

high-score music has to go!

place where Rush looks

like it was, well, rushed. The ana-

log stick just isn't responsive, and

there's no way to power slide.

GAMEPRO (138) Decemlier 1S97
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intendo 64

Bomberman 64
(By Nlntemlo)

By Scary Lany

$69.95 Action/

64 megs
"'"'«"""«

Available ^P""""*

December

PROTIP: In the first area, use the pillars as

bumpas—you can bounce bombs offalmost

any object.

PROTIP: In the field, bombs are

invisible. Try to clear out the

rocks, then Icick bombs across

the grass at opponents.

^cDrn

PROTIP: When you get multiple

bombs and the remote bomb
icon, lay a line of bombs around

tough enemies, then walk safely

away and detonate the bombs.

et

PROTIP: In the Greedy Trap, angle

your bomb toward the stairs and
it will havel around the lower level,

stunning opponents.

Bomberman's Insignifi-

cant screams of pain

aren't going to go over big with

gamers, and the cutesy music

has to go. Even the explosions

sound slightly muted.

PROTIP:

In the lava pits,

watch for shadows that indi-

cate that large bombs are being

dropped on you. Walk toward

tough enemies and let them re-

ceive the full power of the drop.

ready to lay it all on the line

once again with the Nintendo 64 version

of Bomberman. But don't expect your father's

bombs—this game does little to emulate previous

Bomberman games. Bomberman 64 ditches the traditional

linear detonations in favor of circular explosions—that is,

the bombs explode like real bombs in a small cloud of fire.

Another small difference is that your bomber is immediately

imbued with bomber power-ups. For example, you can al-

ways kick and carry bombs, abilities you could only get by

collecting icons in previous Bomberman titles.

But there is a cure for those who are achin' for some

bombin' bacon. The Story mode of Bomberman offers enough

strategy, thrills, and puzzle-solving to keep casual gamers inter-

ested for some time. It's almost like Super Mario with bombs,

and you won't be blowin' it by buyin' this one. O

WmM Graphics

Although the graphics

in the Story mode are

right on the money, the smallish

Battle mode graphics will strain

your eyes. Cool, colorful explo-

sions help out all around.

You can't go wrong with

Bomberman—even the

Saturn version is fun. But for

once, Bomberman's Story mode

holds more excitement than the

muitiplayer bombing, giving the

game more depth.

you think this is go-

ing to control like past

Bomberman games, forget it-

you're going to have to get used

to the analog stick in a hurry.

The stick works fine in Story

mode, but in the heat of Battle

mode, it downright sucks.

PROTIP: Your best bet in the

staircase level is to drop bombs

from above. If you stun your op-

ponent, just drop another bonA.

SAMEPRI (i^ iicemiiep 1S97
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TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!
Blaster, BurgerTime; Joust 2, Moon Patrol;

Root Beer Tapper, Splat and Spy Hunter
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mi By Scary Lany

Price not Hovercraft

available racing

M megs 4 players

Available now

6u. !r>^*
PROTIP: Try not to use

the Turbo until you're

familiar with the tracks.

The best time to kick in

the Turbo (you get only

three boosts) is on long

straightaways.

PROTIP: When you see a split in the

path, the safest rule is to follow the

computer-controlled car in front of

you. The computer will always take

the shortest path.

PROTIP: When you find this

Trailer power-up, weave across

the tack and bum vehicles be-

hind you.

P«OTIP:Get an extra
p^ojiP: Mines an the hardest

boost at the begmnmg po^er-ups to use because you
of each race by lethng ^^„,^ ^^^ ,f t^^^,^^ ^^^^^^ j

you soaring.
to react.

PROTIP: The easiest way to score a hit with

projectile weapons is to wait until you see

the opponent's number appear above their

vehicle, then Turbo in

and hit 'em dead-on.

li ^1

PROTIP: Because of the high number of

on-track weapons, you should choose

Graphics

Extremely smooth and

incredibly fast, Extreme

G's graphics are marred only by

the extensive use of fog in the

backgrounds. Besides that, you

won't fmd a sleeker futuristic

racer on the N64 this season.

I

The controls work well

and are also customiz-

able. However, the tracks help

you out too much (you can't spill

on the turns unless you really

a cycle that has good acceleration and ^y'- ^"'^ t^e Power-up weapons

a high maximum speed. rarely hit their mark.

arm on the heels of

last season's mam-
' moth hit, Turok: Di-

nosaur Hunter, Acclaim is now

entering the cyber-racing arena

with Extreme G. Regardless of

how hard Acclaim tries to stay

away from the comparison, Ex-

treme C is basically Wipeout

for the Nintendo 64—not Wipe-

out XL, mind you, but the orig-

inal Wipeout. However, it's still

a very fast racer that speed

demons may want to check out.

You can choose from five

vehicles, each with a different

rating for speed, acceleration,

and the like. Some are faster,

some are better at turns, and

some have better weapons.

The vehicle you choose is

equipped with one weapon,

but there are several more to

pick up on the tracks, just as

in Wipeout. You can race solo

and try for the best time, race

against other vehicles in the

Extreme Contest, or burn a

bud in the multiplayer mode.

Extreme C will keep N64

racers sated until F-Zero 64

debuts. While it's not the

deepest or most original rac-

ing game, it will still take you

on a fun ride.

Extreme G will defi-

] nitely activate the sali-

vary glands of Wipeout fans who

traded in their PSX for an N64.

It's actually Wipeout Lite-less

fdling, tastes great-but it's still

heavy-duty fun.

I
Extreme's techno music

will only remind gamers

that this isn't Wipeout. Just for

once, someone should try classi-

cal music or rap as background

noise. In any case, the music is

unobtrusive and actually pumps

you up for the races.

EAMEPRO {^ December 1997
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Over two dozen Allied

and Soviet missions on
two action-packed CDs.

Fight over land, sea and
air with MiGs, spies,

destroyers, submarines
and more!

Take the ultimate
challenge by fighting up to
3 Al opponents in

SKIRMISH mode.

Battle maps are up to 2

times larger than those in

Command & Conquer.

Three game difficulty

settings.

Dozens of close-ups and
action movies.

Specially-designed

interface with completely
reworked graphics for

your PlayStation^" Game
Console.

kSaata?''-

LOCK 'N LOAD

Westwood
t w o o d . c o

SI
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ec with over 1 25 unu

fnoves, 3,400 frames of fluit

racter afiimation and seamless
^lizard 'skin texturing. HBO'*' comedian

Dana Gould returns as the voice of

GEX, lampooning Hollywood's finest

with over 500 lip-synched celebrity

impressions and smart ass one-liners.

i:m PQ Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 1

CD-ROM PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entetainment

HBO is a registered service mark of Time Wamer Entertainment Company, P '
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GEX; Enter The Gecko.

An explosively new,

fnee-roaming 3D
action ganne. We're
pushing the limits of

3D technology with

360 degrees of "go

anywhere you want"

exploration. Brilliantly

detailed graphics

a id lightnihg fast

"cko action.

fn M

s

1
^1

I
1

^^ B

i!'l-

Rebuilt for secret

K agent action, a
Gravity-defying

wijii ur dwiiiiy.

Whip-cracking

tail-attacks. And
mlJltiple disguises.

Al in a sarcastic

media-dimension

p^ody. Take that

James Baund,

Fredrico Cruger

and Mr Lee

(legal weasels

require us to

be vague). -



Mm (By Playmates Interactive)

ByAirHemlrix

w%M̂̂H !
Price not

available

Available

November

Action

1 player

Multiple

views

E^- 1
1 ' ^

Challengem
SCvu&si- ••,

PROTIP: As you descend into

the start of the game, collect

power-ups without worrying

about your health—a 150 per-

cent health power-up awaits

you at the bottom.

Beautiful levels like this mirrored room show off the dazzling style

of MDK's graphics.

ollowing its headline-grabbing debut

on PCs earlier this year, MDK ar- <

rives on the PlayStation scene, where it's

bound to earn equal acclaim. Spectacular graphics, killer

gameplay, and the game's sheer panache

mark MDK as one of the premiere action

titles of 1997.

In the Sniper Scope
As with most action games, i

MDK's story does little more V' '

than provide a framework for
"^"^

the action. Invading aliens .\ >i

"to (original, eh?) are using six

Iff^t minecrawlers—huge city-sized .:

'"9 vehicles—to strip-mine the p
Pf''' Earth. Based on an orbiting re- aV' ."'

'"*
search station, Kurt (the main

character) loads up with wicked

weapons and gizmos, then descends PROTIP: As soon as you enter

to the minecrawlers, which serve as Level 1-3, use the sniper view

extremely effective settings for the to target the row of explosives

game's six vast levels. 3long the top of the building.

Once there, Kurt goes to town

with his sleek armored suit. In addition "^
to standard equipment like guns, ar-

,

mor, and pickups (grenades, etc.), he

packs a retractable parachute that lets

him glide or recover from falls—it's one

of the coolest toys in gaming. Best of ^
all, though, is his sniper helmet. You mr^
can toggle between the regular be- I lJ''" .j

hind-the-Kurt view and a sniper view, PROTIP: On the bombing run in

where you can reconnoiter an area or l^vel 1-5, concenh'ate your at-

zoom across miles and neatly deposit f^oks on the buildings and try

a round right through an enemy's eye. '" *'"'* "'^'" open. It's much

Shiny, the developers of MDK ('^''"e'' '" "" l^*^ '" We level

and hits like Earthworm Jim, milked ''^'"' '^''

this impressive package for every ounce of quality gameplay you'd ex
pect. MDK is riveting, combining tensely paced run-n-gun gameplay
with the stealthy, strategic stalking that the sniper helmet enables. You'll

need to smartly balance the two approaches—sometimes blasting

through an area, commando-style, is the only way to go, but often

you'll need to prowl around and snipe to have a chance of surviving.

The final twist in the gameplay is a minor puzzle element, which

requires you to figure out how to unlock doors and solve other not-too-

demanding challenges. If there's a fault in MDK's action, it's that Shiny's

roots, well, shine through as the game occasionally descends into the

kind of platform-hopping that belongs in a Mario game.

PROTIP: On the bombing run in

Level 1-5, concentate your at-

tacks on the buildings and by
to blow them open. It's much
harder to do later In the level

if you faiL

PROTIP: Kurt's parachute is good for more than just descend-

ing. Use it to soar over enemies and to attack from above, or

If you're in a hurry, just take a hop and start gliding.

PROTIP: You'll find a secret area behind the last cannon in

Level 2-4.

Murder & Mayhem
MDK's well-varied levels will keep your interest level high. There's some-
thing fresh and new lurking around every corner—a huge boss, a snow-
board ride, a bombing run, a firing range where you're the target, and
much more. PC players, be warned, though—this game's identical to the

PC original except for a few extra secret areas that don't warrant a replay

if you've already beaten the PC version.

As for controls, MDK's fluid, intuitive responses keep you in

the heat of the action. Sony's dual analog controller handles like a

dream— if you haven't bought one yet, MDK's a fine excuse.
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MDK delivers a knock-

out combo of stylish,

innovative gameplay and mouth-

watering graphics. Every Play-

Station gamer should check this

one out.

I

Always engagmg and at

times arresting, MDK's

visuals pack a sizable "wow"

factor with well-varied, rich

levels and smooth character

animations.

{ There's a laugh around

every corner as these

enemies yelp in terror or snarl

in anger. Great weapons effects

and music polisli it all off.

Smooth, responsive

handling immerses you

in the action-especially with

the slick dual analog controller.

PROTIP: The single best way to figlit fs the

strafe move. Use it to circle around enemies

while firing continuously.

PROTIP: In these bonus areas,

avoid running into the walls of

the tunnel for as loH^ as poss^

ble to scgf€fidwer-ufis.

Nice Tighls
Visually, MDK will adorn your screen with

the kind of lush graphics usually seen in PC

games. Granted, PC gamers will notice a

downgrade from that version, and the game

does briefly freeze up at times when load-

ing, but for the PlayStation, MDK's fantastic.

Kurt's lithe movements look uncannily real,

• while the levels erupt with beautifully de-

tailed terrain and vertigo-inspiring perspec-

tives. Humorous touches, such as enemies

i^„„,. that curl up and cower when attacked, will
v enenues

, -
keep you chuckling as you go.

MDK goes the distance with its sounds,

too. Fittingly operatic music accompanies your strug-

gles, and the booms and thumps of weaponry will rat-

tle your speakers. The enemy's dismayed hooting as you

attack is truly hilarious.

Lock & Load
MDK's biggest problem is that its six levels—six long,

large levels—are over too quickly. But that's no reason

to miss out on one of the finest PlayStation

- ' games this year. This

kind of deep, action-

[__
packed game's

'-- worth ev

^iil\M^m-^^^A^,/)^-'-^^

PROTIP: Before entering a new area, always

use the sniper view to scout it out.

U

Kurt plummets through the atmosphere to-

ward one of the minecrawlers.

PROTIP: Open up a ramp out of

Level 2-6 by killing off We alien ^„^ generators quickly-they
that bounces all over the room. ^«,f„ »„.„ „„.«-.i^

PROTIP: After yott use

your first nuke In the

game, return to the

start to find a secret

area. Kill 20 enemies PROTIP: In Level 1-6, hrst take out the big

PROTIP: Always destoy these mere to earn a tornado 9"n, then lob a mortar round Into each of

alien generahfrs quickly—they power-up. flte four pipes thatjut out above the wtadow.

T

create new enemies.

GAMEPRO ^Q^ December 1987
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•^^ Mortal Kombat
-"!<». Mythologies: Sub-zero

^ '

(By Midway Home Entertainment)

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES

\i^E,i^^i
By Major Mike

Price not 1 player

'"^''^"'^
9 stages

Available now
jideview

Action/tigliting

-^ »J!;«ii-,

The deadliest ninja since Shinobi goes it alone in Mortal Komliat

Mythologies: Sub-Zero.

'Zero's

^,>%ii
Sub-Zero's controls are the

same as in the arcade: High

Punch, Low Punch, High lOck,

low Ktd(, Blade, and Run.

To execute Sub-Zero's com-

bos, rapidly tap the buttons

In sequence (fust IKte in MK3).

In Mythologies, you can Jug-

gle opponents, but be care-

ful—you can also bejuggled.

fir
' n

PROTIP: An easy way to gain ex-

perience points is to freeze an

enemy, get in close, and rapidly

tap Low Punch or High Punch to

execute an unskilled but effec-

th/e combo that scores five to

six hits.

Beautifully rendered and

very creative stages fill

the screen. Although the game is

2D, the rendered backgrounds

give Mythologies a convincing 3D

look. The only drawback is the

occasional breakup.

ortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero is an interesting,

entertaining, and ultimately

exhausting spinoff of the arcade

fighting series. IVIythologies isn't as

f big as Castlevania: Symphony of

the Night or as complex as Odd-

world: Abe's Oddysee, but for

. solid and challenging action, it

holds its own nicely.

1 Stone Kold Sub-Zero
1^ ( Mythologies takes place before

the first MK arcade game and tells

the story of Sub-Zero, including

' his dealings with the Lin Kuei

ninja clan and his battle with Scor-

I pion. This game, however, is more

f like a side story to Mortal Kombat

4 because Quan Chi and Shinook

are prominently featured (see "Hot at the Arcades," this is-

sue). High-quality cinemas between the stages help flesh

out the story.

The gameplay is action/platform with simple 2D play

mechanics that are easy to master. Unfortunately, the

side- and vertical-scrolling action always put Sub-
"

Zero at the center of the screen. Not only

does this positioning make it difficult for -^

you to prepare for approaching ene-

mies, but the limited view makes

precision platform-hopping very

problematic.

As Sub-Zero, you engage in

typical platform gaming: you

run, block, jump, and turn i

around. Mythologies, how- i

fl

Each stage is accompa-

nied by excellent music.

The authentic sound effects are

right out of the arcade and

feature an effective variety of

punches, kicks, and screams.
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PROTIP: Use hlt-and-nin at-

tacks on the lioss in the

Prison of Souls stage.PROTIP: If you freeze an enemy while

they're crouching, move in close to

throw them, or you may be able to nail

them with a roundhouse kick.

ever, also adds RPC elements, such as an inventory of col-

lected items like keys and healing potions that you maintain.

You can also earn special moves by doing multi-hit combos,

which gain experience points. The more hits you make in a

combo, for example, the more experience points you earn,

and ultimately, the more powers you'll achieve (see sidebar

"Sub-Zero's Powers"). Mythologies' gameplay boils down to

how you kill your enemies, not how many enemies you kill.

No Mortal Mario
Mythologies' beautiful, gigantic stages are filled with instant-

death booby traps and hidden areas. Each stage also has vari-

ous mission objectives and ends with a boss. Although the

special powers you earn can dispatch regular enemies, they

have no effect on most bosses. Against the bosses, you must

resort to fast reflexes and hit-and-run tactics. You'll die in

^^ Mythologies—a lot—and finally completing each

level will leave you drained, but, oddly enough,

^ ^ wearily dragging yourself back for more.

Koncliision i

V Mythologies will test the most patient,

V skilled gamer. If you like a tough

platform challenge, this is your

game. Action and Mortal Kombat
'*-

-J.
- fans should seek it out or risk

^\ being left out in the cold.

PROTIP: When fighting a big boss

(like the Earth stage boss), use

Sub-Zero's slide to slip between

its legs and get behind It.

PROTIP: Against armed guards,

do a slide to make them drop

their weapons.

fvff

I Sub-Zero's controls are

easy to learn. Pressing

Up on the joypad to jump and

pressing a button to turn from^
left to right, however, are a

ward and take practice

Live-action cinemas tell the story

of Sub-Zero's betrayal and revenge.

Mythologies is a fun

and challenging game

for those who stick with It. It's

tough, but Sub-Zero's various

hniques and the well-crafted

I

stages will keep you hooked.

Wind

To descend the gbmt whkt-

wind, Jump Into the center

and press and hold Dorni.

Earth

To defeat the meditating

monks, hit them with an k»
blast before they vanish.

Water

Be careful when dlmblng

the ropes; some of them
drop off to certain death.

GAMEPRO ^) December 1997

When you freeze an enemy
In this stage, do a round-

house or an uppercut, or

throw tiiem hito one of the

flame pits to inflict even

more damage. %
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PROTIP: Fellow S.T.A.R.S. member Forest is

a zombie in the Advanced game. Have a

weapon ready before you search his corpse.

The Advanced game fea-

tures new clothes for the

characters. Check out the

new threads on Rebecca

and Chris.

"^^fiesident Evil haunts the PlayStation again with Director's

!, Cut. While it's not a brand-new game, Cut is still worth

^ ^ a look for most gamers, chiefly because of the new Ad-

vanced version and Resident Evil 2 demo.

The Advanced version and RE2 demo are the strongest games

in this four-game collection. Advanced is the same as the original

RE, but throws in different camera angles, item locations, and

character clothing; more powerful monsters; and new play me-

chanics. RE addicts who played the original to death will find some

surprises, but nevertheless easily sail through the game. The RE2

demo is awesome and will make the wait for the full version seem

like an eternity (see "Sneak Previews," November). The U.S. and

Japanese versions of RE will be of interest only to RE newcomers.

Although Director's Cut is basically a rehash, the Advanced

game and RE2 demo should keep fans happy until Capcom counts

to "2" early next year.

PROTIP: In the Advanced game,

look on the balcony by the

rusty boiler for the chemical

you need to kill the plant.

WU0 m
''-s''!-!*'.'^.

PROTIP: Most puzzles in the

Advanced game are the same

as in the original Resident Evil,

like the gallery picture puzzle.

c=ai::iie

A plethora of bump-in-

] the-night effects will

keep you on the edge of your

seat, and the chilling music will

keep your pulse racing. And just

wait until you get an earful of

Resident Evil 2!

I

The new auto-aiming

feature in the Advanced

game and RE2 demo is handy at

times but it can also cause

problems-especially when sev-

eral monsters are onscreen.

Otherwise, the controls are
'~

responsive. . .
—

Resident Evil is a ter-

rific game, but Direc-

tor's Cut reworks very familiar

territory. If you've been living

under a rock and never played

RE, this is a solid purchase. Ra-

bid fans, however, should sink

their teeth into a rental first.

Hiria
i ^:

xlJNDS loaded.

PROTIP: In the RE2 demo you can shoot PROTIP: If you finish the Advanced game
zombies in half with the shotgun. Be care- as Jill and rescue Chris and Barry in the

ful, though, because the top half will still

crawl after you.

process, you'll be given a Colt Python and

unlimited ammo at the start of your next

game as Jill.
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PROTIP: Auto aiming is a new feature in the

Advanced game and RE2 demo. When using

a weapon, you'll automatically aim at the

nearest monster—a handy function since

some monsters like to play possum.



Moto Racer
(By ElecboniG Arts)

ByDr.ZomUe

$49.95

Available

now

Motorcycle

racing

2 players

10 tracks

Multiple

views

Analog-

compatible

7%/*! oto Racer opens up the throttle to rank as an impressive motorcyle racing game for the

\yi PlayStation. Awesome graphics, smooth gameplay, and plenty of options make this an

i\/li excellent answer to any gamer's need for speed.

On the features side, you can play solo in three modes or go head-to-head in split-screen ac-

tion. Moto delivers 10 tracks ranging from the jumps and bumps of a dirt arena to the stone-

paved surface of the Great Wall of China. You race on two types of bikes—high-performance

road racers and rugged dirt bikes—depending on which track you choose. Within each cate-

gory you make your choice of bikes based on varying attributes such as speed

and handling.

Although the bikes follow the laws of physics, Moto's clearly an arcade

racer. It focuses on speed and action, which are perfectly conveyed by the

sharp handling and smooth graphics. Moto has enough options and fea-

tures to bring you back for more again and again. This game will finish

, . first in any racing gamer's collection.

Graphics

I
Silky-smooth anima-

tion, sharp graphics,

and detailed 3D environments

mesh well to create a real sense

of speed. The first-person view

Is exhilarating.

PROW: When you hit turbo,

you sacrifice control for speed.

Always use It at straightaways

Itefore checkpoints.

Control

I The control Interface is

exceptional, delivering

ifistant onscreen responsiveness.

Manual shifting while you're steer-

ing through twists and turns

takes some practice, but it adds

to the realism.

^Mscnen racing doesn't split any of the

graplrical detail or Impact Stick with the hori-

zontal layout for a more peripheral view of

the track.

rAt^J^^

PR071P: Punch the birbo at the bottom of a

hill, not at the top, to

Jump further and to

execute stunts.

4

iound

Awesome graphics create a realistic first-

person racing experience. Get ail the fun

without the risk of life and limb!

PROW: Sacrifice speed

for grip on especially

winding tracks like

Rock Forest

PROTIP: Hit the brakes hard

while making a sharp turn to

bump opponents Into outside

wails and knock them down.

I The sound effects are

,
crisp and pleasant,

while the unimposing soundtrack

is a welcome change from the

standard hard-rock riffs found

in most racing games.

Fun Factor

I You can't lose with Moto

if you're looking for an

arcade-style motorcycle racer.

The variety of tracks and options

guarantees a fun time for all.
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YDU WANT TO BE A HERD'

DaGRGHT BOGIES AND

BOSSES OR GO HEAD-TO-

HEAD IN TWD-PL^YER COM-

BAT IN STUNNING GRAPHIC

ENVIRONMENTS TO SAVE

THE EARTH YET AGAIN.

There are 1 D levels of

WVIDGOSySTEM
Distributed by

m VIC TOKAI, INC.

;jy
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FAST REACTION. JOIN THE

BATTLE IN THE ONLY GAME

THAT MATTERS.
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, 1^ Test Drive 4

jj^ •; (By Accolade)

lyMlIiiiFMfiii

$49.95 2 players

I Available 10 tracks

November

Graphics

''Despite some minor

4 5 pop-up in tlie bacic-

ground, TD4's a truly gorgeous

ride. If only your car reflected

the punishment it takes....

Challenge

J..^r^
KIOSIOADUIIS n^

11 PROTIP: In a drag race, go for the cars with

the fastest acceleration—the jump off the

starting line is everything.

I

PROTIP: Embrace damage con-

bvl quickly—cut the gas and

stop steering to let the crash

take its course and get your

car back in pursuit

Sound

I'^Hw skidding effects

4 5 are perfect, and the

music's engaging and catchy.

There's no announcer, however,

but none is necessary-it's all

in the engine roars and tire

screeches, and TD4 delivers.

Control

Bflrect Drive 4 utilizes the

4 dual-analog-stick for-

mat to great success, but the

handling is too sensitive, leaving

you struggling to maintain con-

trol of your car.

Fun Factor

|:^me drawbacks keep

4.5 TD4 out of the Grease

Monkey Hall of Fame, but this

is a solid racer with electric

gameplay and blistering speed.

^^—- ;li

te^
^^^^v

r

' he Test Drive franchise has been ar

, for the video gaming equivalent of eons, but

it's certainly never looked this good. Easily

one of the most highly detailed, graphically supe-

rior PlayStation racers to date, Test Drive 4 verges

on perfection at every turn, but never quite takes

the trophy.

Take, for example, the stunning graphics, which

tare flawed only by minor pop-up and the overuse

Fof skid marks. Or the pinpoint controls, which get

I

a tad too sensitive at high speeds. Then there's the

map, which uses a single line to show your distance

from other racers or checkpoints, but doesn't give

any hints as to the shape of the track. Finally, the

lack of a split-screen head-to-head mode is TD4's

J
only inexcusable drawback.

These are but minor flaws in an otherwise ex-

[cellent title, the best arcade-style PlayStation racer

[since Rally Cross. Test-drive this game once and

; you'll want to own it

PROTIP: In San Francisco, the windy roads

are dangerous. Pay close attention to the

horizon and watch for sudden detours.

\t ^^.
.-• ^,- *J5.

PROTIP: Keep the pedal to the

metal on straightaways—they're

your best opportunity to gain

ground on the computer-

controlled cars.

PROTIP: Don't try to smash
people out of your way—

a

dead-on collision will take

you out, too.

PROTIP: Try not to get hit hom behind or

you'll be spun right off the road.

PROTIP: In Washington D.C.,

watch out for traffic go-

ing in other direc- y^
tions—it causes _
frequent head-on

collisions.
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In Racing There Is

Only One Position

NINTENDO^

. GameFon Wogaiine

"...exceBtionaUrames

ot animation...

NINTENDO.*^

16 Tracks. 22 Drivers. 11 cars...

Pure Pulse-Pounding Formula One Action!

Uk>i Soft www.ubisoft.com
©I 997 Ubi Soft Entertoinment. All rights reserved. An offkiol product of FIA Formula One World Championship licensed by Formula One Administrotton Limited.



Shipt
(By Psygnosis)

Price not 4 players

available

Available

November

Action/'''

adventure

MPROTIP: In addition to dousing

fires aboard your vessel, water- PROTIP: If you see tliis pattern in the rock
falls are sometimes entrances face, try firing a few broadside cannon
to fildden areas. blasts at it to reveal more secret caves.

Graphics

The visuals are nothing

to write home about,

though some of the effects, such

as smolce, fire, and shimmering

water, are very well done. The

objects are repetitive, though.

Sound
The music consists of

run-of-the-mill pirate

shanteys that don't really stand

out (good thing there's an option

to turn it off). The sound effects

are effective, entertaining bites

that'll make you laugh out loud

more than once.

Control

The ship moves elegantly,

and steering it is a

breeze, though sometimes you

can get stuck between a wall

and an enemy at the worst pos-

sible time. The control pad set-

tings are customizable, which is

always a huge plus.

Fun Factor

There is so much going

on in this game, it's as-

tounding! After playing it a short

time, any gamer looking for some-

thing different will be completely

hooked. Rent it, mateys!

»*r 'WS^iiB

ust when you thought the PlayStation would drown in a sea of racing games and corridor

shooters, along comes Shipwreckers, an action/adventure title that offers challenge and

gameplay as cool and refreshing as an ocean breeze.

Your goal in Shipwreckers is to steer a pirate ship through 20

.-*- i-'iM.' a» -,
-' levels, grabbing treasure, smuggling, and fighting off rival pirates

and sea creatures that would love to see you sink to the briny

J
iw V- deep. While the sound and graphics of Shipwreckers aren't that

special, this title shines in the area of gameplay. A wide variety

•' of weapons (from cannons to oil slicks), power-ups, obstacles,

• '« and secrate^mbine p*

PROTIP; In the later levels, you'll contrq^^B^it an in-

need to master the art of firing toxi(JMB^9ertain-
rockets at airborne opponents. -^^

^KS^^B^
Shoot when your ship is In your ,,/.u t i

enemy's shadow.
With a feel some- „,

what like an ocean-go-

j ing Here's Adventures,

- Shipwreckers is one of

the more unique games

for the Play- !

. yet. If you've PROJIP: Entrances to secret caves, likeM
/ been on the lookout one on Uie first level, are easier to find if

^
for a game other than

you switch to the behind-the-ship view.

PROTIP: men approaching a
a Tomb Raider or Quake p

turret, observe its pattern of
^'°"^' ^rab this one be- I „

fire—most turrets have a huge ^re it finds its way to

blind spot that you can exploit Davy Jones's locke r.

ii
1i

ff

tgmf

MB Tk
.Q.

k -

'B \
1Mi ^<L

^
«13S A

W '-' \
PROTIP: When approaching a

turret, observe its pattern of

fire—most turrets have a huge

blind spot that you can exploit

for an easy kill.

PROTIP: In addi-

tion to providing

you with a new
starting point if

you die, taking

over towns by

docking in their

ports often reveals

power-ups and

opens previously

unreachable areas.

PROTIP: If your ship is burning and you're

under attack by the enemy, broadside their

ship to set It on fire. You can then replenish

your energy by rescuing the crews of both

ships as they bail out.

GAMEPRO €^ December 1997



Target Presents the 1998

SVSPDRTS
Line-Up

_ Available at

TARGET
Select titles also available for Sega Saturn"

FIFA, MLB, MLBPA, NASCAR, NFL, NBA, NCAA, NHL and PGA TOUR are trademarks of their re-
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"Turok: Dinosaur Hunter is the best
^corridor shooter on the Nintendo 64-!"

.

-GamePro ^n^

/^^^ ^ "Turok is a sure fire hit in everyj^htegory,
^^^ ^^/ and a must have for all N64 kT^

%» ./^^k -Game Informer ^

'Turok may well be one of the best-looking
and best playing first person shooters ever."

; -Ultra Game Players

THE BIGGEST gUME OyLLggl
IS THE BIGGEST GAME ONlNflBP

^Xi^^'ri^

O I N O S A L' R H L' N T E R

YAILABLE ON
•D >l«laim

TuioK Dinosaur Hunter -ti 1997 Acoiaim E
All rights lAMrved. All olher characieri. herelr^ and i

Game Boy, Nimendo 6J .lod 3-D "N" logo are Ifiifler

k of Acclaim Enterldinmenl, Inc

TUnOK '"S 'f/> 1997, GBPC, a subsidiary ol Ooldon mily Entertammenl

irks ot Ninlendo of Amenca Inc '<•' 1<)96 Ninlendo ol Ametica Inc Acdalrri is q

J 6 <G> 1997 Acclaim Enieilainment. Inc AH iighls roservod. Soreen '_.ti')t', .howi
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MARVEL
SUPEK HEROES

~^ By Scary Larry

The PlayStation ver-

sion of Man/el Super

Heroes is slightly less

than heroic and a lot less super

than its Saturn counterpart. With

increased slowdown and definite

control problems, this game will

not receive a fighting-game fan's

seal of approval.

The game contains all the ele-

ments that make Capcom fight-

ing games the best in the world-
combos, flashy effects, and con-

stant action. It also throws in an

added element. Gem power-ups,

that can boost your strength,

speed, or health recovery, among
other things. It's a nice addition

that doesn't really affect the game-

play at all.

The graphics remain MSH's

biggest asset, with bright comic-

book-style characters filling the

screen. The characters' super

moves are splashy and

the backgrounds are

well illustrated.

The sound is just the

right mix of announcer

hyperbole and neck-

crackin', rib-breakin' ^
grunts and groans. How- i-^
ever, the announcement

of Gem power-ups will '

grate on your nerves af-

ter a while.

PffOTIP: If an opponent's life bar
is down to a hair, release your
super move. Even when blocking,

the opponent is helpless.

Maivel Super Heroes by Capcom

cl.i
4.5 40

Price not available

Available now

Fighting

2 players

PROTIP: If you're in the air when
an opponent releases their super
move, jump behind them and do
your own super move.

PROTIP: When Thanos releases

his Gem Power super move, you
can easily back up and throw a
projectile as the rocks rain harm-
lessly in front of you.

30 3.0

10 characters

Cliallenoe: Adjuslable

Replav value: Low

ESRB rating; Teen

PROTIP: Psylocke can chain hits

while in the air. Try coming In with
1a Medium Punch, then tap Ouick

Kick, thenMedium Kick.

Control is the game's most
serious flaw. Because of the obvi-

I

ous slowdown, some moves are

easily countered, while others

simply seem to hang in the bal-

ance—giving an opponent time

to think of counters to your

moves. It makes the game a lot

less fun than it should be.

Although it's identical to the

Saturn version in features, with

ten fighters, two tough bosses,

and spectacular screen-busting

^ super moves, the PlayStation

game loses serious points for its

unplayability It's too bad, because

it could have been Super *

LAYSTATffl,

•
"I
ByScaryLany

Dragon Ball Z is with-

out a doubt one of

— the most popular

anime sehes even But as far as U.S.

consumers are concerned, Dragon

Ball Is still a niche market, and

anime fans/video gamers were

PROiTIP: Almost everyone has a
projectile. Use them while in the

air, and they'll target an oppo-

nent on the ground.

iHiiiiF
the only ones looking

forward to this title.

They should not stop

looking.

To some extent,

Dragon Ball GT suffers

from the same problem

that plagued Bushido

Blade—trying to cus-

tomize a very eclectic

fighting game for the

fight-hungry U.S. mar-

ket. But Dragon Ball is no Tekken

2: You have to build up fighters,

you're allowed immediate access

to life-bar-draining Meteo moves
(one of the cheapest, longest-last-

ing special moves in fighting his-

tory), and the fights take place in

the air and on the ground. Beyond

that, the game doesn't offer much
to fighting-game freaks.

PROTIP: Against this impossible

boss, fry to fly and attack its up-

per torso first.

-^^".°^-'

ntOJlP: The m^est way to chain

Meteo moves Is to constantly

press the buttons (x and A, O
and A, orn and A) while the

first Meteo is occurring.

The graphics are polygon-

heavy, with some breakup in the

fighters. The backgrounds are as

bland and sparse as can be, and

the super moves are little more
than huge fireballs. Even the Me-

teo moves are simple multiple-hit

moves that you perform with

two-button presses.

The sound, which is straight

from the TV series, is lame and

childish. Even the taunts sound

ridiculous, and there's a definite

lack of sparkle in the music and

other sound effects.

With awful control, bad sound,

and subpar graphics. Dragon Ball

looks more like an anime collec-

tor's item than a real fighting game.

Don't go chasing the Dragon on
this definite rental.

'*

Dragon Ball GT Final Bout by Bandai

r^-phics :-—' ' ' - -

PROTIP: Some characters crouch

after the first shot, like Majin

Boo. Use this defensive maneuver
to gear up for a Meteo attack.

iiS^
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3S 30 30 30
Price not available Challenge: Adiuslable

Available now Replay value: Low
figHtlng ESRB raling: Kids to

2 players Adults
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By Dr. Zombie

Jet Moto 2 contin-

ues the high-speed

tradition established

by its predecessor. New racers,

tracks, and obstacles, along with

enhanced graphics and game-

play, make this an upgrade wor-

thy of attention.

Gamers can play solo or against

a friend in three modes. Before

the race starts, you choose from

10 racers on high-tech racing

bikes that are adept on any sur-

face from gravel to ice. The 10

tracks are full of twists and ob-

stacles and range in terrain from

nuked city streets to sandpits and

even rivers of molten lava. Plenty

ofjumps and ramps allow you to

hang ten and pull incredible aer-

ial stunts for extra points.

Smooth-scrolling 3D tracks

and bright, detailed graphics

create believable racing environ-

ments and a real sense of speed.

However, the intense pixelization

on some levels can make you

lose sight of the track. As for

controls, the vehicles are quite

sensitive, but respond well. Real-

time physics apply, so button-

mashers will be easily frus-

trated; the smoother your grip,

the faster your ride. The sounds

are a mixed bag: The in-race ef-

fects are adequate, but the hard-

rock riffs grow tedious after a

while. Fortunately, you can cus-

tomize the music volume along

with the other features.

While it's not perfect. Jet Moto

2 provides enough fun and new
features to definitely warrant a

spin around your PlayStation. 6

PROTIP: Bounce off opponents-

not the walls—when making
tight turns.

PROTIP: On the Meltdown tacl(,

conserve turbos to pro-

pel you through the

slowing lava flow.

PROTIP: Master ate 360-degree turn

by keeping the gas floored while ini-

tiating a tight turn when you use the

grapple. Release the grapple halfway
through the turn.

Jet Moto 2 by Sony

Price nol available

Available now

Racing

2 players

10 tracks

Multiple views

Replay value: High

Challenge: Adjustable

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: Aerial somersault sbints

look pretty, but aren't wortii the

lost time unless you have a suffi-

cient lead.

CXMEPRO
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By Four-Eyed Dragon

Following right in the footsteps of the original, Pandemo
nium 2 offers fans of this 3Dish side-scroller the same
nostalgic action and lackluster gameplay You again play

as either the sexy wizard Nikki, who has several new spells to cast,

or Fargus, the pyro-jester who can now use his talking staff, Sid, as

either a weapon or a handy tool to pick up hard-to-get items.

Graphically, Pandemonium 2 shows some impressive polygonal

power in its worlds. The characters and enemies display more detail

than they did in the first Pandemonium, while the backdrops are col-

orful. Each level is also packed with engrossing music, adding spice

to the otherwise bland sound effects.

What brings Pandemonium 2 down is that even though you can
climb, swing, and pull up from edges, the linear gameplay (left and
right are the only directions you can move) becomes very tiresome,

giving the game a monotonous feel that severely damages the replay

value. Add in the nuisance of awkward camera angles, which make
controlling Nikki and Fargus difficult at times, and Pandemonium 2

loses ground in its Fun Factor

Pandemonium 2 is for the pure Pandemonium enthusiast and the

die-hard platform gamer. It's not a great game in terms of concept, nor

is it a bad game, as it boasts beauti- Pa™,e™o„,um 2 by Cr,st>. Dynamics
fulvisualsandasolidsoundtrack.lt Gr.,hi.. s.„„d c.„,„i ru„F,c,

best suits a special niche of gamers

who especially enjoy side-scrolling

action. If you're one of them, you'll , „ , „ 3 ^

love the game; otherwise, you're Pnce nol available Replay value: Low

better off elsewhere. B Available now challenge: Medium

4 4

Price nol available

Available now

Action/adventure

1 player

3 3

Replay value: Low

Challenge: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids to

Adults

PROTIP: Kneel to avoid getting hit PROTIP: When fighting Mr. Scheo-
during the firstround ofEgg! Eggl's belen, aim the balls at the sides
onslaught of attacks. to make tiw plates hit him.

I
PROTIP: High-jump to the plat- PROTIP: In Level 15, as you fall,

forms in Level 10 to get extra stay in the center as much as you
coins and an exba life. can to avoid oncoming obstacles.

1^ December 1997
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This offer won t last long.

Then again, neither will you,

[only at sears.]



By Full-On Font
^1 I"

' Strap on your seat-

belt and oil up your

chain guns! Interplay

has taken to the streets with Red

Asphalt, an auto-racing/combat

game that puts you in the driver's

seat against some of the most ma-

levolent motorists since Mad Max.

In Red Asphalt, you play as a

driver in a futuristic auto-combat

competition where the stakes are

your life and the future of the world.

Like most titles of this kind, you

start by buying one of the lower-

end cars with your limited start-

ing funds and then selecting a

driver from a list of progressively

on your behalf.

What sets Red Asphalt apart

from other racing-combat games
is its heavy focus on the ability to

customize your car and your dri-

ver. Whenever you finish a race in

one of the top three spots, you'll

receive a generous purse that you

can use toward beefing up your

ride by adding, among other things,

PROTIP: Memorize the locations

of key power-ups because they

respawn eacli time you start a
new lap.

more powerful engines and

meaner guns. You'll also gain '

experience points which you can

dole out to increase your charac-

ter's driving ability, tactical savvy,

^^ and aggression.

..^1 Though the

;
sound effects are

no better or worse

I

than any other

racing game on

the market, the

graphics are well-above average

with impressive backdrops and

cityscapes. Despite the control

being a little difficult to master at

first, fans of racing titles looking

for a little more action than just

driving in a circle will probably

find Red Asphalt worth their

while.

Oeir7*7»»Ei.. :,'., iT-i
'•• il
PHOTIP: Study the maps to

race carefully, noting the stalgM-

aways to liest use your nitros on.

PROTIP: Initially, your rear weapon

will not be very effective, so when

you approach another car from

behind, take it out before you

attempt to pass it; otherwise, it's

liable to take you out first.

PROTIP:At the onset of each race,

hang back and let the other cars

duke it out, damaging one another.

Then shoot past them, guns blaz-

ing, to get a healthy head start!

Red Asphalt by Intefplay

—•'- '-' Conlrol FunF.r—

40 30 40 3.S

S49.95 Replay value: High

Available now Challenge: Adjustable

Racing/combat ESRB ralinj: Kids to

2 players Adults

Multiple views

ByBobaFatt

1^ ^. <s^ Vs. is an ex-

''
j^__^ tremelycompe-^ tent game with

the misfortune of stumbling

into some bad timing. If it

had been released, say, 18

months ago, it would've been
''"""'' ^"^ '''*'"«^' "^hting styles really

the greatest thing since sliced fu'lTH'T^'Tr^TL" 't""'!!''
hr^^A ,..A^^u ki u- "^''^^ ""^ *^*' ^^"f' ''^s to Offer. Kung Fu
bread and probab y could ve fig^,^ ^^.^ g^^, ^^^„g ^^.„.^_

the greatest thing since sliced

bread and probably could've

started its own religion. Un-

fortunately Vs. offers noth-

ing new to the already solid

fortunately Vs. offers noth- characters are built well, if not a
ing new to the already solid bit blocky and really move ac-

cording to their unique fighting

styles. The fast-paced, catchy

soundtrack (provided by up-and-

coming alternative bands) blends

perfectly into the action, and

each gang's three background

turfs convey their own personal-

:—
I ity Unfortunately, the foot move-

Concentrate, Daniel-San! ment in Vs. is awkward, so it's

difficult to approach your oppo-
lineup of 32-bit 3D fighting games nent. It also could've used a train-

established by Tekken 2, Soul

Blade, and Fighters Megamix.

Four gangs square off in Vs.,

each with four members (and a

boss that's playable after he's de

feated) who fight with specific

ing option to help you master the

relatively difficult combo system.

All in all, fans of the genre

who lust for more of the same

smash-n-slash action will be

pleased with this solid, energetic

fighting styles true to their posse, fighter. For innovation, however,

from wrestling to Kung Fu to keep waiting.
~

street fighting. This format lends

some personality to the otherwise f

bland characters that run ram-

pant in Vs. as well as so many
other fighting games.

Vs.' strengths are both visual

and aural. The motion-captured

#-,1

kS2ii^^
»^-

Call this chick a chiropractor!

Vs.byT'HQ

PROTIP: The bigger guys have a
closer fighting style. Close in at

your own peril, and keep attack-

ing to break grabs.

$49.95

Available now

Fighting

2 players

20 characters

12 backgrounds

Challenge: Intermediate

Replay value: Medium

ESRe rating: Kids to

Adults

CAMEPRD €^ December 1997



S««turn

Hit fhe road like a ruthless speed demon in all your racing

games. The ACT LABS RS breaks all the rules with multi-system

compability on PlayStation™ N64r PC and Sega Saturn™

Comes standard with no-slip pedals, a Formula-l butterfly

gear rocker and 1 2 HYPER Programmable buttons^ j^

RACING SYSTEM '' ^ ^ ^WJk ^JK
http://www.actlab.com/gamegear ^^9 ^^0

1 -800-980-9997 \mWCJ

erv© 1997 ACT Laboratory Ltd. Ail rights reserved. ACT LABS RS and ACT LABS are trademarks of ACT Labrl

PUyStstion is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. N64 is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. Sega Saturn is a trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.



ByBobaFatt

Beyond nostalgic distraction, the second coming of Frog-

ger won't cause many ripples on the ol' pond. It's great

to see Frogger back in action, but he'll need more than

these zippy 3D graphics to compete with today's games as this incar-

nation's improvements do little to actually better its aging gameplay.

Frogger's a great trip down
memory lane for gamers famil-

iar with the original, and it's a

simplistic challenge for newbies.

Once you get past the original

retro level, though, the later

boards feel stale, silly, and rep-

etitious. The music, which is

reminiscent of the classic Frog-

ger, is catchy enough to be con-

sidered pleasant, but won't stay

in your head. The controls are

straightforward and very respon-

sive. Frogger's new powers—

a

heat-seeking tongue, croak, and-

superjump—will probably feel '.

sacrilegious to fans of the origi-

nal, but they're awfully funny...

if only they were more useful.

The multiplayer format,

where up to four players race

for the goals, won't eat the fly,

either The reduced field of vi-

sion presents a particular chal-

lenge despite the helpful camera

zooms, and, again,

the courses are too

darn repetitive. Has-

bro would've been

better served going

for pure platform ac-

tion and ditching the

original static world

of our amphibian hero

(or including these

levels as bonus areas).

mOTIP: On the retn level (like the arcade ^°°^' ^'^^"^''^ ""^QQV'^

original), keep Frogger as cfase as possible ^^^'^^ °" ^ '°9 Qomg

to the left edge at the pond because most nowhere. 6

everythmg's hurtling qukMy toward oblhrion

on the right

PROTIP: The best way to navigate

these boulders is to haul tadpole

right up the middle—the rocks

mil bounce over you.w
'-

I
5

The four-player game Is exciting,

but It cuts down on the field of

vision that's so desperately Im-

portant for timing.

This Is not your faUier's Frogger!

A '90s update _
|

. ofan'SOsclas-

' sic. Rampage

World Tour adds stylish vi-

suals to the simple game
of wanton destruction, but

still won't strain the brain. \

As in the arcade games, you're put in the shoes—well, okay, hind

paws—of a giant monster, demolishing cities around the globe and
swallowing their inhabitants. Every '

new town offers more resistance

in the form of tanks, bombs, and

air strikes, so be prepared to eat '

and run.

The monsters have learned a

few new moves; instead of just

punching, they can now kick and

do damage when they jump. The p„oTIP: Beware of toilets, bath-
joy of crushing civilization with tubs, and washing machmes-
a couple of friends is reduced by // you try to eat them, they'll

half-there's no multi-tap support, shoot out water and knock you
so only two players can smash at off the buiUing.

the same time. Plus, while this

Rampage is faster than the origi-

nal game, you can't hang on one

building while smashing another as

you could in the good ol' days.

Rampage World Tour spruces _ j '

up the game's original look with V.;,;; i^u
cartoony, clay-style characters ai^ ^
and brighter colors. The rock mu- /./,onP.- Eating barrels of toxic
SIC won't thrill you much, but it's waste temporarily changes you
adequate-call it Music To Shatter into V.E.R.N., die seriously power-

* 1
r mmh^. 1

1^ F^L. ^
1^ f'wmi^','^^
^rs c '^ll^"^

'^'^

1 ^^MW
e FTJ^ j=^lkJ
B

m9i1

off the blading.

i
*ai rV

liii^'-SlW

PROTIP: Eating barrels of toxic

waste temporarily changes you

Things By The responsive controls

can also be customized to

your liking.

With plenty of special

moves and power-ups to

discover as you lay waste

to more than 100 cities,

the gameplay certainly

lasts—just don't expect

it to change much. Then

again, sometimes it's good

to turn offyour brain and

turn up the comic carnage.

When that mood grabs ™'"

you, it's time to take the ''^*''

mindless but fun Ram- *'"'"'

page World Tour. F
Rampage Worid Tour

by MMway Home Entertainmeiit

ful hying purple people-eater.

E.*^

PROTIP: Wait until neon signs blink offbefoi'

deshoying them—oUierwise, you'll gel tite

shock of your life.

Price not available

Available now

2 players

Acllon

Side view

Replay value: Medium

Challenge: Intermediate

ESRB rating: Kidt

to Adults

PROTIP: Hit blimps, balloons, and

chHids hMir times for four increas-

ing bonuses.

GXMEPRO December 1997



Now's your chance to kick more ass than you've ever imasined possible.

All ASCIIWARE controllers have features that enhance your sameplay. They're faster

and tousher, which means you will be too. So if your controller doesn't say

ASCIIWARE on it, then maybe you should be kicking yourself.

ASCII PAD

'&1
ENHANCED ASCII PAD

ASCII CARRYBAG ASCII GRIP

ONE HANDED CONTROLLER

SPECIALIZED ASCII

STICK

.•

" , i

'(fr<

'.II ARCADE
STICK

«'« «>

^^^/

ASCII >^y\ R E
IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES

www.asciient.com
© 1997 ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc All rishts reserved ASCIIWARE is a resistcred trademark of ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc.

ASCII Entertainment, ASCII Pad, Specialized ASCII Stick, ASCII Arcade Stick, Enhanced ASCII Pad, ASCII Carrybas, MACH 1 and ASCII Grip
are trademarks of ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. PlayStation and trie PlayStation I030 are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment,
Inc. All other brand and product names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

ISCII
Customer service:

650.780.0166



Your goal in Mass De-

strurtion is deliglit-

fully simple—destroy

everything! You command a high-

tech tank in 20 missions that drop

you into a hotbed of enemy tanks,

choppers, and ground troops, plus

hidden traps and obstacles. There

are primary, secondary, bonus, and

hidden objectives in every mission.

Different attack strategies are called

for in each sortie (after a while,

PROTIP: Since you have unlimited ammo,
constantly fire your 100mm cannon as you

move across the screen to reveal hidden

enemies and power-ups.

PflOnP: Work systematically across

the tenain, but be sure to create a

safely zone to retreat to In case

you're pursued.

PROTIP: Beginners should sttck

wlHi the well-rounded Viper. Use

ttte speedy (but weak-armored)

Cheetah for the lengthy stealth

and seek & destroy missions.

however, the missions tend to get

a little monotonous).

The smooth controls respond

decently. The carnage is continu-

ous with the basic ammo, but you

can upgrade to power-

ups such as mines, mor-

tars, and guided missiles

for even more destruc-

tive punch. However,

the small onscreen pro-

portions make delicate

moves a challenge.

The graphics are

rather simplistic and

small (like playing with

toy tanks), and the vi-

sual impact would've

been enhanced with a

camera zoom feature.

As for the sounds, the

efferts are standard but

not exceptional.

Mass Destruction is un-

inhibited destructive fun

that's worth at least a shot

as a weekend rental.

Mass Destnidion by ASC Games

Price not available

Available now

1 player

Tank combat

24 missions

V4-overhead view

Replay value: Medium

Challenge: Adjustable

ESRB rating: Teen

LAYSTATION

ByBm'Bua

Video games

are fun. Fish-

ing is fun. If

you accept both these

premises. Reel Fishing

can be real fun.

Reel's from Japan, where

it's reportedly the best-sell-

ing fishing game. That ex-

plains a lot. There's basi-

cally no competition—as in Ameri-

can bass-derby games—and no

fishing hardware overload. The

controls are simple as you set up

basic fishing rigs, cast, and con-

template nature until you hook a

fish. You can even "tamagotchi"

the fish you catch in an aquarium.

The challenge should hook

video fishermen. You stalk eight

types of fish, including trout, bass,

and salmon, to rise through 24

rankings. The action's steady with

frequent bites, and landing fish re-

quires learning about individual

fish species as well as fish fighting.

The graphics and sounds are

above average for a fishing game.

You cast into impressive-looking,

photorealistic scenes like running

streams. However, the fish fights

are just average-looking, albeit

with beautifully detailed fish. The

audio feels New Age: calm, nat-

ural, aquatic sounds inter-

mixed with the occasional

splashing offish.

Reel Fishing's either a

kick or it's weird. Ya just

gotta love fishing to be

Reeled in.

PROTIP:A slack line loses fish. Press Left to

keep the line taut dwing flirts.

f€N5

PROTIP: The big char hold in the

deep holes. There's one In the

upper right comer of the river.

PROTIP: The bitterling are tough

to hook. Let them approach the

bait, then rapidlyJiggle the bait

(by tapping Left) before they take

a bite.

$49.95

Available now

Fishing

1 player

24 rankings

Challenge: Medium

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids lo

Adults

KAMEPRO (^m) leccnliir 1817

PROTIP: Feed the Rsh In the

aquarium, keep the tank clean,

and turn off the light. ..or else.



Get the point? This magazine is loaded with reasons why you need the SA-VA?
speakers-a sound system that can rattle your inner organs. It's 17 inches of

the most realistic sound projection you'll ever droQ|BHHriUM||d separately.

Call 1-888-625-2876x0 purchase the SA-VA7 speakers and you'll receive the Playstation"

Underground" CD Magazine, a CD carrying case, and a Sony baseball cap.

Jel Molo, Playslalion and Undefground are trademarks of Sony Compuler Entertainmen! America Inc. Ofier exp^es January 3t,1998.

©1997 Sony Compuler Entertainment America tnc ©1997 Sony Electronics inc. All rights reseived, Sony is a ttademark ol Sony.

SONY
www.sony.com/sava
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THE LAW.
.-0-

In the 2 1st century, a license to kill and heavily armed, turbo-charged patrol vehicles

are all you need to keep the peace. Just don't get blown to pieces in the process.

RRfPlSl^^^^^rii^MiHUiiE'*

:. All nghts fesewcd Micros



Patrol the streets at a breakneck speed of 60:|rames per seco"-

Bring in law breakers dead or alive (or barelv alive) with high-^

powered non-lethal or lethal weapons like the Vulcan Cannna^

Maintain the peace with the Turbo Patrol Car, Bike

or Wing - vou're a crack shot from ea
'

Real-time 3D environments with compl,

of movement for clean shots in the back

Over 20 levels of adrenaline-pumping high-spee>.

criminal pursuit missions - a I caught on interiot

or exterior cameras n^

1 or 2-player police action*

*Scinv PlavStatiniV version nnlv

'Wa J'^
The pursuit begins February '98

"«W||^B6-



ejtMEPita THE
Presents

i

Ubi Soft

We've created the Ultimate Driving Experience by combining the awesome gameplay of

Ubi Soft Entertainment's F1 Pole Position 64 Game for the Nintendo 64, the incredible

realism of the Philips Scuba Virtual Immersion Visor, and the lifelike touch of the ACT
LABS RS Wheel! You'll never view racing games the same again! It's easy to enter and
runner-ups get loaded with equally awesome prizes! Drop this mag and grab the wheel!
Enter today!

GRAND
PRIZE
(5) Winners

(1) Nintendo 64 Game System

(1) Ubi Soft Entertainment

F1 Pole Position 64 Game
(1) ACT LABS RS Wheel

(1) Philips Scuba Virtual

Immersion Visor

FIRST PRIZE
(10) Winners

(1) Ubi Soft Entertainment £
F1 Pole Position 64 Game ^i

(1) ACT LABS RS Wheel
'

SECOND PRIZE
'

(20) Winners ^

One year subscription to

GamePro, The World's Largest

Multiplatform Gaming Magazine!

B/IM£Pifi



PHIUPS MAGNAVOXi

vr-^xv^^s^
GRIP
THE

WHEEL m
Enter today! Send name, address, age,

and phone number with area code to:

Ihe Ultimate Driving Sweepstakes

PO Box 5960

San Mateo, CA 94402

or Enter Electronically at:

WWW. netpromag. com
Only one entry per person. Duplicates will be voided. Sega

A ntr

nk found In the MMM^^^^^^MHHPro magazine and mall to: The Ultimate

me, lull address, you^^^^^Knplete phone number with area code to the

'"otocoples, reprodiMHHH^^Imlles will be accepted. All duplicate entries
^ sume no responsiolMty toMate. stolen, misdirected, incomplete, postage

Wimaled retail values) are guaranteed to be awarded Grand Prize (5 total

HBsme, estimated retattyalue $69,99, (1) ACT LABS RS Wheel, estimated

Qfticial Rules find Regulations: No purchase necessary, o^^^H^MLperson. <

Driving Sweepstakes, PO Box 5960, San Maleo, CA 94402,^^^|HMend us a 3x5 card
above address lor ottlcial entry. All official entries must be r^^^^^V^ler than January
will be voided. GamePro Media Group. ACT LABS, Philips Immenn^roducts, and UbI Soft

due, or illegible entries Void where prohibited. Awarding of PrizestTIi* following prizes (with cor,

packages) - (1) Nintendo 64 system, estimated retail value $149, (1) UM^gQlt Entertainment - Ft PolaaHHHBtome, estimated retattyaiue $69,99, (1) ACT LABS RS Wheel, estimated
retail value $59.99, (1) Philips Scuba Virtual Immersion Visor, estimated Miilfalue $299.00. First Prize (10 packag|||- (1) UbI Soft Enlilctalnment F1 Pole Position 64 game, estimated
retail value $69 99, (1) ACT LABS RS Wheel, estimated retail value $59.99. «^nd Prize (20) - One year subscriptUAm GamePro, estimated retail value $21 .97.Winners will be determined
on February 16, 1998 by GamoPro Media Group. Winners of will be notified ^ijjwgt and or mail. Grand Prize wlnftef wMl be required to reply within 5 days foflowing initial notification. In

Ihe event of noncompfiance within this time period. Ihe Grand Prize will be (orM^and a new Grand Prize winner will b* selected. Winners entry and acceptance of prize conslllules
permission to use their names, photographs, and likeness lor purposes of adverfflBIO and promotion on behalf ol GamePro Media Group, ACT LABS, Philips Immersive Products, and
UbI Soft without further compensation except where prohibited by law. Winner Is responsible for any and all federal, state, and local laxes If necessary, A complete list of prize winners
will be announced In a future issue ol GamePro maga7lne.EIJgiiilU.tv; Sweepslakes open to residents of Ihe United Stales. excspllM residents of Rhode Island, Alaska or Hawaii,

Employees of GamePro Media Group,ACT LABS, Philips Immersive Products, and Ubi Soft Entertainment and all participating vendors, their subsidiaries, affiliates, advertising agencies,
and Ihoir Immediate families are nol eligible. LlabHIHes; This promotion is sponsored by GamePro Media Group.ACT LABS, Philips Imnprslve Products, and Ubi Soft Entertainment which
are solely responsible for its conduct, completion and awarding of prizes. All decisions ol GamePro Media Group.ACT LABS. Philips ((pmerslve Products, and UbI Soft on ail matters
relating to this promotion are final. GamePro Media Group.ACT LABS, Philips Immersive Produeto, and Ubi Soft EnterlBinment assunw no liabilities resulting from the use of this prize.

PrJiEeRostriclionii: All(;rnallve prizes or cash will not be offered In lieu of prizes described above. Prize may not be substituted, tranalarred, or exchanged. Ail prizes will be awarded by
March 27. 1998. UOSlalOieiLErjies; If an individual winner does not claim their prize by May 29, 1998, 1^ prize will bo lorfeltodUyL|B^ perspective supplier. Prizes can not be claimed
alter the sweepstakss has bsan completed. ^j ^^^^^H



ATURN

Duke Nukem 3D

(over MefLink)

First-person

uke Nukem 3D, reigning king of the first-person shooter genre, has finally

made it to the Saturn...and the conversion is nearly perfect. All the gore, vul-— garity, go-go dancers, and ultra-intense 3D combat action that made Duke
Nukem excel on the PC are firmly intact in the Saturn version, making it one of

the premier corridor shooters on the system.

As Duke Nukem, a soldier with a bad-ass attitude and a flair for high-powered

weaponry, your mission is to rid post-nuclear Los Angeles of invading aliens, which

means the gameplay environment is, for the most part, based in the real world

(unlike, say, Hexen): pay phones, toilets, sewers, disco clubs, movie theaters,

sushi bars—you'll encounter all this and more as you explore Duke's 28 superbly

designed levels. i

Duke Nukem 3D is nearly identical to its PC prede-

cessor, save for a few minor graphical glitches and

a power-up or two in different places. Duke is definitely

the best thing to hit the Saturn in ages. O

Surprisingly, the graph-

ics aren't far off from

the PC version. Occasionally you

might see an enemy moving be-

hind a wall or notice that certain

objects and structures lack the

refinement of the PC-but when a

game's this good, who cares?

PfOTIP-Whenyouseeawell.
"fined crack in the wall, blast

l^'thanRPGnKkettoblowup
*^ wall and expose new areas

In addition to Duke's

1 no-holds-barred lan-

guage, the game rumbles with

thunderous explosions, terrify-

ing alien screams, and the foih,
derfully gooey sound of

"^"

Ing body parts. £, r.^-

Maneuvering Duke

around his burned-out

city is a breeze, and targeting

aliens, even from long distances,

IS, as our hero might say, a r,

"piece of cake." Cycling througr'

the many weapons, however, can

cost you time...and ultimately

your life.

11 1 Fun Factor

B^ 1 Replete with everything

S.I! parents and congress-
ttlAtl lAtfA fA kqtA Hlll/A U,lkAM« TTi^^^
Is first-person gaming at its

ultimate. Violence, sex, humor,

origlnality...and more long-term

fun than you can shake a double-

barreled shotgun at.

PROTIP: In the Bed Light Dis-

be found in the bar located be- «eere/ area in the game by

tween the pool table and the i

disco club: look underneath the

wall near the floor.
'^'"""' <^''"^ow from the right

GAMEPRO €^ December 1997

PROTIP: Use the Holoduke to
draw away your enemies' gun-
hre while you sneak up behind
them undetected.

PROTIP: Thejetpack will come
in handy when you need to get
out ofa sewer-Just look for the
"^nhole you fell into and ignite
thejetpack to fly straight up.

some quick health,



THROUGH A

CHOOSE FROM 9 RIPPIN' POLYGON

CARS'. ALSO, LOOK FOR HID—
i VEHICLES -

Test your driving SKiLt

1 -"5 INTENSE tracks:

iTsERT, JUNGLE,STRIP

Mine, Mountain and

Coastline.

ffil 997 Boss uamc i.>" '• -

Entertainment mc. under hcense
J

The 3-0 N- logo are trademarks ot

Developed by

B SS
MIDWAY
iilM""^"*"B\^J|f^^m



ATURN

Resident Evil

(By Capcoin)

By The Man in Black

$49.99

- Available now

Action/adventure

ffl

JUL

PhOTiP: Conserve ammo by simply rurnimg

past monsters wlienever you can.

ho knows what Evil lurks in the hearts of

Saturn gamers? Capcom does! Its recently

conjured version of Resident Evil is excel-

lent, featuring the same monster-splattering gun-

fighting and mind-bending strategy as the Play-

Station classic.

j
Evil is a truly scary third-person-perspective

( action/adventure game. You guide a character through

—I a huge and ternf/ing mansion overrun by grotesque

zombies, marauding beasts, man-eating plants, and

other hair-raising horrors.

^_y^ The game moves

•' -
.

along at a steady, deliberate

I pace, but with roller-coaster

:," .action that ranges from the

"ultraviolent to the cerebral.

^ There's mucho adrenaline-

'
! , ^.,;_^ charged monster-blasting as

1
^^y''^'"

well as complex

room-by-room

puzzle-solving.

or//'; Whenever you approach ^ew for the
spicious territory, listen! Audio ^ . n ^i

,es give away monsters.
Saturn IS Battle

mode, which

OTIP: Draw a map, STEAL a map! should jazz Res
tjor Mike's awesome strategy

^^ji f^^^ ^^^^^ jj

ide for the PSX version works, ., , .,. r
i,

,/ See GamePro, June WSe.
pits you (with full

arsenal) against

all of Evil's creatures. However, you only get ac- j^'

cess to Battle mode after you beat the game. pmTiP: S

Resident Evil is great on any system. It rrmt dan

a ^ would have been nice to have it on the .

^''^•^^ Saturn
'

•"

but this is

as close to a

sure thing as

you could

ask for. B

•aa
PROTIP: Your inventory space

is limited, so use the COMBH
command whenever possible to

combine items.

Battle mode pits you against all

the monsters, mano a thing-o.

PROTIP: Shoot at close range to cause the

most damage.

I^P^^'
'>r'3lm

1

V^ *l^^i m

kJ

Resident Evil is a creepmg, crawlmg classic

on any system.

The Saturn version

recaptures all the

great-looking undead.

PROTIP: The Bereita pistol only knocks out

zombies temporarily

\ Grap
"

Evil's visuals are fright-

eningly good. The char-

acter art is imaginative and

sharp. Animation flows smoothly,

though character movement

looks slightly robotic. Warning:

The explicit graphics sport free-

flowing blood and much splat-

tering of monster guts.

Sound
The audio

effects are

creepy; the dialogue's

dramatic and crystal

clear. The music's

ominous, and what

other game dares use

Beethoven's "Moon-

light Sonata"?

I
Fun Factoi

Resident Evil will Iceep
'

you under its spell for

days. Its horror-filled mansion's

huge, and danger lurks around

every corner.

The pace is '-

mild, but

the action's

still wild.

The deft centrols siip-

I
port a range of activi-

ties, but they're challenged by

the constantly shifting visuals.

The moving auto-cam sometimes

forces you to blindly fire offscreen.

Also, as you move, changing per-

spectives flip-flop the controls

for moving left and right.

GAMEPRO {^ Becemlier 1997
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By Dan Elekto

If you're searching for

fresh, original fight-

ing action on the Sat-

urn... keep looking. Judging from

the Japanese boxed copy we re-

viewed, the overly derivative Last

Bronx is a lost cause.

Eight bad dudes and dudettes

brawl on the mean streets, each

with a different weapon. If that

sounds a bit like Fighting Vipers,

consider that one of the bosses

is a silver-colored clone of your-
'

Oof.

bt Bronx is a button-masher's

i?am come true. No strategy,

planning, or skill are required-

just push buttons as fast as you

can and watch the polygons fly!

Of course, if you like your fight-

ing games with a bit more depth,

this isn't good.

The game's air juggles are ex-

»™mo|y potent and somewhat

y; there's plenty of time to

^etln four or five cheap hits be-

fore your opponent reaches the

m*\

PBuWiMI characters can do a hands-on

attack by simultaneously pressing Block

and Punch when near an opponent

irrni -

PROTIP: To execute Kurosawa's

Three SMkes move, tap «-,

Punch, Punch.

ground. Attacks pack way too

much power and severely shorten

the game—two combos back to

back can end a round.

While the detailed fighters

look impressive, the pop-in of

the arena walls, the flickering of

characters, and some slowdown

when both players attack simul-

taneously bring the game down.

No surprises lurk in the sound-

track—you'll find the standard

assortment of grunts and crisp

smacks, plus some jazzy but un-

remarkable pop music. The game's

standard three-button controls

won't pose a problem, either.

With only eight characters to

1
choose from, this

[^ game lacks the

staying power of a

fighting game like

Fighters Megamix,

which offers more

variety and more

satisfaction for

your fighting dol-

lar. Hopefully, with

r.ii a name like Last

U3 Bronx, there won't

lands-on be any more. Q

i Vbtt can easily counter

rolling attacks with a low kick.

Last Bnmx by Sega

Sound

30 35
Price not available I

Available now Replay value: low

Fighting Challenge: Ad{ustable

2 players ESRB rating: Teen

Since this sum-

mer's The Lost

World: Jurassic

I

Park movie was widely consid-

lered a watered-down sequel to

jthe heart-stopping Jurassic Parl(,

lit should come as no surprise

I
that the game adaptation is also

I a weak, inferior effort.

It's ironic that DreamWorks,
' the Steven Spielberg-fronted

PROTIP:At Oeriv&'s edge, make
your way down the cliffs to find

anexhalHe.

PROTIP: When playing as a f^
compy or raptor, your best bet

is to avoid most enemies, no

matter how small, byjumping

over them—you'll sustain more
damage by fighting it out

PROTIP: After you make a good
ktil as the raptor or compy, re-

member to eat the remains for

additional health by pressing

the left trigger button.

The Lost Woitd: Jurassic Paik by Sega

M9.99

Available now

Aclion/adventure

1 player

) levels

Side view

Replay value: Medium

Challenge: Adjustable

ESRB rating: Teen

company devoted to pushing the

technology envelope in movies,

games, and other media, would

opt to produce an old-fashioned

side-scrolling action game like

The Lost World. Whether you play

as the compy, raptor, T rex, hunter,

or scientist, you'll spend your

time moving from left to right,

hopping across platforms, pick-

ing up power-ups, and fending

off dinosaurs that range from

dog-sized pests to huge screen-

filling brontosaurs.

The graphics are decent, with

lots of earth-toned rocks, dirt, and

trees as the playing field, and the

dino animation is fluid and life-

like. And with sounds lifted right

from the movie (the T rex roar

will give you shivers) and a 32-

piece orchestra providing the back-

ground score, listening to The Lost

World is a dream.

The control, on the other hand,

is truly prehistoric and ultimately

ruins what could have been an

acceptable game. As you spend

most of your time falling off

ledges and dying (only to be re-

turtijd to the beginning of the

leveRf miscalculating jumps, and

inadv^ently putting yourself di-

rectly'ln the path of an oncoming

dino, you'll realize why games

like this became extina long ago.

Fighti|g colossal dinosaurs is

a surffire recipe for fun.. .but

nothi|g helps when you're fight-

ing bad controls.

PROTIP: To conquer the Sleep-

ing Titan level in the Compsog-

nathus area, run until he catches

up to you—then Jump up and
back between his legs, letting

him move past you.
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Now everyone I

|who plays wins|
a free six

month
magazine

subscription!!

You can't lose! I

] The Ultimate over $20,000^0 in prizes!

J taming Riglt
™=™™

, o

NINTENDO

PlayStation.

I'l'i'lMl
Playsta

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of

skill. Can you solve the puzzle helow? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple,

but It's only the start. Each of five more puzzles get a little harder But this time it's all

up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours.

With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win I

Computer Contest. Win a blazina fast computer with 300 Mhz MMX
Pentium II, 32 meg. RAM, 4 Gig. HD, 24X CD-ROM, Windows 95, modem and morel

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up:

Sony Playstation w/ ASCII control pads; Sega Saturn; Game Boy Pocket; and
Nintendo 64! Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options

include: 33 inch monitor, 31,000 in games, cash, accessories and more!

Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 60 inch monitor,

130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround Sound, and all components shown.

Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!!

We're talkin* GAMING HEAVEN!

out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue.

In the future. There will be four more puzzles at S2.00 each and one tie-

breaker at SI .00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve

each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the

highest score possible score to Phase 1, 43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32%
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner If players are still tied they will

split the value of the grand prize they are playing for

1 Mystery
H

M
y— s
T

. E

w 5

w— o
R
D

E
l^l'r/TTTH P I N C H

1
Grid R

s

EiWIER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY EltfUIY FEEi

D ($3.00) Video Game Contest

D ($3.00) Media Rig Contest

D ($3.00) Computer Contest

D ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00)

WORD LIST and LEHER CODE chart
PINCH W PRESS K BLAST A WRECK D
BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V
STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM. ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P
MYSTERY WORD CLUE:

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YQU HAVE IT

Name Aae

Address ^

City State

SEMD CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TOs @
PANDEMONIUM, R.O. BOX 9045
GRESHAM, OR 97030-9045

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY FEB.21ST, 1998 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED
Only one entry per person. You must be under 30 years old (o win. Employees of Pandemonium and its suppliers 9(e ineligible.

Judges decisions are final. Not responsible for lost or delayed mail. Open to residents of the U.S. and Canada. Otfer not open to

residents of Minnesota. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing Pandemonium Rules. 2870 NE Hogen Dr

#E425, Grssham, OR S7030. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their respective companies wfio, along with ttris

magazine, have no affiliation with this contesl© 1998 Pandemonium Promotions, Inc.



ATURN

i ByBobaFatt

S.#' *» In Mega Man X^, a

"^': '*"
miscommunication— puts the police re-

ploids on the wrong side of the

law and it's up to you to get to

the heart of the mystery, Perhaps

the super robot Sigma wasn't truly

destroyed, or perhaps we're just

having deja vu. Hard to tell in

the Mega Man universe, where

the gameplay evolves slower

than humans.

The visuals are the strongest

part of this game, but that's not

saying much— X'' offers more of

the same thing everyone's been

seeing for a decade now, across

three generations of systems.

Sure, there are nonlinear levels,

music and sound effects to make

even a deaf bat smile, two char-

'mwm

'M^a

PROTIP: Novices should use Zero

for his faster, sponger weapons.

Mega Manx* by CaiKom
Graphics Sound Cmlnl FunFulor

PfiOnP: Zap these balls into mo-
they come after

,

Although

not as graphically pel

ished as the popular

PlayStation version,

Ten Pin Alley for the

Saturn still delivers

enough addictive gameplay and

fun multiplayer action to make it

a solid purchase for Sega gamers.

This Saturn bowling bonanza

features Open, Team, Tourna-

ment, and Practice modes, along

with 3 bowling alleys and )2 se-

lectable characters. Ten Pin's mul-

tiplayer mode is especially fun

because it enables you to see

who^ da man and who chokes

under the pressure.

Controlling your

ball takes exact

timing, but is easy

to learn. You must

also master a half-

circle swinging

meter much like

the one in PGA
Tour '98. The biggest split from

the PlayStation version, though,

comes in the graphics depart-

ment. Although the game con-

tains new camera angles, the

alleys and bowlers don't look

as cleanly animated as they do

in the PlayStation version. Cool

sounds include people speaking in

the background and dance-crazy

conga music, but the tunes often

Man or Zero), and pretty, manga- W I"*)

play's none removed from Mega

Man for the NES—things are just

a little bigger and a little louder.

If a consistent, familiar plat-

former is your thing, and you

don't mind a remarkably unre-

markable game, Mega Man X''

will keep you entertained. Q

Borrowing liberally

from Super Puzzle

Fighter II Turbo,

Bust-A-Move 3 adds character

conflict to its proven bubble-

launching formula. This time,

players challenge characters

from other arcade games, includ-

ing a coin-op fortune teller and

Taito's own Super Blast Man.

Except for the ability to rico-

chet shots off the ceiling, game-

play and controls remain un-

changed from Bust-A-Move 2. The

backgrounds seem less busy, but

they're still distracting. More than

anything, Bust-A-Move needs a

soundtrack update; just because

the music is old doesn't mean it's

classic.

In short, Bust-A-Move 3 im-

proves on BAM2, but not so dra-

matically that you need to rush

out and buy It. D

PROTIP: Choose your character

based on the special bubbles

displayed below their portrait

1 '~.

t->v.:vWf',i,'

PROTIP: Hitting the star bubbles

will cause all bubbles of one

color to disappear.

Bust-A-Move 3 by Natsume

mm /. /.
35 3.0 40 40

Price not available Replay value: High

Available December Challenge: Adjustable

Puzzle ESRB rating: Kills to

2 players Adults

1500 levels

cut out just when you're Part-

ing to get your groove on. '

If you're a Saturn owner look-

ing for a fun, challenging party

game. Ten Pin's right up your al-

ley. As if bowling wasn't already a

lazy man's sport, now you don't

even need to leave your house—
or your sofa—to play. Q PROTIP: After you get a spare, the

next throw Is added to your spare

score, not your next round.

TenPkiMaybyASC

PROTIP: Use powerful bowlers like

Chucky to get used to the me-
chanics of the game.

Price not available Challenge: Adjustable

Available now Replay value: High

Bowling ESRB rating: Kids to

6 players Adults

CAMEPRD (im) December 1897



"The n]sw standard against which all , -
- -

-3r1^st person gameswillJfB measured. " -GameFan

NFL
QUARnRBACK

CLUB

r:«^^'^

GET "N" OR GET OUT
AND GET IT AT TARGET

inment, \nc Alt figlils reserved Turok. &&© 1997, GBPC. a subsidiary ot Golden Books Family Enleilaiii merit, Atl rights reserved All other characlers

iiks ot Acclaim Comics Inc. All ngtits reserved. Tlie NFL Otwrterback CluB is a traflemark ol the National football League Team names nicknames logos anil oltiei indicia are ifl«laim
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;C?platter your way through 10 torturous levels

of mazes, corridors, dungeons, and traps.

/©end enemies off in a Dragon's bile

blaze of gory 3-D detail.

"'^.
Vex or ventilate 55 contrary denizens including

Ores, Dragons, Mummies and Zombies.

J^Ab^.

pJlay online with up to 4 mutually

demented peers (pc version only).

40^aster 13 horrific implements, including su'ords, hammcre,

muskets, magic spells and your bloody bju-e hands.

f^'^^^^''^''^"''^^^"*'^''^^ m^ wmm

(he ^im fun yoyreYninkcd. IS^w it's lipte tftpj^oyfJiattf.'

So plunge on i"n or look away, but mane up your'-tifiina.
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Another Winning Season for NBA Live

PROTIP; \\ htii (lif KMiipultr douhle-tearus

your man with the ball, use quick passes to

tind the open man, then dunk in their face.

m Live '98

By Johnny Ballgame

PI
QL Lj NBA Live returns to the

flDlJblanOfl hardwood with cooler ani-

mations, more moves, and tighter controls

than last year, slapping a full-court press of

fun on gamers looking to hoop it up on

their PlayStations.

Live It Up
What makes Live '98 so enjoyable to play

is its fantastic mixture of NBA realism and

wild arcade action. Stat freaks will love the season tracking, league

leaders, custom teams, authentic plays, and deep roster management

while all fans of five-on-five b-ball will dig the delicious dribbling,

dekes, dunks, and vicious fouls. It's the dream-team combination that

all hoops fans (casual or hardcore) will sky-high with.

Live's features take it to the hole with authority. Players can .shoot

their way to stardom in Exhibition, Season, Playoff, or 3-Point Shoot-

out modes. The game also sports all the real NBA teams, courts, and

players (including Barkley, Shaq, and the rookies) except for the ever-

elusive Michael Jordan.

But what raises NBA Live above

its competitors is its unmatched on-

and off-court control. Ball handlers

can now perform delectable deke

moves like the killer crossover and

the 360-degree spin. Defenders

backpedal and hand-check. Big

men post up in the paint while

shooters call for picks and fire fade-

away jumpers and leaners. Players

throw down jams using direct dunk-

ing (you can now dunk on com-

mand) and pass the pill with icon

passing. On the sidelines, coaches

can choo.se from over 60 NBA plays.

like the Triangle and the Box, and

change defensive matchups to ex-

ploit a team's weaknesses.

shooters' legs fly into

the air during fadeaway

jumpers, and tired play-

ers put their hands on

their hips during free

throws.

Soundwise, the

hyped-up music and

crowds get your blood

pumpin' for some

b-ball. The only

downer is that the

announcer is some-

times slow to cover

all the heart-pounding action.

This Is Live's House

If you're a sports fan

who's getting sick of

playing football games,

then NBA Live's your ticket to heaven. Hoop heads, beware, though

—

once you get hooked on Live, you'll end up spending the rest of the

year throwing down the thunder

and talkin' crazy trash to anyone

who'll listen. Q

PROriP: When hringins the ball up

court, l(M)k For your sh(M>tin}> guard

running on the wing. As he runs to

the three-point line, feed him the ball

for a quick shot.

It's Marbury versus Madison

Avenue as Stephen busts a shot

on the Knicks.

"KOTIP: Use pump-fakes

Ljet your defender in the

iiir . then when he's about

to land, shoot over him.

PROTIP: Feed the ball down low to

your center, then use the post move

to back into the lane. Unce you're

close to the basket, use direct dunk-

ing to go strong to the rack.

Live and in Color

Graphically, Live scores with some

of the most realistic and detailed

animations ever seen in a sports

game. Players toss up mad reverses,

CAMEPflO (im) Decsfliber 1997

PROTIP: If the defender is covering

you tightly, use a fadeaway jumper

to create some space.

Price not available Multiple views

Available November Cliallenge: Ad{ustalile

Basketball Replay value: Higli

8 players (witb multi- ESRB rating: Kids to

lap) Adults



LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD JUST WET HER PANTS.
Don't laugh. You just might wet yours when you see the In-your-face

3D effects the Chequennate C-3D ' Imaging System adds to your video

games. Connect C-3D to your TV and game system, and BAM!—Images

explode out of the screen while awesome visual depth sucks you right

into the game's environment. Best of all, C-3D works on any video signal

from any source'—so if you can see It on TV, you can see it in 3D. Think

you're ready for something this wild? Call 1-800-889-9791, ext. 5

for the C-3D dealer nearest you. And tell 'em the big bad wolf sent you.

©1997Chequ- *C-3D is not compatible with averaging line doublers or LCD projecio :HEQUEMArfi-^
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The Pucks Keep Coming in the House that Wayne Built

Noijne Grefzliij's

3D Hocheij '36

Ninrendo 64 Bv The Rookie

Gretzky hits the ice again this season as the only hockey game for the

N64. While fans of last year's title will notice that it looks just like its

predecessor, Gretzky '98 may have enough new features to warrant a

spot in your hockey lineup.

DNA Dandy
Gretzky '98 laces 'em up for play in a single game or in Season, Ar-

cade, and Playoff modes with five difficulty settings and two rink sizes.

As with last year's title, the Arcade mode features Open Ice-style three-

on-three mayhem, while net nuts can choose between three and five

players to suit up for Season or Playoff action. And with the complete

NHL license, puckers will find all 26 NHL teams and all the players

from Jagr to, well, Gretzky.

New additions to the features roster include trades, injuries,

and the ability to set your own lines with players of your choos-

ing. The only drawback here is that you can only substitute

wingers for wingers, defensemen for defensemen, and so on.

Also new is the addition of player-stat tracking for single games

as well as for a whole season.

Back-to-Rack Championships

In terms of graphics and sound, Gretzky '98 is in every way the

same as it was la,st year—which isn't a bad thing. All the players

are represented in full polygonal splendor complemented by

bright, eye-catchingly vibrant colors. The sound adequately brings

the experience home with burning slapshots igniting the net

and the familiar ring of the ambulance as it chimes in on a par-

ticularly hard hit.

On the plus side, the control and gameplay

have been improved since last year. Now when

you pass to a teammate, you gain control over

that particular player instead of having to manu-

ally switch over to him. The A.I. has been ramped

up as well—the money shot that worked last year

is but a distant memory. You now have to make

good pa.sses and set up shots to score effectively.

The Great One Just Keeps on Going

Gretzky '98 is definitely an enjoyable hockey

sim, especially if you liked the original. How-

ever, even though it's added a couple

of necessary options that help it sur-

pass last year's title, it may be too sim-

ilar to warrant shelling out a year's

worth of allowance for. The best bet

is to rent it and see if these options are p,„ „„, ^^^.^^^^^

worth it to you. Q Available now

Hockey

4 players

PROTIP: Set up a good scoring opportunity by leading your teammate with

a pass.

PRO TIP: Good passing is the liey to

\idory—so don't hog the puM

PROTIP: If you're being hounded by the de-

fense, use the dump-and-chase approach to cre-

ate spacing.

PROTIP: Try to draw the defenders

to one corner to leave your winger

onc-on-one with the defense.

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hocl<ey '98

By Midway Home Entertainment

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids to

Adults

PROllI*: .Spread out uiur o(leii>c

on the sides of the rink to draw the

goalie to the side your puck carrier

is on. Then shoot a pa.ss to your team-

mate on the other side and one-time

It to the goal.
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UNIVERSAL

Good tor $10 off single regular purchase price of Crash 2. Valid 11/04/97 - 01/31/98 only. Offer not good on layaway balances, gift certificates or

credit card payments. Not redeemable for cash. Not valid with any other coupons or offers. Limit one coupon per transaction, one per customer.

Void where prohibited by law. Cash value 1/20c- © 1997 Sears, Roebuci< and Co. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money baci<.

Sony Computer Entertainment logo is a trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and trie PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

"Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes Back" TM & e 1997 Universal Interactive Studios, Inc. All rights reserved- Developed by Naughty Dog. Inc. All rights resen/ed.

Call 1-800-771 -3772 lor game ratings inlormation.
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Face Off '98 Demoted to the Second Line

NHL Face Off
'08

By Air Hendrix

After reigning supreme last year, the Face Off series

rldljOldllOil gets thumped over the boards this season. A roster of

strong improvements nicely tunes up this year's outing, but NHL "98

still outclasses it in almost every category.

PROTIP: When jou'rc airryinj; llie puck, dekin^ aruund Hit defender rarely

works. Pa&s before you come into conflict so you don't surrender pi>sses.sion.

The One-Timer Scores!

Right off the bat. Face Off s slick new graphics will

catch your eye with smooth polygonal players and

sharp rinkside touches like boards that rattle from

impacts. The game's pace reaches blazing Fedorov-

like speeds, but the players' movements seem a bit

stiff at times.

On the features side. Face Off delivers all the

usuals (pro players and teams, fights, trades, season

and exhibition play), along with icon passing, man-

ual player switching (like in Wayne Gretzky's 3D

Hockey for the Nintendo 64, but optional), player

creation, and a handy Practice mode. The retooled

team strategies are much improved, but lack NHL '98's

on-the-fly play-calling.

As for sounds, the PA an-

nouncer will get on your last nerve

with some totally absurd-sounding

calls. Decent on-ice effects and

crowd sounds, however, keep

you in the action.

praise given that a year

has passed.

In comparison with

NHL '98, the game-play

falls much more on the

high-scoring arcade

side—for example, one-

timers using icon pass-

ing slip by almost every

time. Other oddities,

PROTIP: Defense is all about cheiking, not '''^^ the exce.ssive num-

stickwork, but if you thump someone from he- ber of injuries and

hind, you'll usually end up in the penalty box. penalties, also interfere

with the realism. But if you like that kind of high-scoring action. Face

Off fits the bill.

The controls also earn some time in the penalty box. While icon

passing's always a pleasure, passing with the direcfional pad isn't as

tight as it should be. And while great moves like redirected shots add

some verve to the action, basics like hooking are nowhere to be found.

Stanley Cup Picks

Wondering what to buy this season? Poweiplay '98's extremely slug-

gish pace sent it back to the minors, while Breakway '98's control prob-

lems kept that game from ever going pro. Since the .second-ranked Face

Off '98 suffers in quite a few areas, NHL '98 is really the only Play-

Station hockey game that earns its price tag. But if you're a die-hard

hockey fan looking for a second-string title. Face Off '98's icon passing

and high-scoring gameplay have a lot

to offer. Q

PROTIP: Slapshotii from the point ){o in with regu-

larity. But even if they miss, the rebound always

makes for a g(X)d .scoring chance.

NHL Face Off '98 by Sony

4D 40 35 35
Price not available

Available now

Hockey

8 players

IMultiple views

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: Wildly pounding on the

buttons during face-offs never work.s.

Instead, try tu time your tap just as

the referee releases the puck.

Two-Minute Penalty

Once you get past the visual fire-

works. Face Off '98 plays a lot like

its predecessor. . .which isn't strong

PROTIP: The best

i«ji(X^>^ *»»!£ VA«N»,/»» i*«»ICJ scoring chances

come from position-

ing yourself in the

corner, pa.ssing in

fronlofthecrea.se,

then using icon

passing to one-time

that puppy in.
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NOW, WAYNE GRETZKY CAN FACE

WHAT OVER 600 NHL' PLAYERS FEAR MOST.

#

He holds more career records than any player in NHL history. And we took his speed,

moves and cunning and put them right into Gretzky's '98 3D Hockey. It's not just a game. It's an

NHL war zone, with active trading player stat cards and a new, advanced simulation mode that even

the nsal Gnetzky could have a hand time beating. Wanna piece of it? Get in line. It's hittin' the ice in November

MIDWAY
iiinnno"^

THE NHL i NHU* PRESENTWAYNE GRETZKVS 3D HOCKEY 9a©l997 Aori Gmn CorporaboaAl r^ rwef«d.THE NHL & f*tM HS^TTWAIM GRETZKY^ 3D HOCKEY
'98 A a mdenurV ofWi^ ^ Grcoky vxl the Nukral Hockey LeagLw Pbyen'AuodKloa exdudlr« the word NHL NHL s a regiitered tradenwV of the t>luional Hockey Le^ue.AI NHL
logoi md nurhs and tevn logos ind nuHu depioed herein are the propert]' of the NHL and the respective Kami and ma)' not De reproduced without the prior, writttfi consent of NHL
Enteipn^. L P© 1 997 NHL Atl ni;hQ res«rwd. Used imder Ikxnse by Atan Gaines Corporatnn. Offic^ly kensed by
NHLPA and NHLPA to|o irt trademarks of the NHLPA and are used, under kense.by Atari Games Corporation.@ NHLFV^. Oflkiany licensed produa of the NabofdHockey League Pbycn'
Auocnooa Nintendo, Nvitendo M and the 3-D "N" bgo are trademarks of Nintendo of AmerKa Inc. ©1996 Nintendo of America inc. Licensed by Nintendo. PbySaoon and the Pb^tion
1 oj>oi are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. MICWAY® a a registered trademark of Midway Games Inc. Used by permission. Disinbuted by Midway Home Entertainment Inc.
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NFL Ouerierboch Club '96

Bv Johnny Ballgame

Hj i J p. Probably the most disappointing sports game of the

HinienOO m year, NFL Quarterbacic Club '98 might have the look of

a champion, but its gameplay and A.I. don't measure up to the superstar

strut of Madden 64.

Quarterback Concussion

QB Club's main problems lie in its A.I. and control. Money plays run

rampant, while passes float in the air for what seems like forever. When
your pas,ses finally land, if you hit the receiver right, the ball pops back up

in the air in a manner reminiscent of the original GameDay. Other game-

play problems include jerky camera movements, poor collision detection

(it's hard to tackle someone

if they mn through you), de-

fensive players not react-

ing to the ball, and receivers

twitching when they run

pass patterns to the sidelines.

If you can overlook

those problems, the game

does include enough features

to satisfy most die-hard gu-

rus of the gridiron. Besides

Sea.son, Tournament, and

Playoff modes, QB Club of-

2-3 seconds, then pass the ball to

your recei\er in the far left.

Â Cool Boarders a
By Boba Fait

PlailQI'RNnn
'^' ^^ disappointing graphics, other-dimensional physics,

ildljdFmlOn and single-player disaster that was Cool Boarders out of

your mind—Cool Boarders 2 is a startling, top-to-bottom improvement

upon its predecessor. Worthy snowboarding action has finally arrived

on the PlayStation.

The highly detailed environment streaks by with little to no pop-

up, while snowy mountains loom imposingly, thanks to the vastly im-

proved graphics engine. Your racers, complete in customized dress,

bend and swerve in realistic fashion as they respond to the sharp con-

trols. This is the best console .snowboarding game yet, and it's the clos-

ii r

Price not available

64 megs

Available November

Football

4 players

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids 10

Adults

fers a fantasy draft, custom teams,

and the exclusive NFL team license.

Graphically, QB Club scores

with its crisply animated players

(though more variation in the ani-

mations would've helped) and in-

credible-looking replays. Unfortu-

nately, you don't play in Replay mode, imd the great visuals can't

overcome the substandard gameplay.

The sound also proves troublesome. The commentary gets old by the

second quarter, and the announcer constantly repeats the same phmses.

Mangled by Madden
Madden 64 is a much better game in every area so there's no reason to

join the QB Club. This quarterback gets sacked!

up the middle to gain jards fast.

rhen break to the sideline lor a pos- ceixer on a defensf

R(n IP: C
Skid to isolate vo

sible big return. about 2-.1 seconds, then lob him the

ball for >et another nione> plav.

est you'll come to Alpine

Racer at home.

It's not quite a fully

mondo rad affair, though.

First off, the announcer

needs to get a grip—he

often doesn't seem to be

watching the race you're

running, not to mention

the amazing impression

of a parrot he performs.

Visually, the crackle of

breakup mars the show

The killer split-screen competition makes up
for the original Cool Boarders' solo-only

shortcomings.

too often. It's also tough to grasp the fundamentals of the jumping ma-

neuvers, so the trick portion of the game starts out fmstratingly.

Despite these minor problems. Cool Boarders 2 excels in rai

ing, as showcased in its gorgeous head-to-head nuxle. The verti-

cally split screen offers a good field of vision, and the polygon

.ount doesn't seem to suffer at all. If only you could punch your

opponent, we'd be talking

godlike. Speed freaks and

boarders, give this one a shot,

even if you were bumed by

the first installment-

won't regret it. Q
-you

lunil Cmlral ruBfiilir

4.5 2.S 4 4S
$49.99

Available November

Snowboarding

2 players

9 courses

Challenge: High

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids to

Adults
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The most popular racing game is now available For Nintendo 64 and PlayStation . And

you can save SIO by bringing the coupon into the Sears Funtronics near you.

^10 GOOD FOR 510 OFF REOOLAR PRICE Of S^Q
SAN FRANCISCO RUSH

R S 7 7 D 3 $ 1 D

V priced S<jn Ff

n Nintendc 64 t

'2-31-97, O^fp' net

,

fansdctiijn; cni

'te"-. Void where c''uh,bited by law. Cdsh vdL '

'

<\. '.- 1997 Spdfs Roebuck dpd Co.
gudrdnteed c you-- mcney fcdck-

www, mid way. com

Sdn Francisco Rush Extreme Rdctng''''^1997 Aldn Games CLirputdti(,p. Ail nyhts ft

ndrk of Atdn Gdmes Cgrpufdticn. Distributed by Midway Heme Enti

V. ......^HDu cr '\merlcd Inc. '?''997 Nintendo of AmetiCd Inc. PlayStdtion anC the Pldy^m'

:
REDEEMED IN STORE
oiler Valid 11/11/97-12/31/97

JNTRONICS IS LOCATED IttWE CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT AT SEARS!

"N locjc »re irdcema't

^<4t>MIDWAY
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For Sim Purists Oniy

^k Formula 1

^T~ Chflmpionsliip Edition
PlayStation .„„„..L "^

Europe's most popular motor sport returns for another high-octane ride

on the PlayStation. Filled with riveting gameplay and on-the-money

new features, Formula 1 Championship Edition nevertheless remains a

ride that's strictly suited for sim-style drivers.

Green Flag

In making FICE, Psygnosis focused on adding key features that the ex-

cellent original lacked, such as two-player spUt-screen racing and an

Arcade mode. While the two-player action rocks, the Arcade mode

stalls in the starting grid. Its power-slide-heavy style feels almost silly

and lacks the oomph to attract arcade gamers.

But for the sim crowd, FICE delivers unparalleled technical rac-

ing. The handling, A.I., and physics have been sweetly tuned since the

original, creating highly realistic, adrenaline-drenched gameplay.

Solid features and tight controls nicely back up the action. FICE

provides all the real-life Fl drivers and tracks from the '97 season, as

well as a create-a-driver option. Other sharp features include better car-

setup options (even helmet tearoffs!), wild crashes when you collide,

and an ingenious training line that highlights braking points in red.

Controlwise, the realis-

tic handling reveals every

mistake you make. If you

have the skills, they come

shining through, but rook-

ies will have a tough time

staying on die track.

Yellow Flag

On the downside, the load

times, though vastly im-

proved over the original,

are still pretty slow. Even

worse, Psygnosis neglected

to add the in-race course

map that this game so des-

perately needs, which just

plain sucks.

Visually, FICE flashes

past with good game speed

and well-detailed cars and

tracks that are much im-

proved Irom the first game.

But a disappointing num-

ber of breakup and draw-in

problems really interrupts

the show.

As for the sounds, the

shrill whine of Fl engines

PROTIP: When you must brake heavily for a

turn, start early enough that you can pump the

brakes instead of standing on them—^you get a

much tighter respoase.

PROTIP: In Grand Prix mode, you're always

better off braking hard than running your tires

into the dirt or colliding with another car—it

preserves more speed in the long run.

I

PROTIP: If you can't sneak by the tough-lo-pass CPU opponents (the inside

line on a turn works best), try carefully nudging them aside—as long as you

have good steering skills and the options for damage and black flags are off.

is reproduced in all its ear-shredding glory, and the other on-track

sounds perform strongly. In the announcer's booth, FICE upgrades to

two-man commentary, but you'll quickly turn off those fools as they

not only repeat themselves far too much, but are often just plain wrong.

Checkered Flag

Europe and Japan, the U.S. audience is likely to go straight for NASCAR
'98, which is more polished and more accessible. Still, for those Fl fans

out there, and for any fan of realistic racing, FICE heads straight for a

finish at the top of the podium. Q

PROTIP: Beginning drivers should

turn on the training line right

away—it's the best driving aid in

the game.

Price act available

Available now

Racing

2 playen

IStncts

Multiple views

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: HIgb

ESRB rating: Kids to

Adults

SAMEPRO (iw) lecenbir 1117
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Srorts Insider Previews

NCi Football

GomeBreoher '98 PiayStalion

GameBieaker's back for its sophomore season, looking and

playing better than ever in NCAA Football GameBreaker '98.

The graphics engine now uses polygonal players and real-time

rendering (straight from GaineDay '98) to deliver an awesome

look filled with vicious wrapiiround tackles and spinning one-

handed catches—all without taking away from the speed or au-

thentic collegiate gameplay of the original.

Also new this year is a playbook editor that enables you to change

the pass routes and running assignments of your players in existing

plays. Rounding out the realistic experience for football fans, Game-

Bre;iker includes all 111 Division

I -A teams, historical teams, and

more than l(X) stadiums. If Game-

Breaker '98 continues its early win-

ning ways, EA Sports' NCAA Foot-

ball '98 will finally have some strong

(but late-.season) competition.

—Johnny Balliiame



Srorts Insider Previews

NBIl Shoor Out '98

The reigning titleholder of PlayStation hoops

returns to the hardwood for another season. Al-

though fierce competitor NBA Live '98 beat it

to the shelves (see review this issue), these early

images of Shoot Out '98 show serious promise

as the large players showcase impressive detail.

As for features. Shoot Out's lined up to score

with all the pro teams and players (including Shaq and Barkley, but no

Jordan), a new two-on-two mode, 13 new offensive and defensive

plays, player creation, trades, and drafts.

Shoot Out's also packed with a huge lineup of gamer-controlled

dunks—tomahawk, between the legs, double-pump, forward cradle,

and so on—and each player's equipped with a selection of four dunks

to fire off oncourt. "Total Control" passing, meanwhile, lets you select

the type of pass you want (behind the back, no-look, between the legs,

and much more) and call screens,

cutters, or double coverage. As

soon as we can get our hands on

this game (hopefully next issue),

we'll update you on how it plays

and how it stacks up against

Live '98.

—

Air Hendrix

Tennis Hrena

PlayStation

Finally! No one's managed to make

even a decent tennis game for the

PlayStation, but Ubi Soft's stepping up

with the racquet-rocking action of Ten-

nis Arena. Even this early version sports the kind of .smooth control and

tight action that should easily propel Tennis Arena to the No. 1 ranking.

The game's only flaw—and it's admittedly a doozy—is the lack of pro

licenses or a create-a-player feature. Instead of playing as (or creating)

Pete Sampras or Venus Williams,

you're stuck with eight players that

range from a sumo-wrestler type to a

grunge girl. But the action's smoking

as you trade volleys on five varied

courts using top spins, back spins,

lobs, super shots, and aftertouch.

—Air Hendrix

eO-15 r,
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^]^iii^ Previews d
NHL Hll-Siar Hockey '08

Basically, NHL All-Star Hockey '98 is the Saturn version of Virgin's

NHL Poweiplay '98 in a different package. All 26 NHL teams are rep-

resented, along with 650 authentic stickmen from around the league.

There are four modes: Exhibition, Season, Playoffs, and World Tour-

ney. Unfortunately, many of Powerplay's problems, like slow game-

play and poor detail in the animations, were left on-ice. Luckily for

Sega, there's still plenty of time before face-off to fix these problems

and contend for a title.

—

Johnny Balli^anie

Seoo Tourino Cor Clioinpionship

Sega's speedy arcade racer

is almost ready for the green

flag, but it still needs some

tweaking if it hopes to com-

pete for first place. The most

glaring problem in the pre-

view version was the han-

dling. You're bumping and

sliding all over the track,

while the slightest tap from a competitor sends you completely out of

control. If the steering is fixed, the frantic pace and two-player split-

screen mode should make Sega

Touring Car worthy of a drive.

—;/. Boogie

Developed and published

by Sega

Available December
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How fo AAister AA^Jden

Football gameplay can become quite Madden-
ing if you don't know the right plays to pick.

Whether you need help on offense or defense,

here's a GamePro locker-room exclusive

that'll put your favorite team on the road to

the Super Bowl.

by Johnny Ballgame

r

Offense
One of the oldest football cliches

states that you can't win if you

don't score. It may sound stupid,

but with Madden's advanced A.I.

and the majority of scores in the

range of 21-14 and 14-10, you

need—now more than ever—to

have a list of the best offensive

plays to pick. Here's a breakdown

of the top ways to gain yards and

score those all-important points.

offense downfield fast is to use the

hurry-up offense with audibles.

J SfrtB0»/es 1

plES
HonMfiL 9tm 4 Ml

Set up your audibles for the hurry-

up with one running play, one

short pass play, and one deep pass

play. This way, no matter what

your down or situation is, you

have a play to call.

The key to making this work is

for the initial play and all your

audible plays to be in the same

formation. This not only makes

it impossible for the defense to

know what's coming, but also

guarantees that the right per-

sonnel will be in the

Jlj^ game—if you .switch

from a pass play with three

wide receivers to a running

play in Jumbo formation dur-

ing an audible, your receivers

will end up blocking on the of-

fensive line, and the play will

probably fail.

An awesome way to move your

Another way to use audibles to

your advantage is to have your

three best plays (all different for

SAMEPRO (^m) Dscember 1987

mations) as your audibles. During

an offensive sequence, call a play

using an audible formation (like

4 wide/Single/HB Dive Right);

then, when the play is over, use

the hurry-up offense to mn to the

line of scrimmage. While the de-

fense is scrambling, call a new

offensive play using an audible

(like 4 wide/Single/Slot Screen)

in that same formation and hike

the ball before the defense has

time to adjust.

Hurry-up Audibles

Audible 1: Normal/I/HB
Lead

Audible 2: Nonnal/I/Quick

Slant

Audible 3: Nonnal/I/HB
Screen

Best Three Audibles

Audible 1: 4 wide/Single/

Slot Screen

Audible 2: 3 wide/Near/

PBFlat

Audible3:3wld6/I/HB
Lead

Run It Down
Their Throats!

r^w^
Running the ball enables you to

conu-ol possession of the ball, the

clock, and the game. If done suc-

cessfully, it also draws the line-

backers and safety up closer to

the line of .scrimmage for run pre-

vention, opening up one-on-one

coverage down the field for one

(continued)
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1
of your speedy receivers. Here

are some ways to get your run-

ning game going:

to puss for big yards against Mad-

den's tenacious A. I.:

1 . Run from the I formation. This

gives you an extra blocicer (the

fullbacic), who will lead the way

iind open up holes for you.

2. Follow the play the way it's

designed. Pa.st Maddens rewarded

you with big yardage for running

to the sidelines then up the field,

no matter how the play was ini-

tially intended. With this year's

advanced A.I.. all bets are off.

and you need to follow the run

the way it looks in the playbook.

'4: t:
»^ -»

3. Quick runs up the middle, like

the 3 wide/I/HB Lead, can pick

up consistent yards because they

hit the defen.se before it adjusts.

4. Don't run outside without a

blocker. The Pro/HB Toss is a

perfect example. The linebacker

has a free shot at your RB, and

you'll lose valuable yards.

Best Running Plays

1. 3 wide/I/HB Lead

2. Normal/I/HB Lead Toss

3. 4 wide/Single/HB Dive

Right

4. Normal/I/HB Lead

5. Nonnal/Far/FB Trap

Passing to Paydirt

People love to pass. You pick up

big yards, it's exciting, and you

have more of a chance to get

lucky with a long pass than a long

run. Here's a breakdown on how

A Tale of Two F^ss Plays

Play 1:

4 wJde/Single/Slot Screen

Play 2:

3 wJde/Near/FB Flat

This is the best play to call

when you need a big play.

Hike the ball and drop back

for approximately three sec-

onds, then pass the ball to

your receiver on the far right

for a big gain. If you keep

passing to him, the defense

will adjust and the safety will

move over to double-team,

but even then the play still

works surprisingly well. An-

other way to cross up the de-

fense is to watch for the dou-

ble-team on the right, then

look to see what coverage is

given to your receiver on the

far left. If he's only being

covered by one man, throw

it to him for a first down.

This is a great play to call

when you need 5-10 yards.

Drop back in the pocket and

watch for your fullback to

bust through the line of

scrimmage. Right when he

breaks into the flat, pass him

the ball. This play picks up

good yardage and has the

potential for more if you can

break some tackles. It can

also lead to a bigger gain if

you call it repeatedly. Occa-

sionally the left cornerback

will leave his assignment to

cover the fullback, leaving

your left wide receiver open

down the field. Bombs away!

1 . A way to draw the defense up

(and also to get your running

backs involved in the offense) is

to throw short passes to either

your halfback or your fullback.

Tlie best pass plays to your run-

ning backs are: 3 wide/Near/FB

Flat. 3 wide/Pro/Curls, Normal/I/

HB Screen, iind Normal/Pro/FB

Streak.

2. When the defense concentrates

on your wide receivers, they can

leave your tight end open or in a

man-to-man situation against a

linebacker. Take advantage of this

for big yards. Tlie be.st pass plays

to your tight end are: Nomial/Far/

HB Screen, Nonnal/I/ Quick

Slant. Jumbo/Ncar/Play Action,

and Nomial/1/Quick Outs.
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3. Look for the receiver who has

man-to-man coverage and get

him the ball. Unless you have

someone like Jerry Rice on your

team, throwing into a crowd will

only lead to interceptions. The

best deep-pass plays are: 4 wide/

Single/Slants, Normal/Pro/All

Streak, Norm;il/Pro/Slant, 4 wide/

Single/Slot Screen, 4 wide/ Shot-

gun/Hail Mary.

(continued)
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Defe^se
Know Your
Assignments

Offense scores points but defense

wins games. If you can shut down

your opponent's offense, not only

will you get better field position

for your offense to start from, but

you might just score points off a

turnover or injure a quarterback

or two.

e 5

Defensive Dandies

1. 4-3/4-3 Base

2. 4-3/Crash Left

3. Nickel/Man Zone

4. Nickel/Man Under

5. Dime/Zone Blitz

6. Nickel/Quarters

7. Dime/Monster Blitz

8. Dime/Double Sting

9. Goal/Blitz B

10. 3-4/3-4 Base

Speed Kills

On defense, use team speed to

your advantage by playing a lot

of Nickel and Dime formations.

These formations substitute de-

fensive backs for linebackers, and

the increase in speed will not only

help you blanket receivers, but

also enable your team to swarm

the ball carrier on running plays.

Your ability to blitz the quarter-

back will also increase, since your

players will break through the line

at a faster pace.

Blitz

When blitzing, move your defen-

sive players closer to the ball by

tapping the trigger on the con-

troller. Actually, whether you're

going to blitz or not, moving your

defensive players up to the line to

make it look like they're going to

blitz is a great mind-teaser to lay on

your opponent. It might force them

to audible out of the play they want

to run, and once you force someone

to change their game because of

what you're doing, you're on your

way to winning.

The more defensive players that

you control on a play, the more

problems you create for your

team. Each player is assigned a

zone or man to cover. If you

don't know the assignment and

blitz the wrong man or move to

the wrong area, you're liable to

get bumed for big yardage.

The best way to play defense is to

play as your best defensive line-

man and use whatever means

Helpful AAa<I<ien Tips

1. There's no shame in punt-

ing. Madden's ail about field

position this year, and if your

defense holds tight, you'll get

the ball back in just a few

downs. Going for it all the

time on fourth down will cost

you the game.

2. Watch out when speed-

bursting down the sidelines.

If you're aimed just slightly

toward out of bounds, your

speed burst might force you

out of play without giving you

a chance to gain big yards.

3. Don't forget to stiff-arm

defenders. Running over de-

fenders is just as good as

running by them.

4. In clutch situations, give

the ball to your star players.

If you're playing as Oakland

and you desperately need a

first down, Ricky Dudley

might drop the important

pass whereas Tim Brown
might make a spectacular

play (since the game's based

on last year's stats).

necessary (shivers, swims, stunts,

amd so on) to get to the QB or to

stop the run. If it's a pass and the

ball is thrown before you sack the

QB, immediately switch to the

defensive back covering the pass

and use the Jump button to try

to bat the ball down, or dive and

try to jar the ball loose from the

receiver.

Middle Line-
backer's Pass-Drop

%^.^ 'M t i

The middle linebacker's pass-

drop between the hash marks is

based on where the QB rolls in

the p(x;ket. If you move the mid-

dle linebacker during a pass, you

may open up the middle of the

field for a medium gain.

Matchups Are Key

If you're getting bumed on pass

coverage, it might be a good idea

to switch your comerbacks to the

opposite sides of the field to get

a better matchup. For example, if

you're Dallas playing against San

Francisco and Rice is taking Kevin

Smith to .school, simply switch the

sides that Smith and Deion are

playing and watch Prime Time

eliminate J.R. for gtxxl. Q

The Fine Print

This strategy guide is based on

Madden 64 for the Nintendo 64. but

has been tested with Madden NFL
'98 for the PlayStation, and works

equally well with that game. All im-

ages are taken from Madden 64.
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Our programmers found a way
to create the most

authentic basketball game areund.

NBA Fastbreak '98. The most realistic, full-motion 5-on-5 sim you'll ever play. We've duplicated the

NBA's hottest players and their moves. You call the shots: use Rodman's rebound or O'Neal's povi/er

dunk; make Stockton shut down Kerr; have Hill take it to the hole and Hardaway shoot the three!

There's only one way to play a more realistic game of basketball - get drafted into the NBA.

*
The fastest way into the NBA:

vwwv.midway.com

Bonus Inside game! NBA Fastbreak'98

playbook. A Midway exclusive! Authentic

inside tips on NBA team plays and

individual player moves. And they're

yours to call.
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Mortal Kombat® returns to

conquer the video gaming

WORLD WITH Mortal Kombat

Mythologies: Sub-Zero
for the PlayStation and

Nintendo 64. Sub-Zero

TAKES ON new FOES AND

challenges in this ac-

tion/adventure/fight-

ing GAME, creating A

TOTALLY NEW MORTAL
Kombat EXPERIENCE THAT

has to be played to be

believed! Also, be sure

TO CHECK OUT MK4®, THE

DYNAMIC NEW MORTAL KOM-

BAT ARCADE GAME ON PLAY

NOW AT YOUR LOCAL ARCADES.

PlayStation

NINTENDO

«l
64

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES
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WinnGrand Prize mw.
(1) MK 4® Arcade game

First Prize no winners)

(1) Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero game ^
hoice of game system)iill!'li.iJi;;

econd Prize us winners)

One-year subscription to

GamePro Magazine >

Rush to your local k-Mart

. today to buy mortal kombat

L
Mythologies: Sub-Zero and

- all the latest video game
^ HITS OF the Holiday

Season! Enter this ex-

clusive Mortal Kombat

sweepstakes sponsored

BY Midway, K-Mart,

' AND GamePro magazine

for your chance to win

these awesome mortal
' Kombat prizes!

J%;^CML.

OUR

OHicial Rules and Regulations; No purchase necessary. One entry

per person Complete the entry blank lound on the displays at

KMart stores and mail to: Midway Home Entertainment K-Mart

Sweepstakes, PO Box 5960. San Mateo. CA 94402. Or. you can

send us a 3x5 card with your name, lull address, your age. and com-

plete phone number with area code to the above address tor ofticial

entry. The sweepstakes runs Irom November 18. 1997 through Febru-

7 ary 28. 1998. All entries must be received no later than February 28.

,' 1998. No photocopies, reproductions, or facsimiles will be accepted. All

f duplicate entries will be voided. GamePro Media Group and Midway Home
Entertainment assume no responsibility tor late, stolen, misdirected, incom-

plete, postage due. or illegible entries. Void where prohibited. Awarding of

Prizes: The following prizes (with corresponding estimated retail values) are

guaranteed to be awarded. Grand Prize:1 Mortal Kombat 4 Arcade Game $4,000

estimated retail value. First Prize: 10 Mortal Kombat Mythologies: Sub-Zero games
tor the SonyPlayStalion or Nintendo 64 $70 estimated retail value. Second Pnze:15

free one-year subscriptions to GamePro magazine $19.97 estimated retail value. Win-

ners will be randomly selected on March 16. 1998 by GamePro Media Group. Winners
' will be notified by phone and.or mail. Representatives of winners must complete an affi-

davit of eligibiligy and waiver of liability and publicity release, which must be returned within

» 5 days of receipt or prize award will be void. If winner is under the age of 18, then that winner

I Kombat, the dragon design. Sub-Zero. and must provide signed parent guardian consent, in a form provided by the sponsor or prize award

rks of Midway Games, Inc. ^'" ^ void. Winners' entry and acceptance of prize constitutes permission to use their names, pho-

tographs, and likeness for purposes of advertising and promotion on behalf of GamePro Media Group

"
logo are trademarks of Nintendo Of """ Midway Home Entertainment without further compensation except where prohibited by law. Winner

>a inr- I I'ancart hu w ntonrin '^ responsible for any and all federal, state, and local taxes if necessary. A complete list of prize winners
nca. inc. Licenseo oy iMinienao.

^^n ^ announced in a future issue ol GamePro magazine. Or. for a complete winners list, please send a sell-

. . . . „
_.

addressed stamped envelope to GamePro Media Group. PO Box 5960. San Mateo. CA 94402 by February 28.

1999. Eligibility: Sweepstakes open to residents ol the United States, except for residents ol Rhode Island. Alaska

or Hawaii. Employees of GamePro Media Group and Midway Home Enterlainment. Inc. and all participating vendors.

J their subsidiaries, affiliates, advertising agencies, and their immediate families are not eligible Liabilities: This promotion

is sponsored by GamePro Media Group. 951 Mariners Island Blvd. Suite 700. San Mateo. CA 94402. and Midway Home
Entertainment. 1800 S. Business 45. Corsicana. TX 75110. which are solely responsible lor lis conduct, completion and

awarding of prizes. All decisions ol GamePro Media Group and Midway Home Entertainment on all matters relating to this promotion are

final. Neither GamePro Media Group nor Midway Home Entertainment assume any liabilities resulting from the use ol this prize. Prize Re-

strictions: Alternative prizes or cash will not be offered in lieu of pnzes described above. Prize may not be substituted, transferred, or exchanged.

Unclaimed Prizes: If an individual winner does not claim their prize by May 29, 1998. the prize will be forfeited back to the perspective supplier Prizes can

t)e claimed alter the sweepstakes has been completed.

Inc. All rights reserved. Midway. Mortal Kombat. the dragon design. Sub-Zero. and

all other character names are trademarks of Midway Games, Inc.

Nintendo. Nintendo 64 and the 3-0 "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo Of

America. Inc- i^l 996 Nintendo Of America. Inc. Licensed by Nintendo.

PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of
"

Computer Entertainment Inc.
]



Final Fantasy fans, this is a survival guide to one of the most intricate

and lavish RPGs for the PlayStation to date. Fear not, though; this is

a bare-bones walk-through—not a blow-by-blow spoiler account.

By Nob Ogasawara

This final installment of our three-part survival guide takes you

through the events from Shinra's Branch Office injunon (where

Tifa and Barret are held captive) to the final boss. We've also

included some side events. To avoid spoiling the elaborate story

and many mysteries of this epic, the information is as basic and

cryptic as possible and doesn't get into detailed plot descriptions.

However, we still suggest that you not read any further unless you're

truly stumped.

JUNON
Before going into the press hall,

equip your party—you enter

battle without pausing later.

After things get chaotic. Barret

heads forjunon's airport and

Tifa needs to find the IVIako

Cannon.

The gas chamber Isn't timed, so

you dont really have to worry

about anyone dying. Ifyou want
to shorten the suffering, however,

press several buttons simultane-

ously to free your character.

MlDEEL
Once you're flying Highwind,

you're free to roam the entire

world. Now's a good time to

think about breeding Chocobo

(details later) and buying IMate-

ria like All and Recover (you

won't get too much further in

the game without it). All Mate-

ria is worth a huge pile of Gils

when maxed out.

There aren't many places you

haven't been yet, so eventually

you'll end up at the jungle vil-

lage of Mideel at the lower right

of the map. In IVIideel, look for a

white Chocobo that likes to be

fed and tickled and he will give

you something very useful in re-

turn. If you need advice about

this white Chocobo, talk to Chole

in the barn at Chocobo Farm.

At the weapon shop, check

the door, then go to the house

in the raised section at the west

side of the village. Look around

where the floor squeaks; take

what you find to the weapon

shop and try the door. Answer

the shopkeeper truthfully to get

a useful but dangerous item.

After shopping and talking

with medical professionals, get

back on Highwind and fly to

the impoverished former min-

ing town of North Corel.

NORTH Corel
Cold Saucer's closed, so head

up the railroad tracks (at the

east side of the village) to the

Corel Mako reactor. After a cou-

ple of battles, you have to do a

little train-jacking. It's not too

difficult, so you shouldn't blow

this opportunity. Success earns

you a powerful multi-target at-

tack spell.

Tap keys rhythmically hi speed up
the pursuing train. Dont waste

time fighting because you have

only a small amount of time.

Fort Condor
This is the final real-time simu-

lation battle against invading

Shinra hordes. As before, the

trick is to send troops down
as quickly as possible to make

killing pockets that destroy en-

emy units as soon as they ap-

pear. You can keep adding new

units immediately behind ad-

vancing troops to flood the en-

emy entry zone. Success earns

you an otherwise unobtainable

Summon Materia.
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Back to
Mideel
Return to Mideel, but before

entering the town, save your

game. You'll have a nasty visi-

tor that can be made to go

away but not destroyed. There's

also a long and complicated

event that requires your full

attention. After this, you can

take a breather and hang out

at Cold Saucer or try Chocobo

racing and earn some serious

Cold Saucer play money. With

enough cash, you can enter the

battle arena to win exclusive

and rare prizes that are very

worthwhile. Co to Junon and

bribe the Shinra guard in the

village with 10 Gils to take an

elevator ride.

JUNON
Submarine
Base
At the sub base, open the trea-

sure chest with Leviathan Scale.

You need the item inside to

pass the flames at the giant

statues of Utai. Prepare yourself

for a tough battle by equipping

your party with All, Recover,

Time, and Lightning Materia.



CanyAnnw is another mech, so

zap its three sections with Light-

ning coupled with All i\/lateria.

Submarine
From the sub's conning tower,

chase down the red Shinra sub.

If you lose sight of the sub, use

the sonar (press Rl) and scan

the water. If you succeed, you

get to keep the sub. If you blow

It, you lose the sub and fail to

get a key item.

Junon: Rocket
Village
Hurry back to Junon Airport,

then head for Rocket Village.

Once inside the rocket, save

your game before fiddling with

the passcode system. Have a

pencil and notepad ready to

jot down codes you've already

tried (Cid will give you clues

that help eliminate choices).

Failure deprives you of a sig-

nificant item.

Pilot the sub south ofJunon,

find the red Shinra sub wreck-

age, and recover a key item. If

you see a big green enemy

swimming underwater, surface

and get out of the area immedi-

ately. It's Emerald Weapon, and

it will kick your butt at this

stage in the game for sure (see

sidebar "Emerald Weapon").

Head north, submerge, and

look for an underwater tunnel

that leads to a key item. Also

look for another underwater

tunnel southwest of the first

tunnel and surface beside a wa-

terfall east of Gold Saucer. You

can disembark at a beach. Take

Vincent into the waterfall for an

important story event. Return

to the same spot later to pick

up Vincent's final weapon and

Limit Move Materia.

Co to the cove west ofJunon,

surface, and find the crashed

remains of Celnica, a Shinra

supply plane loaded with great

items and weapons. Be pre-

pared for seriously nasty bat-

tles, including a showdown

with Turks Rude and Reno. The

Unknown can easily wipe out

your party, but they're great tar-

gets for stealing and morphing

into anabolic steroid items that

boost your abilitiPv

Be sure to save your game before

this nerve-wracking test

Cosmo &
Shinra Sub
Visit Red XIH's aging mentor,

Bugenhagen. He'll insist on ac-

companying you to the City of

Ancients (north of Bone Village),

but before you go, scour the

ocean floor with the Shinra sub

you sea-Jacked earlier. (If you

blew that part of the quest, you

need to execute another raid on

Junon to take another sub in ex-

actly the same way as before.)

When facing Turks on Gelnica,

make use of accessories that

prevent confusion.

City of
Ancients
Once you're finished with the

sub, take Bugenhagen north

of Bone Village to the City of

Ancients. An emergency call

summons you back to Midgar

where you meet a big enemy

that's wading ashore. After Sis-

ter Ray fires, fly to the north

cave. Another emergency call

takes you back to Midgar again,

so be prepared for several

tough sets of enemies, starting

with your old friends the Turks.

Bectridty doesnt work well on

Proud Clod, so lie prepared for

ahmgflght

Where the path forks bt i

directions, go left

m1

Don't enter Midgar on foot; fly

over It and drop in instead.

Use items or accessories that nul-

lify status abnormalities (like rib-

bons) or at least something that

prevents confusion. Concentrate

attacks on the body and not the

appendages or accompanying

monsters.

In the final showdown with the

Turks, use Electricity-Draining or

-Nullifying items to raider Reno

harmtess.

-Ainu j;il38/}I»»_MB

This is the last thing you see

before Game Over. Ifyou dont

have the Final Attack and Re-

vNe (or Phoenix) combo you

dont stand a chance. Even If

you do, your chance of sunrival

is pretty slim.

Emerald
Weapon
Unless you're a real sucker for

punishment, avoid Emerald Weapon. But if you insist, ride the Shinra

sub underwater and take a run at the green weapon. Guaranteed, your

characters will die, often simultaneously. Emerald regularly zaps you

with an attack that inflicts 9999 HP damage to everyone, so it's impera-

tive that characters be equipped with Final Attack and Revive Materia

along with the Life 2 spell (Final Attack and Revive must be maxed out

and available for each character, and even then you can be revived only

five times). Since Final Attack Materia is available only at Gold Saucer's

battle arena, most players won't even see it.

To defeat Emerald Weapon, you must inflict a million HP damage.

That means pairing Knights of the Round and Quadra Magic (both ide-

ally maxed out), and having the other two characters Mime the charac-

ter that starts the process. Only one Mime is available,

so that should also be maxed out (by the time

the required Materia are available, all your

characters will have surpassed Level 99).

L
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Chocobo
Breeding
Upon starting disc 3, you can

elect to simply go down the

North Cave for the showdown
with the big boss. However,

that will deprive you of several

Intriguing side trips. The most

rewarding is Chocobo breeding,

which gives you special Choco-

bos for reaching inaccessible

locations with invaluable trea-

sures. For detailed instructions,

talk to Chocobo Sage near Ici-

cle and Chole at Chocobo Farm

and take notes. To raise Sea

Chocobo, mate a black Moun-

tain & River Chocobo with a Se-

riously Great Chocobo. You can

catch a Seriously Great Choc-

obo in the Icicle area. When you

get the two Chocobos together,

feed them a Zeio Nut.

You can obtain Zdo Nuts by de-

feating, stealing from, or using

hiorjOiing Materia on the gobiins

of Gobiin Island (located north-

west of Chocobo Farm).

Chocobo
Destinations
Once you start getting special

Chocobos, start checking out

places you can hit. With a Moun-

tain Chocobo you can reach

the Ancient Forest (southeast

of Cosmo) and find valuable

items and weapons. A Moun-

tain Chocobo can also get you

into a cave on the west side of

Utai for a great Materia. A River

Chocobo can get you into the

cave at the northwest tip of

Mideel. The cave at North Corel

requires at least a Mountain &
River Chocobo. Finally, to pick

up the most devastating of all

spells, the Summon Spell, use

a Sea Chocobo to reach Round

Island at the northeast corner

of the map. The Summon Spell

is like a savage lynch mob and

inflicts damage of around

100,000 HP.

Ultima
Weapon
The flying weapon you first en-

countered at Mideel can be suc-

cessfully fought and defeated.

Just smash into it repeatedly

with Highwind and chase it

down. It will likely escape sev-

eral times, but you should even-

tually be able to wear it down.

Keep chasing this beast because

it gives up a very useful item

when defeated.

North Cave
Once you're finished with the

side trips, there's just one job

left: North Cave. Keep heading

down the hole until you come

to the final showdown with your

nemesis. The boss is tough, but

if you've seen the horrors of

Ruby
Weapon
After beating Ultima Weapon,

you should see two red poles

sticking out of the sand in

the desert surrounding Gold

Saucer. Smack into the poles

with Highwind, and be pre-

pared to die. Ruby Weapon is

even worse than Emer-

I Weapon

because

Ruby and Emerald Weapons,

it's a Cakewalk. If you've made

it this far, you don't need any

more advice, right? Go on, save

the world, hero! fi

When splitting up tiie party to

check two forks, don't let Yuffie

go alone. She keeps Invaluable

treasures to herself and many of

them are Irreplaceable.

Knights of the Hound is a public

lynch mob summon spell. Use it

liberally on the boss.

The final boss requires you to

split your party into tiiree groups.

You can switch groups when a

boss's limb is killed.

it kills one or two party members immedi-

ately. Furthermore, it can't be damaged until its

two tusk-like appendages come out of the sand

behind you.

Visit and talk to die absent-minded

Chocobo Sage often, and relay

your knowledge to Chole back
at Chocobo Fann. This gives

you valuable insights.
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^ Tactics Ogre
»-PlayStation

s?

One of Japan's greatest sim RPGs

is finally coming to America! Al-

though Tactics Ogre is basically

a sequel to Ogre Battle, the game

system is entirely different—it's

lil<e Sega's Shining Force series

on steroids.

Battles are fought on 3D maps

by a huge variety of characters,

including knights, archers, cler-

ics, monsters, dragon tamers,

and the undead—all of whom
can conditionally change jobs.

Characters must also be equipped

with weapons, armor, and spe-

t

cial items. This is part of the

strategy; as you assemble your

teams you must outfit them ap-

propriately to exploit the weak-

nesses of your enemies.

The story follows a young

warrior who becomes embroiled

in a devastating war in which

his own convictions and morals

are frequently tested. Only you

can decide whether to fight on

the side of good or evil.

The multiple story paths and

incredibly deep game system

(thankfully supported by a tuto-

rial) should offer armchair gen-

erals months of engrossing

gameplay this winter.

—Nob Ogasawara

Developed by Quest/Artdink

Published by Alius

AvaiabteDManlier

Quest 64
Nintendo 64

Hoping to beat Zelda to the shelves

as the first role-playing game for

the Nintendo 64, Quest 64 teleports

gamers into a magical 3D environ-

ment filled with spells, riddles, and

enemies.

You play as a young Spirit Tamer (Shan-

jaque) who has the awesome ability to

manipulate nature. Your world is in chaos;

the book revealing the secrets of the Spirit

Tamers has been stolen and only you can

rescue your land from the impending evil.

Along your journey you interact with hun-

dreds of characters, seek adventure in

three vast countries, and find two com-

panions who will help you throughout

the game.

Quest 64 looks promising and might

just give Nintendo owners the enchanting

RPC experience

they've been

waiting for.

—J. Boogie

Developed by imagineer

Published by T'HQ

AvaiaUe Hist Quarter '98
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Win an MTV Pager and one year of free

service witli MTV's Pager Network

Ten winners will get more than their messages;

they'll be hool<ed up to exclusive insider news

about MTV and be in on choice contests, give-

away offers, special discounts, and secret pro-

gram scoops before anybody else.

layStation™ Strategy guide

100 winners will be using exclusive tips and tricks from

MTV's GameBrain to guide them on the road to virtual victory!



Marvel comic-book characters take on the

Street Fighter brawlers in one of the best

fighting games of the year! In this ProStrategy
Guide, we'll give you all the special and super moves
for the 17 regular characters and 6 hidden characters.

uy i¥iajui ititnc

Super Moves

As in X-Men vs. Street

Fighter, each fighter has

a Super Bar made up of

three levels. You can

increase your Super Bar

by getting hit, hitting your

opponent, and performing

special moves. When the

Super Bar reaches one of

the three levels, you can

perform a super move.

The Super Bar maxes
out at Level Three.

Team Skills

Lead-m Switch

At the matchup screen

before a fight, simultane-

ously press and hold (JP

SPFP) or (SKFKRK) until

the match starts in order

to switch lead-off fighters.

Player SwHch

To change characters

during a fight, tap (FP RK).

(Special thanks to Johnny "U.S. Agent" Ballgame]

* #

(S)

Designates

a special move

that is also a

sideline attack.

Designates

a special move

that can also be

done while in

the air.

Ryu Special Moves Super Moves

Fireball* (S)
^*'"*'"' "^loffen'

Motion i -^-^P

Dragon Punch

Motion -» i '^ P

\ Hurricane Kick*

m^\

Motion 4. ^ -» (SP FP)

Shin Shorym-Kea

Motion -» 4- ^ (SP FP)

SMiikuu Tatsumaki

Senpuu-Kyaku

^3-
'~^j

„6tion 4- / <- K..,o^lon*,.^^
Motion 4 .^ <- (FK RK)

GAMEPRO ^ft December 1997
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SideUne Attack

Tap (SP FK) to let your part-

ner briefly jump onscreen

to do a special move.

^m Super Move

To combine powers with

your partner and unleash

a team super move, motion

i ^ ^ (FP RK). You can do

a team super move only

when your Super Bar is

at Level Two or higher.

Counter
Moves
TMin Counter

The Con-bnol

When an opponent comes

in for an attack and your

character starts his block-

ing animation, motion «- 1^

ilFPRK). If you do it cor-

rectly, you'll change part-

ners and immediately be

on the offensive. Team
counters take one level

off your Super Bar.

Parrying

If an opponent is relent-

lessly attacking, tap (-* JP

SP FP) to deflect the attack

and leave your opponent

P = Any Punch

FP = Fierce Punch

JP = Jab Punch

SP = Strong Punch

K = Any Kick

FK = Forward Kick

RK = Roundhouse Kick

SK = Short Kick

Charge = Hold the direction indicated for the number of seconds indicated.

Motion = Move the joystick in one smooth, continuous motion.

Tap = Tap the directions indicated in sequence.

(
) = Execute commands in parentheses simultaneously.

Note: All instructions assume that your character is facing to the right.

If they're facing to the left, reverse any Toward and Away commands.

momentarily open to an

attack. Parrying doesn't

drain your Super Bar.

Dash and
Retreat
OasA
Tap-»,^or(JPSPFP)to
dash toward an opponent.

Retreat

Tap *-, * to quickly step

away from an opponent

Super Jump Taunts

Tap4.,tor(SKFKRK)to
jump high in the air. Some
characters have special

and super moves that can

also be done in the air.

Press the Start button

anytime during the fight

to taunt an opponent. Dan

and Evil Sakura can add to

their Super Bar by taunting;

Sakura, Evil Sakura, and

Chun-Li can inflict dam-

age with their taunts.

Special Moves Super Moves Chun«LI ^^'^'"9 Spin Kick

Fireball* Shoryuu-Reppa V^?V3

Motion 4- ^ -» P

Dragon Punch* (S)

Motion -» 4. ^ P

Hurricane Kick
'

Motion -» 4. ^ (SP FP)

Shintyuu Ken

Motion ^ i ^ (SK RK)

Shippuu Jinrai-Kyal(u

I

r V

, Motion ^ 4- ^ K

j Rapid Kicks*

Tap any Kick rapidly

Special Moves pupKick

Fireball (S) I
-

^Ml

Motion - \ 4. 1^ <- K

Motion 4. kf * K Motion I 1^ <- (FK RK) Motion <- i^ 4 ^ -» P

Super Moves
Haian Tenshou-Kyaku

Motion -» 4 ^ (FK RK)

Senretsu Kyaku

I
Motion 4- ^ -» (FK RK)

Kikou-Shou

Motion 4. ^ -^ (SP FP)
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Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter

Special Moves Super Moves
„ Running Uppercut* Midare Zakura ^l>V'.iiii-i

PpoStrategy Guide

(FMotion I ^ - P

Rising Firebalt

Motion vt ^ * (SP FP)

5/rMw Hado-Ken

Special Moves
Rreball*

Super Moves
Messatsu Gou-Hado

Motion 4> 1^ «- P

Hurricane lUtA* (S)

Motion i 1^ «- (SP FP)

Hatu Icliiban

Motion i H^-K Motion 4- i^«-(FKR

^

SSanglef

Running Body Press EiliowDroif

T-^.

^K

Motion 4- ^ -» P

Motion * I ^ P

Hurricane Hide* (S)

Motion i 1^ - (SP FP)

Messatsu

Gou-Siiouryuu

Special Moves
Atomic Buster*

1
£B
^^3
^ »-"-

w 8

Motion i 1^ «- K

Teleport

Motion i ^ -» (SP FP)

TM/fftf 6ou-Zaaliuu

Motion - / «!. ^ -» K

Glowing Baddiand

Rotate the joystick 360

degrees twice starting

from any direction, and

tap any Punch

While in the air, tap (4- SP)

Super Move
Final Atomic Blaster

Motion -> 4 ^ P

While in the air, motion i ^
^ (SP FP)

Motion ^ i ^ (jp SP FP) or Shun-Goku-Satsu

(SK FK RK), or motion *r i,

nf (JPSPFP)or(SKFKRK)

DinngKick

Spinning Lariat* (S) Rising Crab
Rotate the joystick 360

degrees twice starting

from any direction,

andtap(SPFP)

TapJP,JP,^,SK,FP

Note: Your Super Bar must be

at Level Three.

While in the air, motion i ^

Motion ^ 4 in K
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Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street: Fighter

Yoga Drill

c:Urj
Extended Taimt

Motion -» ^ i 1^ «- P

Yoga Air Flame

While in the air, tap (vl'K)

or(4.FP)

Super Moves
Yoga Inferno*

Special Moves
Bad Fireball (S)

Super Moves
5AMi/ Gadou-Ken

Motion * ^ 4- 1^ <- K

Special Moves YbgaTeieport

Yoga Fire* (S) Motion i -^ -» (SP FP)

Yoga Strike

Motion I ^ ^ (SP FP)

Kouryuu Rekka

Motion i ^ ^ P

-.'^ i:^

I

Motion -» i ^ (JP SP FP)

or (SKFKRK), or motion

<ri i^(JPSPFP)or(SK

FKRK)

M.Bison
Scissors Kick*

Motion 4- ^ -» P

Sorry Uppercut

Motion ^ > -»
.'

Teleport

Motion 4- ^ -» (FK RK)

Hiahou Burai-Ken

Motion -» 4- ^ P

FluiryKick

1 ^ -^I't-^'

.|
w-^"^ '4m

Motion 4- 1^ «- (FK RK)

Suoer Taunt

Motion 4- 1^ 4- ^ ^ K

Demon Stomp*

Special Moves
Fireball (S)

'^"'W r*^ >l
Charge 4 two seconds,

l-r^^- tap(tK)

Motion <- 1^ 4- ^ ^ P

Electric Orb

Motion ^ 4 ^ (JP SP FP)

or (SKFKRK)

La. -
Tap (^ K)

Super Moves
P§y(ho Crusher'

Motion 4- 1^ «- K

Autograph Attack

Motion 4^ In -» 4^ ^ - Start

Motion 4. ^ -» K

'w^^^ms^.

Motion ^ ^ 4^ 1^ <- P

Motion 4 Kf «- (FK RK)

Note: You cannot air block M«.i^„ i v^/enroi
«./,/te //y//,!;; repeat the move

'^°*'°" '' ^ "^ (SP FP) Motion i ^ ^ (FK RK)

to stop Hying. ^^
GAIVIEPRO ^p December 1997



Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter

^ Cyclop-
OpUc Sweep

II

I

Cyclone Kick SuperMoves
I ^v Mega Optic Blast Super Optit Blast'

1*

mm
Motion -» ^ 4- 1^ «- P

I Gene Splice (S)

Motion 4- 1^ <- K

Running Tackle

Special Moves
Optic Blast* I

/u-

Motion -> 4- ^ P

Note: II you conned, contin-

ue to tap Punch to chain the

move into multiple hits.

Charge <- two seconds,

tap (^ K)

Motion 4. ^ -» P

CaptainAmaHcsa
r Moves Super Moves

Final lustite

^^^ Motion 4- ^ - P

)
' V-*^ stars & stripes

Motion 4- ^ -» (SP FP)

Hyper Charging Star

Motion - 4. ^ P

Cliarging Star (S)

Motion 4- ^ -» (FK RK)

Hyper Stars & Stripes

Motion 4- ^ -» K Motion ^ 4- ^ (SP FP)

Hifc:^

K,'.*-'

Motion 4- ^ -» (SP FP) Motion -> ^ 4- (SP FP)

Note: Move the joystick to

control tlie blast.

Special Moves
WtebBall*

Wall Grab*

Motion 4^ ^ -» P

Spider Sting

Jump toward a wall, then

simultaneously pull the

joystick in the opposite

direction and press and

hold any Punch or Kick.

Super Moves
Maximum Spider'

Motion -» 4^ ^ P

Web Swing* (S)

^^ Motion 4- ^ -» (SP FP)

Oawler Assault

Motion 4- 1^ «- K

Web Throw

Motion 4. ii (FK RK)

Motion -» ^ 4- 1^ <- P
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Marvel Super Heroes vs. St:reet: Fighter

Wolverine

Special Moves
Grab and Throw Ground Rip

Motion * M 4- tf «- P Motion <!• ^ -» P

Horizontal

Gamma Charge (S) Super Moves
Gamma Wave

Charge «- two seconds,

tap (-» K)

Vertical

Gamma Charge

Motion -l ^ •* (SP FP)

Gamma Crush

I Charge i two seconds,

Itap (t K)

Motion i 1^ <- (SP FP)

Special Moves Super Moves
Tornado Claw Benetket Banage X

Motion -» 4. ^ P Motion i ^ ^ (SP FP)

Berserker Barrage (5) Fatal Claw'

Motion 4 ^ - P

Drill Claw*

Motion ^ i -^ (FK RK)

Weapon X

\»J
-^w^^

7
V

Berserker Rage

Tap(SPSK) Motion ^ 4 ^ (SP FP) Motion 4- 1^ - (SP FP)

Omega Red
3 ... u

um\
% i

Life Bar Drain Omega Strike

I t-^^i^^

V^^
Special Moves
Carbonadium Grab*

After the Carbonadium

Grab, tap P

Super Bar Drain

Motion 4. >ii -» K

Super Moves
Jffleffa Destroyer

Motion 4 >ii -» P

After the Carbonadium

Grab, tap K Motion 4» ^ ^ (SP FP)

Carbonadium Smash

EAMEPRO ^) December 1S97
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Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter
' — V

,, Shuma Gorath

Special Moves
Mystic stare*

Charge * two seconds,

tap(-»P)

Mystic Smasli (S)

arge - two seconds

tap (- K)

Devitalization

Motion -^"^ i u! *-K

Stone Drop

Super Moves
Duplicator

Motion I l>i ^ (SK RK)

Chaos Dimension

Motion «!. ^ -» (SP FP),

then tap FP when close to

an opponent

Note: The Super Bar must be
at Level Three.

While in the air, tap (i FK)

Enter the following codes at the fighter-select

screen. Remember to hold the Start button while

entering the entire code.

Note: These codes are the same lor both players,

except Player One should use the Player One Start

button and Player Two should use the Player Two
Start button.

lack-and-VV^ItMi
•pldar-Man

^W Blaokhaart
Special Moves Super Moves
Darknumler(S) Judgment Day

Motion *-i^ i^-^p

Inferno

Motion -^^ i 1^ *-p

Motion 4. 1^ <- (SP FP)

Heart of Darkness

Motion i ^ ^ (FK RK)

Armageddon

Express and hold Start and eiiMtft#>'Mnv
put the cursor on Ryu.

»wper IWOV*

While holding Start, press Crawler Assault
and hold Down on the joy- Motion 4. ^ -» (FK I

stick so the cursor is on

,: : Spider-Man. Hold Down on Maximum Spider'

iSi the joystick for at least 10
'

-^ seconds. After 10 seconds, i

';^^ simultaneously press Jab '

>-1| Punch and Fierce Punch
£; to make Black-and-White

M Spider-Man appear.

Web Ball*

Motion 4- ^ -» P

Spider Sting

Motion -» 4 ^ P

Web Swing* (S)

Motion 4 1^ <- K

Web Throw
Motion -» ^ I / - P

Wall Grab*
Jump toward a wall, then

simultaneously pull the joy-

stick in the opposite direc-

tion and press and hold

any Punch or Kick button.

:2i.:;

Motion i ^ * (SP FP)
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Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street: Fighter

vll Bekura
Press and hold Start and

put the cursor on Wolver-

ine. While holding Start,

press and hold Right on

the joystick so the cursor

is on the Hulk. Hold Right

on the joystick for at least

10 seconds. After 10 sec-

onds, simultaneously press

Jab Punch and Fierce Punch

to make Evil Sakura appear.

Special Moves
Running Uppercut*

Motion ^ 4. ^ P

Fireball*

Motion i ^ -»

P

Hurricane Kick* (S)

Motion i 1^ *• K

Teleport

Motional ^(JPSPFP)
or(SKFKRK)

Super Moves
Shittl(uu Hadou-Kea'

Motion 4. ^ ^ (SP FP)

Saicura Fury

Motion 4. ^ ^ (FK RK)

Hdtu Ithibaa

Motion "I- 1^ «- (FK RK)

Raging Sal(ura Demon j

TapJP,JP,-»,SK,FP

Note: Your Super Bar must

be at Level Three.
ssssss/^tiSEr-

vil Zangief
Press and hold Start and

put the cursor on Black-

heart. While holding Start,

press and hold Left on the

joystick for at least 10 sec-

onds. After 10 seconds,

simultaneously press Jab

Punch and Fierce Punch to

make Evil Zangief appear.

Special Moves
Flamethrower
Motion <- kT <- ^ -» p

Atomic Buster*

Rotate the joystick 360 de-

grees twice starting from

any direction, and tap any

Punch button.

Spinning Lariat* (5) ^^
Tap(JPSPFP),or(SKFK ^
RK)

I

Running Body Press
Motion <- nf 4. ^ -» K ^

Rising Grab

Motion -» 4^ ^ K

Elbow Drop
While in the air, tap {i SP)

Super Moves
Final Atomic Blaster ^'^

Rotate the joystick 360 de-
^°^

grees twice starting from
9''®

any direction, and tap fi))!

(SP FP) v'^

Rising Sninnin

Rotate the joystick 360 de-

grees twice starting from

any direction, and tap

(FKRK)

Mephis^o
Press and hold Start and I

put the cursor on the Hulk.

While holding Start, press i

and hold Down on the joy- l\

stick so the cursor is on .

Omega Red. Hold Down '

on the joystick for at least ^

10 seconds. After 10 sec-

onds, simultaneously press J

Jab and Fierce Punch to

make Mephisto appear. I

Special Move
Dark Thunder (S)

Motion i-k! i^-*P

Inferno

Motion -» ^ 4 1^ <- P

Super Moves
Judgment Day
Motion 4 1^ <- (SP FP)

Heart of Darkness

Motion 4 ^ -» (FK RK)

Armageddon

!», !^r

Motion 4 ^ ^ (SP FP)

Shadow
Press and hold Start and

put the cursor on Chun-Li.

While holding Start, press

and hold Up on the joystick

so the cursor is on Dhal-

sim. Hold Up on the joy-

stick for at least 10 seconds.

After 10 seconds, simulta-

neously press Jab Punch

and Fierce Punch to make
Shadow appear.

Special Moves
Sonic Boom
Charge - two seconds,

tap(-»P)

Flash Kick

Charge 4 two seconds,

tap(tK)

Blade Slice

While in the air, motion

Super Moves
Sonit Blade

Motion 4- ^ * (SP FP)

Crossfire Blitz

Motion 4- ^ -» (FK RK)

Somersault Justice

Motion 4- kf «- (FK RK)

Final Mission

Charge <- two seconds,

tap -*, <-, {-» SP FP)

Note: Your Super Bar must

be at Level Tliree.

U.S. Agen«
Press and hold Start and

put the cursor on Akuma.

While holding Start, press

and hold Up on the joystick

so the cursor is on Bison.

Hold Up on the joystick for

at least 10 seconds. After

10 seconds, simultane-

ously press Jab Punch and

Fierce Punch to make U.S.

Agent appear.

Shield Slash

Motion 4^ ^ -» P

Stars & Stripes

Motion -» 4 •^ P

Charging Star (S)

Motion 4. ^ -»

K

Super Moves
Final Justice

Motion 4- ^ •* (SP FP)

Hyper Charging Star

Motion 4. ^ - (FK RK)

Hyper Stars i Stripes

Motion -» 4. ^ (SP FP)
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GAME-WIHNI AND STRATEGIES

In this final installment of our guide to
Street Fighter EX Plus, we give you a

complete breakdown of the special moves,
super moves, and combos for the remaining

fighters in the game.

By Bruised Le«

spseia^mm
Psycho Crusher
Charge «- two seconds,

tap (-» P)

Flip Kicks

Charge <- two seconds,

tap(-*K)

Psycho Bomf
Charge i two seconds,

tap(tK),P

Shouliter Grab
When in close, tap (-» SP)

or(«-SP)

Leg Grab
When in close, tap (-» FK)

or(<-FK)

Super Moves

PsychoDoom
Charge <- two seconds,

tap -»,«-,(*?)

Super Flip Kick
Charge «- two seconds,

tap-»,«-,(-»K)

Hitter CoUo
Ten-Hit Super
Flip-Kick Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must
be at Level One.

Jump in deep, tap FP, hold

i^,tapFP,-»,<-,(-»RK)

G>ntroller Legend

/Jab Punch (JP)^

/Short Kick IStq-

FofwwrJ Kick (FK)
y

Strong Punch (SP) _

RoundhouMKidtfRK)

Rwce Punch (FP)

K = Any Kick button

P = Any Punch button

Motion = Move me joystick in one smooth,

continuous motion.

Tap = Tap Ihe buttons and directions indi-

cated in sequence.

Charge = HokJ the direction or button indi-

cated for the time indicated.

( ) = Execute commands in parentheses

simuKaneousfy.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is facing to the
riflhl If they're facing tefl, reverse any -> and «- directions.

spseiafmovss

Forearm Punch
Motion -> ^ ^ P

RyingDDT
Motion -^i ^K

Pile Driver

When in close, rotate the

joypad 360 degrees once
starting from any direction,

and tap P

Belly Launch

^

When in close, rotate the

;

joypad 360 degrees once

[

starting from any direction,

and tap K

Counter Throw
Motion *-iiiP

Reverse Grab
When in close, tap (-» SP)

or(«-SP)

Back Drop
When in close, tap (-» FK)

or(«-FK)

Super Moves

Spmnmg Forearm
Motk>n i ^ -» i' ^ -» p

Super Bdly Launch
Motion 4- (^ «- 4' (^ « K

SlaterPBe Driver

When in close, rotate the

joypad 360 degrees twice

starting from any direction,

and tap P

Eight-Hit Super
Forearm Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must
be at Level One.

Jump in deep, tap FP, SP,

motion -» 4. ^ JP, motion
4. ^1 -» 4- ^ -» JP

Ten-Hit Dvin

Super Combo

be at Level Two.

Jump in deep, tap FP, SP,

motion -» i ^ JP, motion
4. ^ -» 4. ^ -» JP, motion
ii^i-i i^<-FK,tapJP,

CAMEPRt (2^ BlClRkir 1117
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spsciafmm
Yoga Fire

Motkm 4' ^ -» P

Yoga Flame
Motion i 1^ 4- P

Motion ii^^-K

YogaPomse
When in close, tap (-» SP)

or(<-SP)

Heck by:- '>

When in close, tap (-» FK)

or(*-FK)

Spinning

Head Torpedo
While in the air, tap (4- P)

Spinning

Feet Torpedo

While in the air, tap (4' K)

Super Moves

Super Ybga Flame
Motion 4^ ^ -» 4- ^ -* P

Super Torpedo
Motion 4> ^ -» 4 ^ -> K

RismgAk Combo
Motion i i^ ^iii *-K

Nine-Hit TWin

Slater Combo
Hote: Your Super Bar

must be at Level Two.

Jump in deep, ,57

motion 4 ^ * 4^ v
^ -» RK, motion 4 ^
-»4 ^-»JP

'1



!^- 1 w
Fireball Hurricane Kick mnkoffGrab

Motion i ^ -» P Motion -» 4- ^ P Motion i 1^ «- K

Three-Hit Fireball Combo
1^ •- -p"

When in close, tap (•* SP) When in close, tap (-» FK)

or(«-SP) or(«-FK)

Super Moves

Wacuum Ftebaa Spinning Kick Fury

Jump in deep, Tap {i FP), Motion ^ -» FP
tap SP two-in-one

TItree-Hit Hurricane Combo

Motion i ii - i ^ -» P Motion i \i *-i i^ *-K

, Rising li^ipercutVlbve UgfitsOut

Jump In deep, Tap [i FK), Motion i^ «- FK
tapRK two-in-one

Four-Hit Cross-Up Combo

'I
-E -E ^^

ii^ y
Motion 4. ^ -» 4- ^ ^ K Tap JP, JP, ^, SK, FP

Cross-up, Tap(4jP) TapJP
tapSK

Ten-Hit Super Rising-Uppercut Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level One.

Hgji"
Motion * i

^JP

Tivelve-Hit TWin Super Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Two.

m
-J!

I.
I.I-

1

m

Jump in deep, Tap (4. FP), Motion ^ -» FP Motion 4 ^ -»

tap SP two-in-one 4 ^ -> RK for

Four-Hit Sbin Combo
''''"'^'''

Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level One.

Jump in deep, Tap(4FK),

tap FP two-in-one

Fourteen-Hit Ttiple Super Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Three.

Iff^w!

fgSSirtw

Motion 1^ <- 4 Motion 4 ^ -»

i^<-FKfor 4^^SPfor
five flits five hits

bi-.

When in close. Jump in deep. Tap (4 FP),

tap(JPSig tapSP two-in-one

Motion ^-»FP

Jump In deep, Tap(4FK),

tap FP two-in-one

IPRO (^3) Becenlisr 1817

Motion 1^ <- 4 Motion 4 ^ -» Motion 4 ^ -»

i^<-FKfor 4^-»FKfor 4\->SPfor
five hits two hits five hits



BfflffiDia

The Fighter's Edge

pieial mevss
Vacuum Fireball Fireball Rising SpinJOck

Mi
(b

3

Motion i 1^ *- J' 1^ «- P, or

white in \he air, motion i "si ^-»P

Total Destruction

Motion i ^ -» P
Note: TTiJs move can be
done in the air.

Motion i e 4- K
Wo/e; TTi/s move can be

cttained for up to live tiits.

Knodalown FbebaU F^Grab

Motion -^i ^(JPSPFP)
or (SKFKRK), or motion

<-4'i^(JPSPFP)or(SK
FKRK)

Shotrider Grab

ption * 4> ^ P

TapJP,JP,-*,SK,FP

Note: Your Super Bar must be
at Level nree.

Rising Uppercut

Motion * ^ 4- 1^ « P When in close, tap (-» FK) When in close, 1

or(«-FK) or(«-SP)

While in the air, tap (^FK)

Five-Hit Stun Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level One.

Motion J- ^ -» i ^ -» p

Kilkh Coi^loi

_ MHHH
1 ^^^^BWeBE!iV

y
M«^^

Six-Hit Ri&ng Spin-Kick Combo

When in close, Jump In, motion While still in the Tap (i FK), Motion ^ -» SP
tap (JP SK) 4. ^ -» JP air, tap ("^ FK) two-in-one

Ten-Hit Dwin Super Combo Note: Your super Bar must be at Level Two.

^t ."

t
TaplJ-FK), Motion .^<-SK Motion 4- i^ <- Motion 4 i^ «- Jump in deep, Tap(,tSP), Motion ^-»SP Motion;^-) Motion i ^ ->
**°-'"-°"« SK twice for SK twice for tapRK two-in-one i^->SPfor 4^-»SPfor

two hits two hits
t^^ohits five hits

Three-Hit Fireball Combo Eighteen-Hit Tiv/n Super Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Three.

Jump in deep, Tap(4SP),
tap RK hivo-in-one

Motion ^-»SP Jump in deep, Tap(iSP), Motion ^-»SP Motion i / <- Motion 4. ^ - Motion 4 ^ ^
tap FK two-in-one 4- i^ <- SP for 4- ^ -» SP for 4- in -> SP for

... .rff^v
five hits five hits five hits
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The Fighter's Edge
(T

0eice Beater

Super Moves

Uppercut Beater

TapJP,JP,-»,SK,FP Motion ii^*- 4. i^«-P

Vacuum fireball KickFwy

Jump in deep, Tap (>l' FP), Motion ^ FP

tap RK two-in-one

Ten-Hit Super Kick-Fury Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level One.

g Spin-Kick

Motion 4 ^ » P Motion * 4- ^ P

Note: This move can be done

in tiie air.

Knee Thrust Owst&ab

Motion in *-K

Note: Tliis move can be

chained for up to four hits.

F^&ab

Tap(-*FK) When In close, tip {•* SP) When In close, tap (-» FK)

or(«-SP) or(«-FK)

Sixteen-Hit nvin Super Combo Note: Your super Bar must be at Level Two.

Jump in deep, Tap [i SP), Motion in -» SP Motion 4- i^ <- Motion 4- ^ -
tap SP two-in-one 4 i^ <- SP tor i ^ ^ FK for

six hits seven hits

Eleven-Hit Stun Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Two.

Tapl^FK), Motion i^«-SK Motion i i^ «- Motion 4-
^ -» When in close. Jump in deep, Tap(4'SP), Motion ^^SP Motion 4^ i^ «-

two-in-one SK J-^^FK.for tap(JPSK) tapFK two-in-one 4.i^«-SPfor

seven hits seven hits

Three-Hit Cross-Up Combo Nineteen-Hit TUple Super Combo Note: Your super Bar must be at Level Three.

Cross-up, tap Tap (J- JP)

FK

Motion -* 4 ^ Jump in deep. Tap (i SP), Motion ^ -» SP Motion 4^ i^ <- Motion 4^ ^ -» Motion I "a-*

JP tapFK two-in-one 4.i^<-SPfor 4.^^FKfor 4.^-»SPfor

six hits five hits five hits
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The Fighter's Edge

Jump in deep, Tap (4. FK) Motion «- 1 ^

tapFP

Three-Hit Fireball Combo

Cross-up, tap Tap(<l'SP),

FK two-in-one

Seven-Hit Stun Combo
"^^ 'Vo's- *'"'"' Super Bar must be at Level Two.

Motion 4' ^ SP Motion 4. ^ -»

4. ^ • SP for

five hits

«*•

Jump in deep, Tap (4- SP), Motion ^ -> SP
tap RK two-in-one

Five-Hit UppenutCombo

When in close. Jump in deep, Tap (i SP),

tap (JP SK) tap FK two-in-one

Eleven-Hit TWin Super Combo
Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Two.

Motion ^ ^ SP Motion i ^ -»

4 ^-»FKfor

three hits

Jump in deep, Tap SP
tapRK

Motion ^ 4. ^

FP for three hits

L

Jump in deep, Tap(4SP), Motion ^-)SP Motion ^ -» 4 Motion 4 ^

tap SP two-in-one ^ ^ SP for five 4 ^ -» FK for

hits tliree hits
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The Fighter's Edge

UiOi'il Spli

Motion nr 4- ^ -» K Motion •* i ^ (JP SP FP) When in close, tap (-» SP) When in close, tap (-» FK)

or(«-SP) or(<-FK)

Kitkh tomio^
Super Moves

Top Spin Uppercut Slices

Ten-Hit Cross-Up Comlm

\^ ife.

"hvo-Hit Talcedown Comlw

Cross-up, tap Tap (i^ SK), Motion i ^ -» Jump in deep, Tap (4- RK)

FK two-in-one SK for eight hits tapFP

Motion iH*-iii*-P Motion 4' ^ i ^ •* P

Note: This move can be done

in the air.

Nine-Hit Tltom-Spin Combo Sixteen-Hit Ttiple Super ComttO Note: Your Super Bar must be at Levei Three.

<'l^

m
Jump in deep, Tap JP

tapFP

Motion -» 4 ^ Jump in deep. Tap JP

SP for six hits tap FP

Motion 4 1^ <- Motion 4 ^ -» Motion 4- 1^ «-

^i^^-FPfor 4^-»FPfor ii^^-FPfor

two hits seven hits five hits

Fifteen-Hit Stun Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Two.Ten-Hit IWin Stab Combo

I %5t IK^' I

Jump in deep, Tap(4FP), Motion ^-»SK When in close, Jump in deep, TapJP

tapRK two-in-one for eight hits tap(JPSK) tapFP

•«ii"Ba*«™"|

Motion -» 4 ^ Motion 4 i^ «-

SP for six hits 4i^«-SPfor

five hits
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The Fighter's Edge

SUdiPunch

Super Moves

SuperPum^ Combo Sifter Kick Conriio

Motion «t ^ -» * ^ -» P Motion J. ^ -» i ^ -» K

Three-Hit Cross-Up Combo

Cr9

IXJi
Motion 4- ^ -» P

Shoulder Grab

Tap(-*FK) Tap(-»SP)

Knee-Thrust Grab Kidt Fury

When in close, tap {* SP) Wlien in close, tap (-> FK) MiSon i i^ ^ K
or («- SP) or (<- FK) A^ote; Tft/smm can be

chained for up to three hits.

KneeTlmist Sffdle I^lredloivn

Cross-up, tap Tap (i SK),

FK two-in-one

Motion ^ -» SK
Motion -»* ^K Motion i >* » K ^ \

Nineteen-Hit Ttiple Super Combo Note: Your super Bar must be at Level Three.

"Mi.

Jump in deep, Tap {i SK),

tap RK two-in-one

Motion 1^ «- SK, Motion i i^ * Motion 4. ^ -» Motion 4 ^ -» Motion 4 ^ »

.

for three hits SK 4. ^ ^ FK, for 4- ^ ^ SP, for 4 ^ ^ FK

four hits five hits four hits

Fhre-Hit Knee-Thrust Combo Nine-Hit Super Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be atLewi

Jump in deep, Tap(4SK) Tap(4'SK) Motion-* 4^ Jump in deep, Tap(4FP) Tap-»4^FP Motion 4 ^ ^
tapFP RK for two hits tapRK for two hits 4^-»FKfor

five hits

T\lVO-HH Takedown Comb Tinrelve-Hit Stun Combo Note: Your Super Bar must be at Level Two.

Jump in deep. Tap (4 RK) When in close. Jump in deep. Tap (4 SK), Motion i^ «- SK Motion 4 i^ Motion 4 i^ *• Motion 4 ^ -»

tapFP tap(JPSK) tapFP two-in-one for three hits SK SK 4^-»SKfor
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Fox McCloud and his wingmen are back! This strategy guide

reveals the secret areas, the alternate skill routes, and how to defeat the bosses.

By Major Mike with special thanks to Captain Ken Ogasawara

vn
idllLi

Medaiz

Medal requirements indicate

the minimum number of ene-

mies you must shoot down in a

given mission to earn a medal.

You must also have all your

wingmen intact at the end of

the mission. If you receive a

medal for every mission, you

can play the Expert mode.

Laser Lock
Press and hold the laser but-

ton to laser lock onto a tar-

get. When you're locked on,

the target cursor turns red

and the laser follows the tar-

get. Release the laser button

to fire the laser blast. The

farther you are from a target,

the longer it takes to lock on.

You cannot lock onto bosses.

RapM-Fire

Laser Blasts

Locking onto a target almost

always ensures a hit, but

shots travel slowly. Rapid-fire

laser blasts cover twice the

distance in half the time, but

lack precision. You also risk

hitting your wingmen. Just tap

the laser button rapidly for

rapid-fire laser blasts.

Corneria

Mateo

Fortuna

Sector X

Titania

Boise

Venom

Area 6

Sector Z

Zoness

Aquas

Sector Y

Katina

Solar

Macbeth

Route Key
-lie: Easy route

reen: Intermediate

route

Red: Advanced
route

Orange: Secret route

Bombs
You can lock bombs onto en-

emy targets! Simply laser lock

onto a target, then press the

bomb button instead of the

laser button. Bombs can also

be detonated at will by press-

ing the bomb button while a

bomb's in flight.

Enemy Formations
When enemies attack in for-

mation, lock your laser onto

the ship in the middle to take

out the group with one shot.

Barrel Roll

Tap L or Z twice to roll your

ship. When you're attacked,

roll to take half-damage. Rolls

are essential in tough dog-

fights against the Star Wolf

squadron.

U-TUm
To rocket 180 de-

grees in the oppo-

site direction, simulta-

neously press Down on the

analog stick and the Brake

button. This works only in

some stages.

Loop
To perform a 360-degree

vertical loop, simultaneously

press Down on the analog

stick and the Turbo button.

Logo Fun
At the title screen, you can

move the "64" around with

the analog stick.
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MISSION:
Corneria

EASYBOSS: Kulen

Easy R

Advanced Route: Sector Y

Medal Requirements: ISO kills

Assault Craft: Arwing

To reach Sector Y, Faico must

be alive at the end of the mis-

sion and you must fly under

the stone archways on the

water after the city.

I
When Faico is attacked right af-

ter the checkpoint, help him;

otherwise, he'll be shot down.

If Falco's safe, and you flew

under the archways, he'll lead

you through a waterfall to a

different boss, the Attack Car-

rier, and take you to Sector Y.

Destroying this boss is a snap.

On the first pass, keep shoot-

ing one of its legs until it falls

over. Then use rapid-fire laser

blasts on the next pass to de-

stroy it. You can also stock up

on power-ups by flying through

Kuten's legs as it walks. Next

mission: Meteo.

AOVANCED BOSS:

Attack Carrier

secret area filled with power-

ups. The secret area also

leads to Katina.

BOSS:MelBor
Crusher

Powei^Up Triggers

Fly through the three meteor

rings at the start of the stage

and a laser power-up appears

at the end.

The Attack Carrier is harder

to defeat than Kuten. Shoot

the three side ports (two on

the left and one on the right)

when they open. Once the

ports are destroyed, the main

ship is vulnerable to attack.

Rapid-fire laser blasts should

do the trick. Sector Y's next.

After the first tunnel, there are

four meteors clumped together

in a ring. Fly through the ring

and a laser power-up appears

under the big meteor ahead.

Attack IVIeteor Crusher in

three stages. First, shoot the

four yellow triangles as they

are exposed by the rotating

shield. Don't hit the shield be-

cause it absorbs your laser

blasts and fires them back.

Second, shoot the exposed

yellow square in the center of

the ship, then dodge the elec-

tric blast. Third, the ship turns

around and reveals two more

yellow targets. To dodge the

ring lasers the Meteor Crusher

fires, turbo forward.

Medal Mettle

Getting a medal by shooting

through Meteo alone is diffi-

cult. However, you can score

the necessary 200 kills by

blasting as many targets as

you can and then going to the

secret area. The secret area

has plenty of targets, and

your score here will be added

to your score from Meteo.



MISSION:
Fortuna

Easy R_.

IntermedlaM KttUle: Solar

Medal Requirements: SO kills

Assault Craft: Arwing

BOSS: Star

Wolf Squadron

Your first real dogfight! The

first part of this mission re-

quires you to sweep the area

of enemy ships. The second

part is a timed battle against

the Star Wolf squadron—your

team's doppelgangers. The

key to survival is to protect

your team members. When

one of the Wolf squadron

ships gets on your tail, re-

peatedly perform barrel rolls,

then loop behind it. Once on

its tail, use rapid-fire laser

blasts to knock 'em down.

Lock-ons take too long and

do too little damage; how-

ever, they're great for knock-

ing a Wolf squad member off

someone else's tail.

Seconds Out

If you need power-ups, shoot

the mounted lasers at the area's

perimeter. If you take too long

to shoot down the Star Wolf

squadron, a timer will start

counting down. If you shoot

down the squadron within that

time, you advance to Solar. If

not, you're off to Seaor X, and

what's left of the Star Wolf

squadron escapes to fight you

again later in the game.

MISSION:
Sector X

SecretArea

Easy Route: Titania

Intermediate Route: Macbeth

Secret Route: Sector Z

Medal Requirements: 200 kills

Assault Craft: Arwing

If you arrive at Sector X from

Katina, a pilot from that mis-

sion helps you here. Proximity

mines debut in Sector X. These

floating booby traps detonate

when you fly near them and

inflict massive damage. Spot

the mines from a distance,

then use a bomb to clear them

out. If one detonates near you,

pull a barrel roll as the shock

wave hits to reduce damage.

If you're lucky, you can avoid

damage by flying at the edges

of the screen.

After the checkpoint, the path

branches to the left and to

the right. Take the left route

and shoot the four panels

with the square designs. Blast

the doors repeatedly to open

them (they change from gray

to red). Ifyou open all the

doors and fly through them,

you'll enter a secret area that

leads to Sector Z.

B0SS:HVC-9

HVC-9 has one vulnerable

spot—its head. It attacks

with laser eye beams, and

then swats you with its left

and right hands. After you

think you've finished it off,

HVC-9 springs back to life and

attacks by throwing giant ob-

jects. Its vulnerable spot is still

the same, so keep blasting its

head. Fight HVC-9 too long

and Slippy attacks, only to be

swatted away. If this happens,

you go the Easy Route to Tita-

nia. Destroy the boss before

that and it's the Intermediate

Route to Macbeth.

MISSION:
Titania

Easy Route: Boise

Medal Requirements: ISO kills

Assault Craft: Landmaster

Rescue Slippy

Slippy went exploring on Tita-

nia and disappeared. Unfortu-

nately, you have to find him.

Collect power-ups by shooting

the chained mines. Cautiously

approach power-ups next to

the stone columns; the columns

fall on you if you try to grab

the power-ups, so control

your speed.

BOSS:Gorath

Shoot Slippy to awaken the

monster, Corath, under the

sand. When Corath rises,

shoot its hands. As Corath

turns around to hit you with

its tail, hover over it. i
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Shoot off Corath's arms to

free Slippy, then destroy the

hand that held him. Fire at

Corath's heart next. Corath's

most powerful attack is a

laser blast from its mouth.

Roll to either side to avoid it.

If you take too long to destroy

Corath, it collects its limbs

and you must destroy each

one again.

Blast the tops of the towers

along the outer perimeter to

drop the electric barrier. A

gravitational field pulls you

clockwise, so you get only a

few shots with each pass. The

easiest way is to shoot a lock-

on laser and follow with rapid-

fire laser blasts during a pass.

The twin guns at the base of

each tower contain power-ups.

When the barrier drops, en-

emy ships fly out of the core.

BOSS: Star Wolf

Squadron

shoot it. Rapid-fire laser blasts

work best. After blasting the

head, target the red oval on

its back and knock it down.

Andross-md?

The Star Wolf squadron (or

what's left of it from Fortuna)

returns! To defeat them, use

the same tactics from the For-

tuna assault (if this is your first

time against the squadron,

read the Fortuna mission info).

Once the Wolf squadron's de-

feated, shoot the small yellow

squares on the tower in the

center. However, each square

is now replaced by a rapid-fire

laser. Fly toward the tower,

fire as fast as you can, then

pull away.

Final

MISSION:
Venom

Medal Requirements: 200 kills

Assault Craft: Arwing

Note: The following scenario

applies only if you arrive via

the Easy Route.

BOSS: Slone Runner

After flying across the planet's

surface, you meet the stone

giant. It runs down a narrow

hallway ahead of you, pulling

stone obstacles into your

path. Shoot the giant any-

where except its head. But

when its head turns red.

FINAL BOSS:

EasyAndross

When you reach Andross,

shoot its eyes with rapid-fire

laser blasts until it recoils and

holds up a hand. Blast the mid-

dle of the hand until it's low-

ered, then keep shooting the

eyes. Keep up this barrage so

the boss can't retaliate. After

you destroy its hands, shoot

its eyes until its face explodes.

But what if Andross retaliates?

When Andross fires lightning

from its finger, retreat to the

opposite upper corner of the

screen. When it inhales, hit

the brake and move to the

extreme right or left. If you're

caught, Andross takes you

into its mouth, chews you up,

and spits you out. Massive

damage results! If you avoid

the big suck, shoot what it

spits out—there may be

power-ups.

Andross is realty a robot, and

is easy to beat—just shoot its

eyes. Do it fast because this

robot likes to lunge forward

and chomp on your ship!

MISSION:
Sector Y

Intermediate Route: Katina

Advanced Route: Aquas

Medal Requirements: ISO l<ills

Assault Craft: Arwing

To reach the Aquas mission,

you need to shoot down at

least 100 enemies. If you

reach the stage bosses with

85 kills, don't worry: Downing

the bosses yourself bumps up

your score to over 100.

BOSS: Sarudesu II

Three flying mech bosses con-

clude this stage. Spotting them
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from a distance is difficult, so

use their laser blasts to pinpoint

them. The first two mechs take

little effort, but the last one's

tougher. To defeat all three

bosses, turbo toward them

and attack with rapid-fire

laser blasts.

they explode like proximity

mines, inflict massive damage,

and bounce you off nearby

structures for even more hits.

Use lock-on bombs against

the starfish.

BOSS: Giant Clam

Meet Cat

MISSION:
Aquas

Advanced Route: Zoness

Medal Requirement: 150 kills

Assault Craft: Submarine

Brealung the Waves
^Q 1 i^ii0340od| " lOO

f J-
'^t ^ .u.

You have unlimited bombs,

so fire away! To pass this mis-

sion with ease, simultaneously

tap both the laser and bomb
buttons rapidly throughout

the mission.

mmD W 4 X H

037 00

j
Too"

mi-^-k
The biggest menaces are the

starfish. If they get too close.

Attack the barnacles on top

of the clam, then focus on the

two pillars in its mouth. At

this point, the clam's only at-

tacks are giant pearls fired

from its mouth, which are

easily avoided.

The last target is the clam's eye,

which is in its mouth. Aim at

the eye and flail on the bomb
and laser buttons to turn this

clam into chowder.

To reach Sector Z, shoot out

all the searchlights on the wa-

ter. If you miss one, the re-

maining lights' beams change

from white to orange. During

this mission, guest pilot Cat

flies in and helps you destroy

the searchlights.

BOSS: Iron Ship

Several floating barrels mark

the entrance of this boss.

Shoot the barrels before they

explode into a vertical pillar

of fire. The boss launches a

ball and chain after it sur-

faces. Dodge the ball. Stock

up on bombs by shooting the

cannonballs fired from the

boss's two side cannons. Also

keep an eye open for more

floating barrels.

Fire bombs at the two smoke-

stacks flanking the ball and

chain. Once those are gone,

shoot bombs at one of the

side cannons to blow it off the

ship. The ship turns around

and lowers its crane to re-

trieve the cannon. Bomb the

crane three times to destroy

it, then blast the other can-
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non. Once both side cannons

are gone, the ship's center is

vulnerable. Weave up and

down, blasting away until

the boss is destroyed.

MISSION:
Sector Z

Easy Route: Boise

Advanced Route: Area 5

Medal Requirement: 100 kills

Assault Craft: Arwing

Missile Attack!

To reach Area 6, destroy all

missiles that attack the Great

Fox. Fail, and you're off to

Boise. Missile attacks come

in three waves and always

from the bottom of the radar

screen. One missile's in the

first wave, two are in the s

econd, and three are in the

third. If you arrived here

through Zoness, Cat will help

you shoot down the missiles.

Medal Blues

This is one of the hardest

stages to get a medal in, and

the biggest obstacles, oddly

enough, are your wingmen!



To rack up the required kills,

you must destroy all missiles

yourself. However, your friends

also try to shoot them down.

To keep your wingmen busy,

ignore their pleas for help

when they're attacked (when

was the last time they bailed

you out?).

The enemy ships on this

level are very slow, so there's

a slim chance any wingmen

can be shot down. To keep

Cat from "helping" you (you

can't shoot her down), enter

this mission from Sector X.

You can also score extra kill

points by shooting the various

pieces ofjunk floating around

the perimeter.

BOSS: Venom

Scramble!

You can score big points in

this area. To shoot down a

huge flagship, destroy the

bridge on top. To down a gi-

ant dish satellite, hit it with

rapid-fire laser blasts. Be sure

to answer ROB64's calls—he

provides essential assistance

here. You're swarmed by en-

emy ships from the start, so

be sure to power up your

lasers and keep doing barrel

rolls to reduce damage.

laser blasts with caution. The

bad guys don't have visible

rear thrusters.

BOSS: Reactor Core

HotSbiff

When Venom opens its shield

doors, shoot the three glow-

ing balls, then blast the core

until the doors close. Fire at

the mechanical hands and de-

fend yourself from the incom-

ing missiles (some of these re-

veal power-ups). After you

blast the second set of balls,

the doors open and the core

starts charging. Beware:

Venom's readying its giant

laser! Do barrel rolls and move

clockwise around the edge of

the screen to avoid the laser.

Venom's attack pattern re-

peats, so keep blasting the

core until it's destroyed.

MISSION:
Katina

When the Great Dish mother-

ship opens its four docking

ports to launch more enemy

ships, shoot the ports. These

launch ports are vulnerable

only when they're open. After

a while, a one-minute timer

counts down.

Your shield steadily decreases

during this mission, so shoot

the firebirds and fireballs to

collect shield power-ups.

Whenever a wave of lava ap-

proaches, perform a loop to

avoid it. If you arrived from

Katina, a pilot from that stage

will help you here.

BOSS: Sungar

7f^

Before time runs out, you

must destroy the exposed

core on the bottom of the

mothership. Succeed, and

you're off to Solar; fail and

say hello to Sector X.

Sungar's an easy boss to de-

feat. Start by shooting the

arms. Once the arms are

blown off, blast the head.

MISSION:
Macbeth

Easy Route: Sector X

Intermediate Route: Solar

Medal Requirements: ISC

Assault Craft: Arwing

1064

In this mission you join forces

with another squadron that's

hard to distinguish from the

enemy ships, so use rapid-fire
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To reach Area 6, you must shoot

eight train switches. Shooting



a switch changes its color from

red to blue. The switches are

located near the end of the

level, just before the boss. If

you're on the train tracks, the

switches appear in this order:

First switch: To the right

Second switch: To the right

(Cat shoots this switch for

you if you arrive from Zoness)

Third switch: To the left

Fourth switch: To the right

on a raised platform

Fifth switch: To the left

Sixth switch: To the right

behind a gate

Seventh switch: To the left

Eighth switch: To the right

(Faico shoots this last switch

for you—unless he's been

shot down)

After you shoot all the switches,

a master switch pops up to

the right.

BOSS: Benjamin

Shooting it reroutes the train

right into Andross's own am-

munition factory! Forget about

fighting the boss. Just sit back

and watch the fireworks.

' -'m^

^J
LiW3

Shoot the boss's head and

the lower section of its body.

When it extends its lower sec-

tion and hovers, get ready to

turbo forward and dodge its

swoop attack. After blowing

off the head and lower sec-

tion, focus on the train. When

the train opens its rear door to

unload a bomb, shoot it. The

train will turn red and the boss

will jiggle. Shoot the boss when

it jiggles. To clear out the py-

lons the boss drops, hit the

brake, lock on to one, and fire.

If you take too long to destroy

Benjamin, it collects energy

and blasts you with a damag-

ing solar beam.

Final

MISSION:
Venom

Assault Craft: Arwing

Medal Requirements: 200 kills

Note: The following scenario

applies only if you arrive

from Area 6.

Star Wolf Squadron

The Star Wolf squadron's back

for a rematch! This time they're

flying faster and more powerful

ships and there's no time limit.

The key to survival is to grab

any laser power-ups and be

patient. To defeat the squad-

ron, let them tail you, loop be-

hind them, and get in as many

rapid-fire laser blasts as you

can before they fly out of

range. You have to fly carefully

because you can easily run into

the tall pillars in this stage.

HNAL BOSS:

AdvancedAndross

Take this route on the way to

Andross: left (to get a laser

power-up and a wing repair

icon if you need it), right, right

(to get another laser power-

up). Advanced Andross fights

exactly the same as Easy An-

dross—to a point. Instead of

a robot head, you get...

...Brains, Too!

Now you must fight Andross's

brain! First, shoot the eyes,

but don't cross the streams of

electricity that connect them

to the brain.

You can laser lock onto the

eyeballs. When the eyes are

gone, shoot the lower section

in the rear of the brain.

To get a clean shot, let the

brain chase you until it's al-

most right on top of you (on

the radar screen, the large

brain dot should be the only

thing you see). Then do a

loop to get behind the brain

and blast away. Do the loop

too early or too late and you'll

be caught by tentacles and

take heavy damage.

After destroying the brain,

you must escape.

The Escape
follow these directions: right,

left, right, left, right, right.

When leaving, keep hitting the

thruster button to keep up with

James McCloud—he'll show

you the safe way out. If you

lose him during your escape,

You've done it! Andross is de-

feated, and the galaxy is safe...

for now.

GAMEPRO (^) Bacemliar 1987
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EXCLUSIVELY FEATURING
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Feeling lucky? Play Courier Crisis: Then come back here.

Still feeling lucky? You should be.

\%M "^ou jusl survwed a 3D urban cvcVing. mercWess

I
gauntlet of hurt. You must be lucky.

1^. Now stretch your luck

to the breaking point.

K Find out how lUcky
one pUnk^^^ be.v;

OFFICIAL RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

1. TO ENTER: Elite by I
'

" " "

affixed In CmirlRr Disis Bike Giveaw

1001G Liiiiil one entry poi envelope _.. _

2. RANDOM DRAWING: Winneis will be selected In a random (

'

/ GT Interactive Software Corp.,

^
W

liillM .,.,..,..,

y 2. 1998 from ar
"

II be

3 AVAJUVBLE PRIZES & APPROXIMATE RHAIL VALUES: 2 GT Bikes approximate retail value $850/ S750 respectively.

4. GENERAL RULES: 0[)(in sidents EniployeL's of GT

lolion acjciicips and tliuii i

eractive Software Corp. its affiliates.

this pronotiun, entrants agree ih ue bouiHl by tfw Official Rules and the decisions ol U>e judges- Sponsors

are not lesponsible tor any typogiapliical or oltier error in the prinlit>g, the offeiing orin tfie announcement

ot prizes.

5. WINNER'S LIST; For names ot Gianil Piiw and Fust Place winners, send a soparale, stamped, sel(-addtessed

(niO) envelope to, "Winimrs/ Cotinei Ctisis Bike Giveaway". 16 East 40th Stieet. New York, NY 10016.

TE 11 tor any reason tlie piomotion is not capable ol running as pianiied. including infection by computer virus,

1 ST THE HILL DEVOURING

KARAKORAM.

^^ •
rwA THE MOST RADICAL

prize OF MOUNTAIN BIKES.

KARAKORAM: From its full

CRMO GT triple triangle design frame to

its Shimano S-speed shifting

system, the Karakoram has

front of the pack" written

all over it. A production

steel mountain bike that

'

totally performs.

MMl i*^Rr

MACHINE-THE ^ -.

ONLY WAY TO GET BIG i(f?I nze
GT TOUR'98:

Big air is reserved for few riders, and even
fewer bikes. After all, ramp riding
takes its toll on unworthy
equipment in no time.

The GT Tour is the best
ramp bike available

for all take-offs and
landings.

terminate, modify or suspend the promotion

01997 Nevj Louol SoflMie Tt' 1 loQo IS J tiadeinaik oi New Level sortvftjfe. Used imdei license ir

iffiBBHiiiii
w Bi^Gl
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J„ SEGA SATURN

arks of SEGA ENrERPROESfD HI)
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Software
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Warcraft II: The Dark Saga

Password Cheats

Enter the following passwords for these cheats:

More Cash: glttrng

Enable God Mode: tsgddytd

Game Victory: nttclns

Game Loss: tptflwrm

More Oil: vldz

More Magic: vrylttl

Entire Army Is Upgraded: dckmt

Show Map: nscrn

Fast Construction: mkts

End Game Victory: thrcnbnl

Game Doesn't End: nvrwnnr

More Lumber: htchtxns

Command& Conquer

Clean Map

Resident Evil

BaWe Game

'^••-.,->

Start a game as either Jill or Chris, and save your game at any

time. Reset the game, and at the title screen, simultaneously

press and hold X, Y, and Z and press Start on Controller Two.

The screen should flash. Press Start on Controller One and

cycle through the game options until you find Battle Game.

Pick Battle Game and load the data from your saved game.

MDK
Weapon Cheats

Start a game and pause it. Press O, O, O, Up, O, D, R1, O,

O, O. Unpause the game and the combat field won't be shaded

1Sc

Enter the following codes while the game is paused: .

World's Most Interesting Bomb: Press Down, Right, O, O,

Lett, Left, Up, D, A.

Thumper Weapon: Press Down, Up, Left, Left, A, Up, Right,

Down.

Twister Weapon: Press Down, L1, D, A, Right, Up, x.

Hand Grenade: Press A, O, D, D, LI, Right.

Bones Airstrike: Press Down, Up, O, Down, Up, Down, LI.

Super Chain Gun: Press Left, L1, Down, D, A, Up, Down.

Sniper Grenade: Press Up, D, L1, Left, O, A, D.

Mortar: Press Left, L1, A, D, Right, O, Left, Left.

tXMEPRI (238Tl(cember 1W



Video Game'

Street Fighter EX Plus

Hidden Bonus Game

f

MDESELECT

EVERT MODE

maom

BmsGAMBnssua

mmSCORE

At the Mode Select menu, highlight Practice and press Select,

Up, Up, Right, Up, Right, Up, Select. The words "Here Comes

a New Game Mode" should appear at the bottom of the screen.

Enter the Practice mode and you'll find that there's a new option,

Bonus Game.

I WKm 'HE/'

VMX Racing

Crazy Ttack, Disco TraiA, and More

MS7810041

1/S

Enter the codes during gameplay , but not while the game is

paused.

Crazy Track: Press Up, Lett, Right, Right, Down, Up, Down,

Up, Select.

Disco Track: Press x, O, D, x, x, A, A, x, Select.

Paint Mode: Press A, x, A, D, D, A, O, x. Select.

See Coordinates: Press Down, Up, Left, Up, Down, Right,

Right, Down, Select.

Techno Music: Press Left, Up, Right, Right, Left, Down,

Down, Right, Select.

g>lqyscq<rioni

Mega Man X^
Play as Dark Zero or as Dark Mega Man

Play as Dark Zero: At the Player Select screen, put the cursor

on Zero, then press and hold R1, and press Right, Right,

Right, Right, Right, Right. Release R1, press and hold O,

then press x. When the game starts, Zero will be wearing

black armor.

Play as Dark Mega Man: At the Player Select screen, put the

cursor on Mega Man X and press O, O, Left, Left, Left, Left,

Left, Left. Simultaneously press and hold L1 and R2, and

press X. When the game starts, you'll play as Dark Mega Man.

Broken Helix

More HeaOi, Armor, andAmmo

(tNI (||'IJ(I«S NIKV

HttlHK TO «<Nt
CIHt Lll« NCtli

Htlf UU; (l»

lOlikn IIPTIUtS

L04t «4HE

QI'II (INE

I More Health and Armor: Pause the game and press A. At the

next screen, highlight Help Text, simultaneously press and

hold L1 and R2, and simultaneously press O and x. Unpause

the game and you'll have more health and armor.

More Ammo: Pause the game and press A. At the next screen,

highlight Help Text, simultaneously press and hold L1 and R2,

and simultaneously press A and x. Unpause the game and

you'll have more ammo.

BAMEPRI lecember 1917
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NFL GameDay '98

Easter Egg Cheats

f»Cl _
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EASTER EGGS "8

f-tl

EASTER EGGS "8

r»mov« "N

"r^
9nUy '

Enter the following passwords at the Easter Eggs menu for these

cheats:

CPU Cheats

CPU Remembers 30 Plays:

CPU Offense Gets a Speed Juice:

CPU Does Only High Steps:

CPU Defense Gets a Speed Burst:

CPU Cheats on Every Play Call:

CPU Runs Fake Field Goals:

CPU Calls Only Running Plays:

CPU Calls Only Passing Plays:

Player Cheats

deep gray

cpu offense

show off

cpu defense

psychic

tricky cpu

cloud of dust

air attack

All Players Are Approximately Equal:

Bad Pass Coverage:

Defensive Jump Is Higher:

equal teams

toast

rejection

BAMEPRO

Player Cheats (continued)

Forearm Shiver Is Juiced:

Great Pass Coverage:

Hyper Speed Burst:

Jumbo-Sized Players:

Long Field Goals:

Only Shadows:

Player and Ball Speeds Are Very High:

Players Are 2D:

Players Are Flat:

Players Are Missing Lower Legs:

Players Are Tiny and Quick:

Players Have No Forearms:

Players Have No Heads:

Player's Last Name Is McMahon:

Receivers Have Great Hands:

Referee Calls Unfair Penalties:

Referee Doesn't Call Personal

Injuries or Personal Fouls:

Shoulder Charge Is Juiced:

Super Stiff Arm:

Swim Moves Are Juiced:

Miscellaneous

hatchet

leech

juice

humongous

big foot

invisible

fire drill

cookie cutter

flat land

ahab

flea circus

look ma

horsemen

mcmahon

gloves

busy ref

blind ref

bettis

jack hammer

nyse

EASTER EGGS

Add ^N

n

EASTER EGGS A

Catch-Up Speed Is High

and Pursuit Angles Are Wrong:

The Crowd Is Quiet:

Hidden Difficulty Level:

Loud Announcer:

Louder Hit and Blocking Noises:

Show Credits:

Special Stadium and Teams:

watery ai

(luiet crowd

gd challenge

loud mouth

crunch time

credits

thin air

^40^KlHll8r 19S7̂



strategies, Weapons^

Playsecitrion
The Lost Worid: Jurassic Park

Passwords

All DNA and 99 Lives

Compy: Hunter: Raptor: T. Rex: Sarah:

X X DD X X X X DD
OA AO OA OA AO
Dx XD DX DD X X

nx nn Dx DX DD
on DX DD AD Ax
AD OA AO AD OA
All DNA and 20 Lives

Compy: Hunter: Raptor: T. Rex: Sarah:

X x na OO AA OO
OO AA X X DD X X

AA OO DD xD Dx
AO AA DX AD AX
on Dx AA xO X A
no X A DA OO AA

=»laiyS^q^iow
CasUevania: Symphony of the Night

Secret Passage

Level Passwords

Enter the following password three times:

D xOAAx DOAOxD

Gallery Passwords

1^^^

J :
,.

-

agacE^-at'

1 k
" A • '

At the outer-wall section of the castle, defeat the Armor lord and

go into the next room. Slash the far left wall, get the Meat, and

stand in the hole you've created for 20 seconds. An elevator will

take you into a secret room containing Jewel Knuckles and a

Mirror Cuirass.

CONCEPTUr OO

iiiifi^eiiclo G^
star Wars: Shadows of the Empire

Play as an AT-ST

Enter _wainpa_ .stompa as your name and set the con-

trols to Traditional. Start a game and at the first level, the Hoth

Battle, play until you see the AT-STs. When you see them,

simultaneously press Left on the control pad and right-C.

Cycle through your camera views and one of them should be

from behind one of the AT-STs. You can now control the AT-

ST! The control pad moves the AT-ST. Press Up to make it fire.

Fred Neubauer

via InternetW
December 1 117



; Video Game ons, and Tactics

JF-^

NCAA Football '98

Individual Touchdown Celebrations,

Historic Teams, Cheats, andMUP Pause

Individual Touchdown Celebrations: Immediately after scoring

a touchdown, simultaneously press and hold L1 and L2, then

press any of the following buttons:

Spin the Ball: Press R1.

"Hulk" Pose: Press D.

Spike the Ball: Press O.

Do a Back Flip: Press A.

Do the Heisman Walk: Press x.

t^ZiifiBHWmm
^1WSkHi^maM
wmm^.:.t.(v..^m,mi
Historic Teams: Enter the following passwords at the User

Records screen to release these historical teams in Exhibi-

tion play:

73 Alabama: jexlad

78 Alabama: edyij

'89 Alabama: whvcir

'92 Alabama: zddjot

'89 Colorado: cevhets

'96 Florida: vewoj

'93 Florida State: mylqloh

'96 Florida State: rcixre

'82 Georgia: zows

'83 Miami: eiwqoh

'86 Miami: wrehstaeh

'87 Miami: wevkim

'89 Miami: WMixj

'91 Miami: WYGGKEP

'92 Miami: weinvnod

'94 Miami: anoysaj

'65 Michigan State: bsepmaj

'91 Michigan: kcizre

'83 Nebraska: igsi

'91 Nebraska: egaxrim

'93 Nebraska: snxai

'94 Nebraska: bnoyd

'73 Notre Dame: jnived

'88 Notre Dame: regrzoj

'89 Notre Dame: dlyrvrad

'68 Ohio State: voigwres

'79 Ohio State: agig

'85 Oklahoma: htoyoms

'87 Oklahoma: vlaicram

'94 Oregon: rsgpc

'78 Penn State: ieeih

'82 Penn State: cchn

'85 Penn State: hreg

'86 Penn State: aere

'94 Penn State: dtel

'65 UCLA: lmte

'68 USC: EERC

'79 USC: FSYT

Cheats: Enter the following passwords at the User Records

screen for these cheats:

The Football Is Electric:

Enable the FMV Menu:

See All 112 Teams in the Poll:

Players Are Fast:

Show All the Stadiums:

Play as the EA Sports Team:

Quarters Last 1 5 Seconds:

MVP Pause: On a running play, while inside the 5-yard line with

no defenders in front of you, simultaneously press and hold L2

and R2.

ELECTRICH

SEE FMV

WHOLE POLL

GB SPEED

COOLSITE

EASPORTS

SHORT QUART

BAMEPRS (242) liceinber 1997



CHIPS&BITS INC
POB 234 DEPT 10952 ROCHESTER, VT 05

INT'L 802-767-3033 FAX 802-767-3382

wso w^^'Syco^^vww.cdmag.com/chips.html
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300 ano
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Source Code 10952

VIDEO GA JP e. Ol AveTATinu
WICtf. 1 km tf ini 1 h/11

Tiiu fltUAM Pmci Tmi RElEUt Pmcf TiTU RtiiiWi Pew TiriE Relusi Price

4x4 Gears & Guts NOW $51 Dynasty Warriors NOW $46 Madden FB 98 NOW $44 Rage Racer NOW $46

Ace Combat 2 NOW $46 Earthworm Jim 3 02/98 $52 Magic the Gathring NOW $46 Rampge Wrld Tour NOW $46

Andretli Racing 97 NOW $38 Excalibur2055AD NOW $48 Master ol Monster 02/98 $49 Ray Storm NOW $46

'^qua Prophecy 02/98 $49 FIFA Soccer 98 NOW $46 Masters Tera Kasi NOW $49 RayMan 2 NOW $52

Aihanor 01/98 $46 Felony 1179 NOW $44 Mechwarrior 2 NOW $39 Reel Fishing NOW $52

(leyond the Beyond NOW $39 Final Fantasy Tact 01/98 $56 Metal Gear Solid NOW $46 Resident Evil 2 01/98 $52

9iavo Air Flighl NOW $46 Freak' n Fasi NOW $46 Monster Rancher NOW $44 Resideni Evil: DC NOW $39

QugrJder s 11/97 $46 Frogger 11/97 $50 Monstrous City NOW $49 Respect Inc 03/98 $49

Bushido Blade NOW $42 GEX2 01/98 $46 Moon 02/98 $49 Saga Frontier 01/98 $54

C & C Red Alen 11/97 $46 Game Shark NOW $46 Mortal Kombat 4 03/98 $62 Soviet Strike NOW $38

CART Wrld Series NOW $42 Grand Theft Auio NOW $51 NASCAR 98 NOW $46 Soul Blade NOW $45

Caesar s Palace NOW $46 Grand Tour '98 NOW S46 NBA Fastbteak 11/97 $44 Speed Freak NOW $49

Cardinal Syn 01/98 $44 Here's Adventures NOW $40 NBA Jam 98 01/98 $49 Suikoden NOW $46

Castlevania NOW $48 Jet Uoto 2 11/97 $44 NBA Shoot Out 98 12/97 $42 Suikoden 2 11/97 $46

Ciayfiflhler 3 12/97 $46 JousI Epic NOW $49 NCAA Football '98 NOW $44 Sv/agman NOW $50

Clock Tower NOW $44 Kings Field 2 NOW $36 NFL Game Day 98 NOW $39 Syndicate Wars NOW $44

Contra NOW $46 Klonoa 02/98 $46 NFL OB Club 98 11/97 $46 Tactics Ogre 12/97 $46

Cool Boarders 2 11/97 $42 Kowloon's Gate NOW $49 NHL Breakaway'98 NOW $44 Tale ol the Sun NOW $46

Courier Crisis 11/97 $46 Legacy of Kain NOW $49 NHL Face OtI 98 NOW $42 Tecmo Deceptn 2 11/97 $48

Crash Bandicoot 2

'

11/97 $44 Legion 11/97 $48 NHL Powerplay 98 NOW $44 Ten Pin Alley NOW $44

Crilicom 2 NOW $52 Lemmings 30 NOW $36 Nanotek Warrior NOW $44 The Glove NOW $68

Croc NOW $49 Loaded NOW $49 Need lor Speed 2 NOW $44 Tomb Raider NOW $48

Dare Devil Drby 2 NOW $44 Lost Vikings 2 NOW $44 Nightmre Creature NOW $46 Triple Play 98 NOW $46

Death Trap Dungn 11/97 $46 Lost World NOW $44 Odd World NOW $44 VMX Racing NOW $46

Diablo 11/97 $54 MDK 11/97 $46 Ogre Battle NOW $50 Vandal Hearts NOW $46

Disc World 2 NOW $46 MK Mythologies NOW $46 PGA Tour 98 NOW $46 WWF Arcade NOW $49

Double Header NOW $46 MLB Pen Race 98 NOW $36 Pamdemonium 2 NOW $45 Wild Arms NOW $44

Dungeon Keeper 11/97 $46 Mace: Dark Age NOW $46 Pltlall 03/98 $49 Xevious 3D NOW $44

VIDEO GAME D> CATIIDU
S: SATURN

Albert Odyssey NOW $52 Dark Legend NOW $39 Iron Storm NOW $52 Quake 11/97 $44

Andretti Racing 97 NOW $46 Darklighl Conflict NOW $44 Lost Vikings 2 NOW $46 Racers Megamix 02/98 $49

Batman and Robin 11/97 $44 Darkstalkers 3 11/97 $49 Lost World NOW $44 Bally NOW $36

Battle Monsters NOW $34 Dawn of Darkness NOW $46 Lunacy NOW $49 RayMan 2 NOW $54

Bomberman NOW $52 Dead or Alive NOW $46 Lunar Director Cut 12/97 $46 Resident Evil NOW $44

Casper NOW $46 Diablo 11/97 $54 Madden FB 98 NOW S46 Return of the Apes NOW $50

Coliiderz NOW $52 Dream Knight 11/97 $50 Madden Ftball 97 NOW $46 Sega Ages NOW $40

Courier Crisis 11/97 $46 Duke Nukem 3D NOW $44 Manx IT NOW $46 Sentinel Returns 03/98 $49

Criticom 2 NOW $52 Enemy Zero 11/97 $49 Mass Destruction NOW S51 Shining Holy Ark NOW $46

Cfoc NOW $49 FIFA Soccer 96 NOW $46 Mortal Kombat 4 03/98 $62 Sonic R 11/97 $52

Crow:CityotAngls NOW $46 Fighters Megamix NOW $52 NBA Action '96 NOW $49 Ten Pin Alley NOW $44

Crusader NOW $46 Free Runner 11/97 $92 NBA Live '98 11/97 $46 VMX Racing NOW $46

Crypt Killer NOW $42 Here's Adventures NOW $42 NHL Breakawy 98 NOW $44 Virtua Racing NOW $29

Cyberbots NOW $52 Hexen NOW $49 Nascar 98 NOW $46 Wridwde Soccr 98 11/97 $44

VIDEO GAMES: SNES VIDEO GAMES: GENESIS
Atari Collection 1 NOW $49 NHL Hockey '96 11/97 $52 Demolition Man NOW $19 Madden '98 NOW $52

Oonky Kng Cntry 3 NOW $64 Revolution X NOW $19 Dolphin NOW $19 Mutant Chronicles NOW $42

Harvest Moon NOW $56 Secret ol Mana NOW $62 ESPN Hockey NOW $29 NBA Hang Time NOW $49

Killer Instinct NOW $19 Super Mario NOW $59 FIFA Soccer '97 NOW $52 NBA Live '98 10/98 $52

Lost Vikings 2 NOW $44 Super Mario Kart NOW $34 Head-On Soccer NOW $34 NHL Hockey '98 NOW S52

Madden 98 08/98 $52 Toy Story NOW $49 Lethal Enlotcers 2 NOW $14 Tecmo Spr Bowl 3 NOW $29

Mortal Kombat 3 NOW $59 Ultimate MK 3 NOW S49 Lost World NOW $44 Ultimate MK 3 NOW S49

NBA Live '98 NOW $52 WeaponLord NOW $19 Lunar NOW $34 Vedorman 2 NOW $49

NHL '97 NOW $39

rOAMES^

Zelda 3 NOW $34 Lunar 2 NOW $49 World Series 98 NOW $46

VIDEC NINTEND0~64 VIDEO GAME HINT BOOKS
Somberman 64 12/97 $69 Lost World 12/97

"$76"
Albert Odyssey NOW $7 Hexen 64 NOW $12

Claylighter 3 NOW $69 MK Mythologies 11/97 $79 Breath Fire 3 01/98 $11 Legend ol Zelda 64 04/98 $13

Conker's Quest 11/97 $69 NFL 08 Club 98 NOW $75 Castlevania Surv Gde NOW $12 MK Mythologies NOW $10

Dark Ritt NOW $72 Star Fnx 64 NOW $69 Croc NOW $12 Nightmare Creatures NOW $12

f-Zero 64 02^8 $76 Super Mario 64 NOW $66 Dynasty Warriors NOW $12 Nuclear Strike NOW $12

FIfA Soccer '98 11/97 $65 Mario Kan 64 NOW $59 Extreme G NOW $12 Ogre Battle NOW $12

Golden Eye 007 NOW $72 Tetrisphere NOW $69 Fighting Force NOW $12 Star Fox 64 NOW $10

Joust Epic 11/97 $76 Wave Race NOW $72 Final Fantasy VII NOW $14 Vandal Hearts NOW $12

Legend of Zelda 03/98 $79 Yoslri's Island 64 02/98 $69 Golden Eye NOW S1I Wild Arms NOW S14

BOARD GAMES COMPUTER GAMES
Axis & Allies NOW $35 Knightmare Chess NOW $13 Dalkatana 03/98 $49 Baidure s Gate 11/97 $48

Age Of Renaissance NOW $42 Ltonheart NOW $35 Dark Frees Jedi Kngtit NOW $53 Baltlespire NOW $49

Banletecti NOW $19 Lunch Money NOW $15 Dark Vengeance 03/98 $45 Diablo NOW $37

Car Wars Deluxe NOW $21 Magic Realm NOW $23 Hexen 2 NOW $52 Eldr Scdis Mrrowind 02«8 $54

Die Hanse NOW $55 Rats NOW $24 Quake 2 11/97 $52 Fallout NOW $48

Empire Builder NOW $25 Samurai Swords NOW $35 SpecOps 11/97 $48 Lands Lore Gtdns Dst NOW $48

Go NOW $22 Settlers ol Catan NOW $30 Tomb Raider 2 11/97 $49 Ultima Online NOW $53

Grand Prix NOW $19 Space Chess 3D NOW $35 Unreal 11/97 $48 X-Wng V Tie Fghter NOW $50

Hobbit Adventure NOW $29 Titan The Arena NOW $17 Space Ouest 3000 NOW $45 StarcrafI NOW $47

COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES ROLE PLAYING GAMES
Battletech Booster NOW $2 MTG Mirage SO NOW $8 AD&D DM Guide NOW S20 GURPS Rulebook NOW $20

Baltlelech Starter NOW S8 MTG Tempest 8P NOW $2 AD&D Monstr ManI NOW $20 Heavy Gear NOW $25

Or Who Booster NOW $2 MTG Visions NOW $2 ADSO Player Hdbk NOW $26 Mechwarrior NOW $13

Dr Wtio Starter NOW $8 MTG Wealhetlight NOW $2 Ais Magica NOW $26 Pendragon NOW $19

{llumlnati BP NOW $2 Magic Homelands NOW $1 Bubblegum Crisis NOW $20 Rills NOW $21

liluminati SO NOW $8 Stat Trek NG BP NOW $2 Call ol Cthulhu NOW $18 Robotech NOW $11

Great Dalmuti NOW $5 Star Trek Starter NOW $8 Deadlands NOW $26 Shadowrun NOW $20

ma sill Ed BP NOW $2 X-Files BP NOW S2 Earthdawn NOW $18 StarWars Revised NOW $25

MTG Chronicles NOW $1 Xfiles SD NOW $9 Fading Suns NOW $22 Traveller NOW $24

"FINAL FANTASY 7' Act out your mercenary dreams

wtiile saving the planet. Spectacular animated plot

sequences. Impressive storyiine. ttiree dimensional

characters, unprecedented level of detail, great effects,

Sony (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW PSX $56

'TOMB RAIDER 2' Lara's back, and better than ever.

with new moves, a new underwater environment and a

whole new arsenal. Explore huge, exotic platform-based

3D environments around the world, solve puzzles and

kill baddies,

Eldos (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PSX $49

'NBA LIVE 98' Superior sports Al make this the most

accurate hoops game ever New animations including

dunks and 360-spin moves. More user control over

'Power moves' and split screen 3-point shootout.

Electronic Arts (Sports)

Release Date: NOW PSX $44

'BREATH OF FIRE III' Immense environments allow

viewpoint rotation to reveal hidden pathways, items.

secrets and powerups. Find the secret ol the Dragon

shrines or become an apprentice to learn magic and

special abilities

Capcom (Roleplaying)

Release Date: 1/98 PSX $52

'MORTAL KOMBAT: MYTHOLOGIES' The IVIottal Kombat

saga continues with an ail new storyline, instant playa-

bility as you take on over 30 different enemies while

exploring 8 new worlds, Fieai-time 30 lighting, fully ren-

dered 3D characters,

Midway (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PSX $46, N64 $76

'MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH' Three Japanese school-

girls must save a Princess to restore peace to the land.

Breathtaking animation with over 90 minutes of audio.

When you talk to characters in the game, they reply!

Working Designs (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW SAT $52

'MLB FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY JR. N64' comes

packed with over 1 500 motion-capture animations and a

stadium lull of stats. Pinpoint control and a listtul ol spe-

cialty pitches. Four modes of play, including exhibition,

half or lull-season. Pennant race, or World Series,

Nlntendo(Sports)

Release Date: 3/98 N64 $74

'ROBORALLY' Rely on luck and skill as you race robots

across iaclory floors, using conveyor belts to help pro-

pel you and avoiding obstacles such as pits and laser

beams which impede your progress.

Wizards ol the Coast (Board game)
Release Date: NOW BG $33

'THE CURSE OF MONKEY ISLANO' includes ail of the

elements that made the series great but with a more

highly stylized, hi-resolution look. Through an intuitive

interface players pick up and use objects and talk to var-

ious characters throughout the game,

Lucasarts (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PC CD $39

'MAGIC THE GATHERING 5TH EDITION' This deck

contains 60 tradable game cards, randomly assorted,

plus a rule book. Each player must have a deck. This

deck may be enhanced with more cards sold in

booster packs.

Wizards ol the Coast (Card Game)
Release Date: NOW CG $7

'CONSPIRACY X' In a world ol dark secrets, the only cer-

tainty is nothing is what It seems. The president may not

be human The sign carrying paranoid on the street rant-

ing mind control sateiiites may be right

New Millennium (Pen/Paper Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW RPG $20

TOMB

iJOMe

d^ei^

yjM

J^8i!%

Over Mail To

US Mail U S Mali

feoS

Canada The World
hatm Uim ,W idtm UiOaii

Per Order $1,00 $2,00 $2 00 $2 00
Per Shipment 1125 $1 00 $3,00 $7 00 $2 00 $2 00
Per Item SO 75 $1,00 $100 $2 00 $2,00 $600

Visa, MC and Discover accepteij Checks held 4 weeks. MONEY ORDERS UNDER S200 SAME AS CASH COD $8, Price, availability, offer subiect to change at any time. Release

schedules and shipping times are approximate, not guaranteed, and subiecl lo change at any time. Hardware orders may require additional shipping and handling charges.

Detectives replaced with same product. All sales final. Call for details. Shipping and handling charges calculated on a per order, per shipment, and per item basis. The "per

order" charge Is charged once per order placed and the "per item" charge is charged once for each item ordered and the "per shipment" charge is charged once for each ship-

ment we make to you.

01997 CHIPS S BITS. INC.



Porsche Challenge

SecretMode Cheats

^^^^^^1

, /on/: ttichi anailsble

hi^h noires

—
1

Enter the codes at the title screen. When you enter the first cheat,

a new option, Secret Mode, appears.

Note: Execute ttie commands in parentheses simultaneously.

All Cars Jump: Press (Up and D), (Up and O), (Up and D),

(Up and O), (Up and D), (Up and O), (Up and D).

Fisheye Lens: Press (D, A, O), L1, L2, R2, R1.

High Voices: Press Up, A, Up, A.

Hyper Car: Press (Select and D), (Select and O), (Select,

,o).

Interactive Tracks: Press (Down and Start), (Up and Start),

Select, Start.

Invisible Car: Press (D and O), (L2 and R2), (D and O), (LI

andR1), (DandO).

Long Tracks Available: Press (Select and Up), (Select and

Down), Start, Select.

Mad Race: Press Up, Left, (Right and Select).

Mirror Mode: Press (Left and O), (Down and A), (Right and D).

User Car Jumps: Press G, o, n.

IciyS'Tcitriori
Rage Racer

RGB Paint Colors

—
.,,a5,..„JJ,^_ ^
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Enter Car Select, choose Customize, then select Design. Enter

the Team Logo menu and select Paint. Simultaneously press

Select, LI , L2, R1 , and R2 to make RGB color options appear.

Mortal Kombat Wlogy

Play as Chameleon

At the fighter-select screen, select any male ninja. At the loading

screen before the match, simultaneously press and hold Left,

Block, Run, High Punch, and High Kick until the fight starts. If

you did the trick correctly, just before the fight starts, your char-

acter will explode into the hidden fighter Chameleon.

^ ^
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Funco Mail Order
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2

N

( Nintendo 1 ( SNES
) { SEGA ( PlayStation \ { GameBoy 1

1

1

Yard Fight Mega Man 2

MeMMM)3 1

7lhSaga

Aladdin

29

19

NBA Live 95

NBA Live 96

9

15

After Burner 2 NFL 95

NFL QB Club

2Exlteme

Alien Trilogy

Andreiti Racing

35

29

NFL Game Day
NFL Game Dav 97

15 Alleyway

25 Baseball

12

9

NFL

Operation C
Pac-Man

7

13

Adv Byu Billy MegaMan4 1 Allensff'rBdalor 15 NBA Live 97 35 Alien 3 NFL OB Club 96 5 29

i^r k uaiiic uay ai

NaQBCIub97 15 Batman 15 24

Wv Island MegaMane 1 Batman Forever 9 NBA Showdown 9 Altered Beast NHL Hockey 2 Area 51 39 NHL FaceOf! 9 BatDetoads 12 Papertwy 19

AfiticipaUon Metal Gear Batman Returns 15 NCAA Basketball 3 Bame/s Hkle Seek NHL Hockey 94 2 Battle Arena Tsh 9 NHL Hockey 97 25 Bo Jackson 9 Power Rangers 18

AriiaooidGame MetroKJ Batbedash SS 2 NHL Hockey 95 9 Batman Forever NHL Hockey 95 4 Battle Arena Tsh 2 19 PGA Tour GoK 96 29 Bugs Bny

25 Casino Fun-Pack

17 Oix 7

AstynaK Mickey Mouse Beavis & Butthead 15 NHL Hockey 96 ia Batman Returns NHL Hockey 96 7 Beyond the Beyond 35 Pwer Moves WRST 29 Ren & Stimpy-SC

Revenge of GTR
15

Back 10 the Fult Millipede 1 Big Hun Baseball 19 NHL Stanley Cup 9 Beavis & Butthead NHL Hockey 97 29 Contra Legacy War 29 Project Overkill 25 Castlevania Adv 9 8

Bad Dudes Morwpoly 1 Bowng Legends 9 Paperboy 2 19 Bill Walsh FtW NHLPA 93 1 Crash Bandicoot 39 Rally Cross 39 Donkey Kong 25 Simpsons-Escape 29
Baseball Narc 3 Bfeeth o( Fire 29 PGAGoK 35 Bill Walsh FlU 95 Pal Rily Bslitbl 1 D (XDs) 25 ReskJeni Evil 39 Donkey Kong Land 29 Solar Sinker 7

Basebiiil Stars NFL 2 Bmath of Fire 2 59 Pikil Wings 9 Boogerman PGA Tour Golf 19 Dark Forces 29 Ridge Racer 19 Double Dragon 15 Solitaire Fun Pack 33

Bases Loaded Ninja Gaiden 3 Bubsy 25 Pitfatt Many 9 Bubsy PGA Tour Golf 2 19 Dark Stalkers 29 Ridge Racet Revltn 29 Double Dragon 2 17 Space Invaders 18

Bases Loaded 2 Ninja GakJen 2 3 Bulls vs Blazers 4 Popukius 9 Bulls vs Blazers Phantasy Star 3 18 Deslnjction Dertiy 25 Road Rash 38 DrMano 12 Spiderman 17

Batman OperatKio Wolf 2 Castlevania 4 9 Power Rangers 19 Bulls vs Lakers Pitf^l Hany 1 Deslniction Dertty 2 35 Soul Blade 39 Duck Tales 13 Slar Wars 27
BatUeloads PacMan 19 Chessmaslef 29 Primal Rage 9 Busier Douglas Bug Pitfighler Die Hard Trilogy 39 Soviet Strike 29 Empire Stnkes Back 28 Supr Mano Lnd 15

BlacKBass Paperboy 7 Chrono Tngger 45 Ren & Stimpy-Vrjts 9 Coach K BsktU Power Rangers Doom 35 Slar Wrs-Rebel Aslt 2 29 FlRacer 15 Supr Mano Lnd 2 19

Blades Steel Plnball 5 Conlra3 19 RoboTrek 18 College Ftbl Power Rangers-Mov 1 ESPN Extreme Gms 29 Street Fighter-Alpha 19 Final Fant Adv 43 Supr Mario Lnd 3 25
Biaslei Master Pinbot 4 Cool Spot 18 Samurai Shodown 9 College Ftbl USA96 Primal Rage Fade To Black 19 Suikoder 35 Final Fant Leg 39 Supr RC Pro Am 17

Bubble Bobble Platoon 2 DaflyDuck 15 Secret Of Evermore 25 College FlU USA97 Pnme Time NFL Final Fantasy 7-Demo 9 Tekken 19 Fortress Fear 8 TecmoBowl 9
Bugs 6riy CaElte Play Act Ftbl 1 Desert SIrIke 25 Secret OfMana 39 College Slam Quackshot JetMoto 35 Tekken 2 39 Heianko Alien 5 Tennis 8

CaplSkyhswk Popeye 4 Donkey Kong Cty 19 Separatrao Anxiety 15 Columns RBI BasW 4 John Madden 97 19 TobaINo 1 29 HomeAlone 13 Terminator 2 9

Casltevania Pro Am Racing 5 Donkey Kong Cty2 28 Shadowtun 19 Comix Zone Ren&Sbmpy KirtosReU 15 Tomb Raider 35 HomeAk>ne2 12 Tetns 7

CasSevania2 Pro Wrestlino

Punch OuI'MT
3 Donkey Kong Cty3 45 ShaqFu 5 Contra Hard Corps Revenge Shioobi

Road Rash 1

Legacy of Kain 29 Tnple Play 97 19 Hyper Lode Runner 7 Tetns2 24

Castlevania 3 4 Doom 19 Sim City 15 Cool Spot 8 loaded 19 Triple Play 98 39 Jurassic Part; 19 Tetns Attack 27

Commando QBen 9 Earth Bound 39 Simpsons-B Ntmr 15 Desert Sinke FtockelKnighlAdv 5 MLB Pennant Race 15 Twisted Metal 29 Killei Instind 15 Tetris Blast 27

Contra Rad Racer 5 Earthwonn Jim 19 Spawn 19 Earthworm Jim Samurai Shodown 9 Mortal K-Trilogy 35 Twisted Metal 2 39 Kirtjys Drmind 19 TmyToon 22

Cryslalis RadRacer2 7 Earthwomi Jim 2 19 Star Fox 9 Ecco The Dolphin Shadowmn 15 Mortal Kombat 3 19 War Hawk 19 Kirtjys Drmlnd2 27 TMNT 1 FFC 7

Dick Tracy Rambo 2 FZero 9 StarVters 15 Ecco Tides of Time ShaqFu 2 NBA In The Zone 15 WCWVs Worid 39 Kirtjys Pinball 18 TMNT 2 17

Donkey Koog 3 RBI Baseball 3 FIFA Soccer 15 Street Ftr 2 3 ESPN Baseball Shirubi 3 9 NBA In The Zone 2 35 WHdArms 38 Mega Man 1 25 Wano Blast 22
Donkey Kor>g CIs Rescue Rar^rs 5 Final Fantasy 2 39 Street Fir 2-Trb 9 Eternal Chmpns

Evander Hlyfld

F 22 Intercplr

Sonk: 3D Blast 29 NBA Live 96 9 19 Metroid 2 15 WWF Superstars 9

Double Dragon

Double Dragon 2

RoboCop
Rush N Attack

2 Final Fantasy 3

Final Fantasy MQ
49 Stunt Rar» FX 15 <!nnir Jl Km irklcc 1

1

25 Wipeout

WipeoutXL

19 Mortal Kombat 17 15

3 9 Sunset Riders 9 Sonic Hdghog 4 NBA Shootout 19 35 Mortal Kombat 2 15 Yoshi's Cookie 15

Double Dragon 3

Double Dnbble

Sesame St 123 5 Final Fight

Final Fight 2

5 Superman/X-Men j FIFA Soccer SonicHdghog2
Sonk: Hdghog 3 1

Sonic Spinbal

4 NBA Shootout 97 35 19 Mortal Kombat 3 22 ZeJda Link 19

Sesame St ABC 9 19 Supr Double Dragon 15 FIFA Soccer 95 9

iTun winjuujuk ji

15 X-Com UFO Defense 19 Motor Cross Mniac 15

DtUario SOent Service 2 Flashback 9 Supf Empre Strks '5 G»)eral Chaos 7 Need For Speed 35 MsPacman 26 GameBoy 27

Dragon Wan- Simpsons-B vs SM 4 Gfadkjs3 9 Supt Ghouls 9 GoWenAjte Spkierman 13 Need For Speed 2 39 Raystation Deck 124 Nemesis 6 Game Boy Pocket 49

Duck Tales Slmpsons-B vs VWd 4 Grtlfeys Baseball 19 Supfli^anoAllstBrs 19 Goklen Axe 2 9
E»citebike

Fananadu

Fester's Quesl
Final Fantasy

Fnday 131h

Skate Or Die 1

Snakes Revenge

Spy Hunter

Supf Contra

Supr Dodge Ball

3

3

5

5

13

Grifley's Winning Run

Home Alone

Illusion o( Gaa
John Maddsft 92

John Madden 93

39
9

15

2

2

SuprMnoAllstr/SMW

SuprManoRPG
Supf Mario WrM
SupfMelroid

Supf Off-Road

28
35

7

9

15

Greatest Hvywts

Hani Dnvin'

JoeMnlna
Joe Mnma 2

Joe Mntna 3

Sports TIk Bsbl 3

Street Ftr 2 SCE 5

Streets Rage 13

Streets Rage 2 9

Sublerrania 4

{ Saturn 1 ( Game Gear )

Galaga Supr Mario 2 4 John Madden 94 3 Supr Play AclFb 2 Joe Mnlna 94 Supr Street Fir 2 9
Gaunllel Supr Mario 3 4 John Madden 95 9 Supr Punch Out 19 John Madden 92 Taz-Escape fnDm Mars 19 Area 51 39 NHL Aflstar Hockey 7 Aladdin ia Power Rangers 9
Gaunllel 2 Supr Mano/Dk Ht JohnMad(jM96 15 Supr R Type 9 John Madden 93 Tazmania 13 Astal 13 NHL Hockey 97 25 Batman Forever 12 Power Rangers-Mov 12

Gbosi Buslers Supr Off Road 7 John Madden 97 29 Supt Return Jedi 25 John Madden 94 Tecmo Super Bovirl 2 Bltle Arena Tsh-Remix 13 Nights 15 Batman Returns 9 Pro Baseball 4

Ghosts 4 GWns TecmoBowl 3 JungisBook 18 Supt Scope (6in1)

Supt Street Fir 2

! John Madden 95 Temiinator 2-Arcd 5 Black Fire 13 Panzer Dragoon 13 Beavis & Butl-Head 19 Ren & Slimpy 9
Golf TecmoBowl2 9 Jurassic Parit 19 9 John Madden 96 TMNT Hyperstone 18 Bug 19 Panzer Dragoon 2 25 Choplifter 3 22 Road Rash 25
Goon«s2 Terns G Killer InsUnct 9 Supf Tennis 13 John Madden 97 TNMT Toum Ftrs 7 Bug Toot 29 Rayman 27 Columns 9 Road Runner 15

Gotcha Ttger Hell 2 Kirt)ys Avalanche 19 Tecmo Super Bovil 9 Jungle Strike Toe Jam 4 Earl 29 Ctodtwofk Knight 13 Robotka 7 Desert Stnke 22 Shining Force-Swid 15

Hogan's Ailey Tiny Toons S Lemmings 19 Tecmo Super Bowl 3 29 Jurassic Park Toe Jam & Eail 2 18 Corpse Killer 17 Sega Rally Champ 17 Donald Duck 13 Shinobi 8

Hoops TMNT 1 Lethal Enforcers 9 Tetns2 29 KkJ Chameleon Tom Lasorda BasW 2 D 15 Sonk: 3D Blast 24 Earthworm Jim 39 Shinobi 2 9

lea Hockey TMNT2 3 Lion King 19 Tiny Toons Buster 9 Lakers Celtics Tony La Russa 2 Dark Savior 25 Street Fighler-Movie 8 Ecco The Dolphin 12 Sonic Chaos 13

Ikan War TMNT 3 5 Lulia 45 TMNT 4 9 Lethal Enforcers Toy Story 29 Daytona Champ 19 Street Ftr-Alpha 17 Ecco Tides of Time 13 SonicDnft2 19

Iron Sword Top Gun 2 Lufia 2-RBe 69 Top Gear 25 Lion King TnpleRay96 19 Daytona USA 5 TombRakter 29 GLoc 9 Sonic Hdghog 13

Jackal Top Gun 2 3 Magical Quest 9 Top Gear 2 39 Maximum Carnage Tnple Play Gok) 29 Double SHntch 13 Ultimate MK 3 25 GP Rider 19 Sonic Hdghog 2

Sonic Spinball

4

Jaws Town & Country 1 Mark) Is Missing 13 Toy Story 35 Menacer Game Ultimate MK 3 35 Dragon Force 39 Virtue Cop 5 Incredible Hulk 9 19

Jeopardy

JohnEObacK
Track & Field 2 2 ManoKail 29 Ultimate MK 3 29 Michael Jackson MWK 7 Vector Man 9 Fighting Vipers 19 VirtuaCop2 27 Joe Mnlna 4 Some Tnple Trouble 17

Vegas Dreams IS Maw Paml Game 2 Unifacars 15 Monopoly 19 Worid Series Bsbl 7 gIk 24 Virtua Fighter 3 John Madden 95 9 Star Wars 29
JortanvsBifd Wheel Fortune ' Maximum Carnage 9 Vegas Stakes 19 Mortal Kombat 5 World Series 95 9 GhenWar 8 Virtua Fighter 2 4 Jurassic Parti 17 Streets Rage 13

KoateCtwnp Wheel Forlune Fam MechWamor 19 Wmg Commander 9 Mortal Kombat 2 9 Wodd Senes 96 19 Guardian Heroes 25 Virtua Fighter Remix 5 Lion King 13 Streets Rage 2 13

Karate Kid Wheel Fortune Jr Mega Manx 19 Wrestlemania 9 Mortal Kombat 3 WWF Raw 19 Iron Storm 45 Virtua Racing 9 Mk:key Ms CsU 15 Supr Columns IS

Karnov Wiznte & Warrs Mega Man X2 45 WWF Raw 25 Ms Pac-Man WWF Royal Rumble 15 John Madden 97 19 Virtual On 29 Mickey Ms Legend

17 Mortal Kombat

17 Supr Monaco GP 15

K>d Icanis Wrath BIk Mnta Mickey Mama 19 WWF Royal Rumble 13 Mutant Lg Ftbl WWF Sup Wrstmnia g Legend of Oasis 25 Worid Senes BsW 9 Surf Nin)as 6

KirbysAdv Wresllemania ML8PA Baseball 9 WWF Wrestlm-Afcd 19 NBAAcUon WWF WresBm-Arcd 25 Mysl 9 World Senes Bsbl 2 29 Ms Pacman 25 Tazmania 15

KungFu WWF Challenge Mortal Kombat 9 X-Men 13 NBA Jam X-Men 7 Myslana

NBA Action

29 WoridwKJe Soccer 7 Mortal Kombat 2 15 Wortd Senes 7

Legacy olWiz Yoshi Mortal Kombat 2 9 Yoshi's Island 29 NBAJam-Toum X-Men 2 J 5 25 WWF In Your House 35 NBA Jam 9 WWF Steel Cage 17

LiH Nemo Oream Zelda Mortal Kombat 3 9 Zelda3 IS NBA Live 95 NBAJam-Toum 15 WWF WresHmna-Arc 24 NBA Jam-Toum 17 X-Men 8
Maior Lg BsU Zeida2 NBA Give « Go 19 Zombies Ate Nghbr 15 NBA Live 96 9 Sega Genesis 1 Deck 19 NFL 97 19 X-Men-Child Atom 29 NFL 95 8 X-Men 2-Legacy 12

Marble Madness NBA Jam 9 NBA Uve 97 29 Sega Genesis 2 Deck 25 NFL Qb Club 96 8 Pacman 25

Vl 'g.i Man 1 19 Nintendo Deck 2t >JBAJam-Toum 15 Super NES Deck 35 NBA Showdown 2 Nomad Unit 119 NFL Qb Club 97 17 Saturn Deck 89 Pokei Face Poker 6 Game Gear 45^

Holiday Hours: Mon-Fri Oct 27 thru Dec 19 9am to 9pm. Saturdays: Nov 1 thru Jan 3 10am to 4pm.

ISl Sundays : Nov 30 thai Dec 28 10am to 4pm. Closed: Oct 31 , Nov 27, Dec 24-25, Dec 31 , Jan 1

.

Holiday Deadline: Be sure to place ^J%-i
your orders by Dec 22, 12 pm. tc^

A^ 1^^^
Personal Checks and Money Orders

Are Also Accepted.

RUSH
DELIVERY!

is available on all in stock items.

These are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!

We also offer: Sega CD &
Nintendo 64

Want Something? Can't

Find It?

WE'VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and

Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Product!

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612-946-8101

Funco Order Form

Name

Address

Phone (_

System Title Qty Price

Tax

Shipping

Handling

Total

$4.00

To purchase: Call for Current Prices, send check,
money order, or credit card number to Funco, Inc.,

10120 West 76th Street, Mpls. MN 55344. Add $1.99
per item ($3.99 per control deck) for shipping and $4.00
handling charge. For Canada, Guam, Puetio Rico, and
Virgin Islands please double the per item charges.
Please call for all other international orders, CA, CT, IL,

IN. KS. MA. MD, Ml. MN, MO, NJ, NY. OH. PA. Rl, TX,
VA, WA & Wl residents please add applicable sales tax.

All prices based on US funds. Most games delivered
within 7-10 business days. Generally games don't

come with boxes or manuals. We are sorry but we can't

accept requests for them. Rush delivery is available.

All sales are final. Defectives replaced with same
item. All prices are subject to change. We reserve the
right to refuse any purchase or sale. PR

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8101
.^>j4^ Online Ordering!!
VP* http://wvwv.funcoland.com

rWin a $25 Funco Gift Certificate!"!

i

1. In Final Fantasy 7 the

hotel is a house.

3. A doll with video game
connections. ______

2. Star of Desert Demolition.

Runner

4. Yoshi's Cookie takes place

in a cookie .

5. Arch enemy in Batman
Forever.

Contest Rules: No purchase necessary to enler. Complete Ihe crossword puzzle, cut it out and then

mail, along with your name address and phone number to :

December Mail Order Contest, Funco. Inc., 10120 West 76th Street, Mpls. MN 55344. All correct

entries will be entered in a drawing. Entries must be postmarked no later than December 30. 1997
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Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics mil

Marvel Super Heroes

Different-colored FigMers

mmwi
To change the color of characters on the top row, put the cur-

sor over the character you want to select, then press and hold

Up for at least five seconds and press any button. To change

the color of characters on the bottom row, put the cursor over

the character you want to select, press and hold Down for five

seconds and press any button. When the match starts, your

fighter is a different color.

Mega Man X^
Play as Daik Zero andas Dark Mega Man

Play as Dark Zero: At the Player Select screen, put the cursor

on Zero and press and hold R, then press Right, Right, Right,

Right, Right, Right. Release R, then press and hold B, and
press either A or C. When the game starts. Zero will be wear-

ing black armor.

SELECT

'^ ^^'9

Play as Dark Mega Man: At the Player Select screen, put the

cursor on Mega Man X and press B, B, Left, Left, Left, Left,

Left, Left. Next, simultaneously press and hold L and R, then

press either A or C. When the game starts, you'll play as a

darker Mega Man.

* These cheats were tested on a preliminary version of the game and
may be changed in the final version.

GAMEPRI

Marvel Super Heroes

Play as Anita* and No Gems During Fights

H
Play as Anita: Finish the game in Arcade mode with any fighter

on any skill setting and save the data. Make sure the buttons are

set to the default and the Short Cut is off. At the fighter-select

screen, press Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, Right, Down, Left,

Up, press and hold X, press and hold Y, and press Z. When
the fight starts, you'll play as Anita from Night Warriors: Dark-

stalkers' Revenge.

No Gems During Fights: In the Versus mode. Player One should

simultaneously press and hold L and R at the beginning of the

match. The words "No Gems" will flash at the bottom of the

screen. While the words are flashing. Player Two should simul-

taneously press and hold L and R until the words stop flashing.

Do You Have a Secret Weapon?
If so, send it to SWAT and, if we publish it, we'll send you a

free GamePw T-shirt! Send your best tips and secrets to:

GamePro Magazine
Secret Weapons

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

E-mail us your tips and tricks through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

swat.gamepro@gamepro.com

licember 1 917
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Nintendo 64

1. NFLQuarterbacl<

Club '98

2. Madden 64
3. Mortal Kombat Myttiologies:

Sub-Zero

4. Golden Eye 007
5. Mace: The Dark Age
6. Top Gear Rally

7. Extreme G
8. Clayfighter 63 V3

9. F-1 Pole Position

10. Multi Racing Championship

PlayStation

1. Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex

Strikes Back

2. NBA Live '98

3. NFL GameDay '98

4. Madden NFL '98

5. Final Fantasy Vll

6. Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero

7. Moto Racer

8. Nuclear Strike

9. NASCAR '98

10. Castlevania: Symphony
of the Night

Genesis

1. Madden NFL '98

2. NBA Live '98

3. NHL '98

4. The Lost World: Jurassic Park

5. Road Rash 3

6. College Football USA '97

7. Sonic 3D Blast

8. Ultimate Mortal Kombat
9. Toy Story

10. Urban Strike

Super NES
1. Madden NFL '98

2. NBA Live '98

3. Kirby's Dream Land III

4. NHL '98

5. Brunswick's World Tournament
of Champions

6. Super Mario Kart

7. Super Mario RPG
8. Dirt Trax FX

9. Ms. Pac-Man
10. Toy Story

Scary Larry's Can't Miss List

1. Mortal Kombat Mythologies:
Sub-Zero
PloyStotioil I

2. NBA Live '98
[

'

PlayStation

3. GoldenEye 007
Nintendo 64 V

4. NASCAR '98 PlayStation

5. Madden 64 Nintendo 64

6. NHL '98 PlayStation

7. Castlevania: Symphony
of the Night PlayStation

8. Mace: The Dark Age Nintendo64

9. Marvel Super Heroes Saturn

10. Final Fantasy Vll PlayStation
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To boldly die where no one has died before. This is Enemy Zero, and you are Laura Lewis. You're on a space

station and your crew members are being picl<ed off one by one by an alien beast. No sweat, it's a sfiooting game

and you can tiandle a gun. But you can't see the alien, only hear it. Scared? Thanks to the eerie soundtrack and

intensely graphic cinematic effects you will be. Just be careful. In space nc o<ie can hear you wet your pants.
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